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Foreword 

The fourth meeting of the Committee on Development Information (CODI) 
was held under the theme "Information as an Economic Resource" based on 
the notion that Information and Knowledge are transforming businesses and 
trade worldwide. This book, the second in CODI series (the first entitled Africa 
Networking: Information Development, ICTS and Governance, ECA and Inter
national Books 2004), is timely and pertinent. It is timely because, ECA has yet 
again came first in documenting and analysing a subject of prime significance 
for Africa's emergent information society. It is pertinent because the importance 
of information for economic development has risen dramatically during the last 
decades and we are observing a shift from an "industrial society" to an "infor
mation society". In addition to the traditional resources of capital, raw materials 
and labor, information is now considered as a factor of production, as a result of 
the information revolution. 

The potential of information to provide a competitive edge to businesses, is 
no longer a myth. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) applica
tions are linking the process chains in manufacturing and the old 'Fordist' or 
mass production of goods and services is gradually giving way to a network-
based production and manufacturing system. Whilst the old production and 
manufacturing system is energy-intensive, standardized and departmentalised 
the new manufacturing system facilitated by ICTS is information-intensive, cus
tomized, networked and integrated. The design stage of product manufacturing 
benefits enormously from the use of Computer-aided-design (CAD) combina
tion of ICTS, statistics and GIS through However, the challenge is how we address 
potential unemployment as a result. 

The travel and tourism industry is another global economic arena that is infor-
mation-intensive. The Internet, in particular, has been useful in many regards 
to the travel and tourism sector. It is used to provide multimedia information 
about destination to prospective travelers. It also affects auxiliary industries, such 
as the transport sector, which play a major role in the tourism industry. With 
the aid of ICT and specifically Geoinformation applications, prospective travelers 
can view a destination, book accommodation, book the flight and other forms 
of transport and pay for all these without leaving their homes. As such the Inter-
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national Air Transport Association (IATA) an industry body coordinating aviation 
rules and standards plans to introduce e-tickets by the end of 2007, where travel 
details are stored in an airline database and retrievable through codes. The eco
nomic rationale for this move is cost saving where an e-ticket costs $ 1 to issue 
and process compared to $ 10 for a paper ticket. This way the industry could save 
over $ 2.7 billion a year. 

Currently, electronic commerce or e-commerce, which is the use of telecom
munications or the Internet to carry out business of any type, presents a new 
model for trade and business. Electronic transaction of business activities has 
'redefined' the concepts of market', 'seller' and 'buyers', as they all converge now 
on the electronic space, namely the Internet. Billions of dollars worth of transac
tions are completed on the Internet. These developments present African coun
tries with unprecedented opportunities for increasing economic development in 
the creation of new industries, rural development and tourism promotion. 

Nowadays mobile phones are being configured for some basic e-commerce 
activities, paving the way for mobile commerce or m-commerce, where the cell
phone is used for trading and business purposes. E-commerce is warranting 
national governments involvement in regulating e-commerce activities. African 
responses to this, both m- and e-commerce will be discussed in the course of 
the week based on a report of the e-Economy workshop organized by ECA and 
Industry Canada. 

In the area of Statistics, official statisticians manage data collection, process
ing and dissemination. These operations are at the heart of the information pro
cess, as the latter requires reliable data. In previous decades, data processing and 
dissemination used to be painstaking operations. Moreover, results were often 
published several years after the data collection process. By that time, statistical 
data were outdated and less valuable. 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have improved this sit
uation by reducing the cost and facilitating data entry, processing, analysis, and 
dissemination. Some of the changes and opportunities that ICT has made pos
sible include the possibility of manipulating very large data sets, and micro data 
can be easily aggregated to study important geographical entities - areas of pov
erty, zones of industrial development, suburban sprawls in great metropolitan 
areas etc. 

In this regard, it should be emphasized in particular, that monitoring systems 
for the new development agenda, including the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGS). Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPS) and the New Partnership for 
African Development (NEPAD), have not only created new demands but also pro
vided frameworks for further development of African statistical systems. 
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Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have been pointed out by the UN as a 
computer-based tool for input, storage, management, retrieval, updated analysis 
and output information. Geoinformation, or geo-data, could be a service which 
generates income to governments and provide employment opportunities, while 
the statistical data and information assist individuals, businesses and government 
in making informed decisions based on analyzed and accurate information. At 
the same time, digital and virtual resources constitute information goods and 
services and are now new industries or sectors and constitutes part and parcel of 
global legal frameworks. 

Consequently, the power of information to stimulate and unleash Africa's 
economic potential is already being realized in a number of countries. Farm
ers in Senegal can today check world markets prices of their goods by SMS text. 
School children in western Kenya use digital textbooks to download lessons, 
whilst VSATS are opening rural South Africans to online banking. 

The liberalized and deregulated telecommunication sector, for instance is 
offering lucrative African markets for investors. Nigeria is currently the world's 
fastest growing mobile telephony market with subscribers increasing by 143 per 
cent since June 2003. Recently, Celtel, owned by Sudanese Mo Ibrahim is one 
of the largest mobile operators outside South Africa that was recently sold for 
$ 3.4 billion. This sale was one of the largest ever-corporate deals of African assets 
demonstrating the potential that exists on the continent in ICTS. 

In many instances the liberalized ICT environment is spinning off new indus
tries in Africa, creating Technology Parks, Call Centres, Cyber-cities and a grow
ing software development sector who can tap into the global $ 260 billion software 
industry. It is also anticipated that African software companies have the potential 
to become the single largest contributor to their Gross Domestic Product. 

In the World Economic Forum's 104-strong Networked Readiness Index, 
published March this year, Tunisia host of the wsis conference in November was 
ranked top of African countries in terms of the use of ICTS in the economy. The 
ranking reviewed 23 African countries and showed that 15 had improved their 
rankings from the previous year and 8 regressed. Morocco, up by 10 points was 
most improved, closely followed by Kenya, Tunisia and Ghana, each of which 
was up by nine points.1 

1 Market, Economics and Finance Unit (MEF). Telecommunication Development 
Bureau, Stocktaking - metadata collection Household survey results, 2005. edited by 
Alison Gillwald (ed.) Towards an African e-Index Household and individual, ICT Access 
and Usage Across 10 African Countries, The LINK Centre, Wits University School of 
Public and Development Management, Johannesburg, 2005. 
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ECAS information for development programmes through the implementation 
of the African Information Society Initiative (AISI) has been in place since 1996 
to assist member States to develop national e-strategies, or NICI plans for socio
economic development. Of late, Poverty Reduction Strategies (PRS) and MDGS 
are being integrated into the e-strategy or the NICI processes of some countries, 
notably Comoros, Malawi, Mali, Niger, Nigeria and Gambia to name a few. 

An ECA survey conducted in some NICI countries show that in countries where 
ICT is considered a priority sector, national budget allocations constitute a sig
nificant proportion of the national budget, signifying some governments' com
mitment to creating an information-based economy. Closely linked to e-strategy 
development is support to African Universities in Research and Development 
capacity-building activities aimed at nurturing innovation by academia for the 
Information Society. The universities serve as incubators by public sector inter
vention for improving the operation of the private sector in ICT innovation, as 
well as creating new job opportunities. 

We know that more work needs to be done in involving key stakeholders, in 
particular the private sector and in fostering greater public-private partnership 
in the area of information for economic development. However, currently infor
mation and communication resources in Africa do not take women's needs into 
account, nor have the current policies of deregulation and liberalization of com
munications addressed issues of communication for empowering women. 

Ways need to be sought address this imbalance including adopting gender-
sensitive information policies. In response to this, the Enterprise Development 
Facility (EDF) was launched to empower African women entreprenuers and 
facilitate their participation in the information economy by ECA and UNDP as 
a follow-up to the recommendations adopted by the Africa-Asia Forum on the 
Economic Empowerment of Women in 1997. Similar initiatives should be devel
oped for Youth and csos in building an all inclusive information economy. 

To harness the power of information for economic development, countries 
need to surmount certain challenges. As recently stated by the Executive Sec
retary, Mr KY Amoako during the Africa Regional wsis Conference held in 
Accra recently, information and communication "infrastructure continues to be 
the Achilles heels of Africa's information society ". It costs $ 40 million each for 
Africans to communicate with Africans due to lack of adequate telecommunica
tion infrastructure. And even when the infrastructure has been put in place by 
technologists and entrepreneurs, we will still need legal practitioners and policy
makers to articulate certain policies for the information economy including the 
appropriate legal and regulatory frameworks. 
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CODI iv has proposed a plan of action that will answer such critical questions, 
identified specific actions for us at ECA, for member States, for ECA partners, and 
for the private sector and civil society. You can be sure that we shall find ways to 
incorporate your recommendations into our programmes and activities just as 
we have done in previous meetings. 

I encourage Africans to assist in the implementation of the action plans that 
have emerged out of this meeting. The future of Africa may depend on them. 

Before closing this Foreword, allow me to thank ECA'S development partners 
Industry Canada who provided support for the workshop entitled Towards an 
e-Economy in Africa, OIF for supporting the workshop on Entrepreneurs hip and 
Open Source Software, and the Canadian ePolicy Resource Centre (CCPRC) for 
supporting Canadian expertise from Statistics Canada, as well as the Canadian 
Space Agency (CSA) and Environment Canada (EC) for their participation. In 
addition, special recognition to the World Trade Organisation (wro) for their 
support in providing a resource person for CODI on ICT, and the Korean Govern
ment and Maps Geosystems for their support. Let me thank the Government 
of Finland which is not only supporting ECA'S Information Society programme 
but providing an exhibition, entitled. The Making of an Information Society 
— Global Reflections on the Finnish Case. 

Last but not least, we are most grateful to Mr. Abdoulie Janneh, Under Sec
retary General and Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, 
without whose support this book might have not seen the light of day. 

Josephine Ouedraogo 
Deputy Executive Secretary A/G, Economic Commission for Africa 
Addis Ababa 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

M.A. Mohamed Salih 

ICT and information generated by the technologies have transformed businesses 
and peoples' lives throughout the world, ICT accelerates the movement of goods, 
services, ideas and people which fuels the globalization process.1 For instance, 
information technologies have integrated international capital markets thereby 
creating a global economy which has moved economic markets and businesses 
closer in real-time. Capital flows freely between countries and countries can uti
lize this capital instantly. It also created a new type of global markets. Environ
mental Systems Research Institute products used in the delivery of interactive 
maps are good example of the globalization of the application of Geographic 
Information System (GIS), market and technology. It is becoming increasingly 
evident that geoinformation technologies are adding value, not only to the ser
vices, but also to the efficiency of economic decision-making process. In par
ticular, the value of e-commerce transactions, for instance, has been multiplied 
in the past years.2 

An information economy is where the productivity and competitiveness of 
units or agents in the economy (companies, regions or nations) depend mainly 
on their capacity to generate, process and efficiently apply knowledge-based 
information. The new economy also shifts the focus to the economic value of 
intangible products, such as information, knowledge and innovations.3 

International Telecommunication Union (2006: p. 13) reports that World
wide telecommunication service revenues have more than doubled, from us$ 517 
to us$ 1,216 billion over the last ten years. As a result, total telecommunication 
revenues have substantially increased as a percentage of GDP in Africa, Oceania 
and Asia and have remained stable in Europe and the Americas. Africa is the 
region where telecommunication service revenues as a percentage of GDP have 
grown fastest. Today, they represent almost five percent of GDP in Africa, com
pared to 4.5 percent in Oceania, 3.8 percent in Asia, 3.3 percent in Europe and 
2.9 percent in the Americas. This highlights the importance of the telecommu
nication sector for the African economy.4 
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Notably, the contribution of the information economy to the overall eco
nomic performance is determined by the amount of resources devoted to ICT, 
human resource development, creation of enabling environment, among other 
factors. The use of more information in the decision process makes it possible 
to make better estimates and reduce input of other resources in the production 
process. Information therefore becomes a resource in itself and expectedly gets 
attached an economic value. The information economy, thus, contributes to 
macroeconomic outputs in a variety of ways which include the creation of better 
and new ways of generating goods and services, improved production efficien
cies, and increased labor and productivity growth. 

ICTS play an important role in economic expansion through their impact on 
productivity growth via three main channels namely production, investment and 
usage/diffusion — efficiencies from reorganizing activities with the help of ICT'S. 
Computer-integrated manufacturing, for example, enables automated model 
changes on the production line as well as fully integrated design and manufac
ture. The resultant shortened cycle times have led to a competitive environment 
that focuses on quality, customization, and timeliness of delivery.5 

The physical locations are less relevant, as evidenced by the massive outsourc
ing currently going on in the us. It was predicted that in five years 55% of IT 
work in the us will be outsourced overseas, up from the current figure of 8%, 
which means that $ 136 billion in wages and 3,3 million jobs will move out of 
the country.6 Business operations continue 24 hours a day across several national 
borders.7 

Subsequently, the information economy and its actors have been steadily 
shaping the way businesses and financial transactions are conducted. Compa
nies increasingly rely on intangible investments and assets (skills, organization, 
software and networks) for competitiveness and growth.8 This also entails new 
organizational structures and IT savvy workers. The competitive organizations 
have evolved to adopt a flatter structure and enable a faster decision making, 
while encouraging innovations and new ideas. This has in turn prompted vari
ous reforms of education systems across the world to produce workers suitable 
for new economic activities and encourage innovations in not only the ICT but 
also other key economic sectors.9 

Africa's basic indicators for 2003 illustrate that there are considerable variations 
of mobile and other forms of wireless communication in Africa. These variations 
are from double digital figures (in North Africa, South Africa, Botswana, Cape 
Verde, Gabon, Mauritius, Mauritania, Namibia, Swaziland, and Seychelles) to 
less than one person per 100 households.10 
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Let me start with the revolution in the medium, particularly the move from 
fixed telephone lines to mobile and the consequences of that on expanding the 
e-commerce outreach. International Telecommunication Union (ITU 2004, p. 1) 
reports that, 'the mobile telecommunication sector has to qualify as one of Afri
ca's success stories. Over 13 million new mobile subscribers were established, a 
figure equivalent to the total number of telephone subscribers (fixed and mobile) 
in 1995. Africa's mobile market has been the fastest growing of any region over 
the last five years. The total number of mobile subscribers at the end of 2003 was 
just short of 52 million and mobile penetration stood at 6.2 per 100 inhabitants, 
twice the fixed rate', ITU (Ibid. p. 1) added that, 'the African mobile communi
cations sector is also performing well financially. In 2003 it broke the us$ ten 
billion barrier in revenues with profits estimated at over us$ one billion. This 
wealth has spread to other stakeholders such as governments, who have collected 
over us$ four billion in license fees, and to equipment manufacturers, who have 
earned over us$ five billion in contracts in Africa since 2000'.11 

Equally upbeat is ITU'S statistics on wireless Internet penetration reporting 
that, 'at the end of 2003, there were around 14 million Internet users in Africa, 
up from just 4.5 million in 2000. Although this level of growth is less than that 
achieved by mobile communications, it is nevertheless clear that the number of 
Internet users in Africa is growing at a fast rate as any world region'. Although 
most of this growth is in North Africa (35%) and South Africa (24%), with the 
rest of Africa at 41% of Africa's total share, forecasts of future growth show that 
Africa is destined to triple its current Internet access from 6.0 per 100 inhabit
ants in 2003 to 15.3 per 100 inhabitants in 2010 - as a medium forecast. The high 
forecast is about 21 per 100 households. The expectation here is that new and 
cheaper technologies are also penetrating faster and this trend will continue well 
into the future.12 

Not only that ICTS have become part of the operations of many large compa
nies as well as small and medium-scale enterprises, they have also become part of 
rapid growing services, e.g. e-banking, e-ticketing, e-hotel and holiday booking, 
e-commerce, e-libraries and e-open universities. 

More specifically, the advent of the Information Society has altered the 
way some sectors of the African society operate and is affecting the relation
ships between consumers and producers, between lay people and profession
als, between management and workers, between governments and citizens, and 
between competing cultures (Simon 2000. pp 58).13 

Politically too, ICTS has long entered the governance process empowering 
activists, social justice and human rights advocacy groups, anti-corruption, pov
erty reduction lobby, HIV/AIDS and has given rise to terms such as e-governance. 
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cyber democracy, digital democracy, e-government, e-participation, etc. Prior to the 
information revolution, government information could only be accessed during 
working hours and was highly dependent upon the extent to which civil ser
vants - who were gate-keepers - would divulge such information. Today, with an 
increasing number of Government web sites and e-Government activities, citi
zens will soon be able to access information from the Internet. Most questions 
can be quickly answered and government forms and applications can be down
loaded, printed and sometimes filed on-line (Simon 2000 pp; 60).14 

Also important is the lowered entry point for small and medium sized com
panies. With the Internet and other ICT medium, distance has become irrelevant 
and reaching masses in a second can be achieved at a fraction of cost, compared 
with business practices in the past. Computer-mediated communication facili
ties are much more affordable with the decreasing price of hardware and tele
communication services. This is confirmed by a survey15 undertaken in 2004 
where out of 400 small businesses surveyed, 51% indicated that the Internet has 
improved their profitability, while 58% said that it has helped their businesses 
grow or expand faster. 

Libraries produce positive returns on the investments made on them, with 
cost-benefit analyses showing that the benefits derived from library services out
weigh the costs of providing them. This is based on the cost of users' time against 
the costs of providing professional library services, costs associated with obtain
ing materials in a library on an ad-hoc basis against those obtained by profes
sional in-house services, the value of having the right services at the right time 
to decrease the time involved in running an operation and avoid duplication of 
effort, and the cost a person is willing to pay for these services to successfully 
complete a project. 

African countries are at diverse levels of ICT and e-economic development, 
led by South Africa, North Africa and then the rest of the continent. This diver
sity is reflected in disparities in the use of telephones, computers, and Internet 
connections as well as network infrastructure. It is recognized that technology is 
getting cheaper and increasingly driving down prices and improving access and 
affordability 

However, concerns over differences in ICT availability and access should not 
distract us from the fact that Africa has made considerable inroads and achieved 
more success than was expected. For example, African Development Forum of 
1999 concluded with the somber note that, the African infrastructure is not 
sufficiently E-commerce friendly, mainly because: the physical infrastructure is 
insufficient; the electronic transaction infrastructure is deficient; the legal and 
regulatory framework is still inadequate; the African e-commerce environment 
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is not a nurturing one, mainly because the level of awareness of e-commerce is 
not high enough; African entrepreneurs need training in using Internet for busi
ness; and African Internet support professionals need training to be able to sup
port E-business oriented ventures. 

In contrast, today, the situation is different. In many countries, awareness of 
the importance of e-economy is widely spread, leadership has been created, regu
latory legal, economic and policy frameworks have been created in many coun
tries. The result is stunning. The move from fixed telephone lines to mobile has 
expanded e-commerce outreach. 

The context of e-commerce therefore is better developed than when African 
Development Forum was held about seven years ago (1999). Participants noted 
the progress made and Africa's commitment to ICT and e-commerce develop
ment. The presentations dealt with the significance of e-economics and e-com-
merce for the continent's development. Discussions revealed a consensus on the 
fact that ICT and e-commerce have become major input factors for economic 
growth and poverty alleviation. 

The need for integrating ICTS into development thinking, including the 
implementation of the Millenuim Development Goals (MDGS), has been high
lighted. This is due to the integrative nature of ICTS and their ability to create 
linkages and synergies between all sectors of the economy. 

The structure of this book 

The deliberations of Committee on Development Information (CODI) pre work
shop held in 1995 centred on four major sub-themes, which inform the structure 
of this book: 
- Enabling environment 
- E-economics 
- Stakeholders 
- The role of statistics as a policy instrument. 

Four cross cutting issues characterized the deliberations of the workshop. These 
are: 
a implications for economic growth, MDGS and poverty reduction; 
b effectiveness of legal and policy frameworks; 
c infrastructure and human resources development; and 
d inter- and intra-regional and international cooperation. 
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Because E-economic development is contingent on the prevalence of an enabling 
environment and partnerships between stakeholders, this summary moves 
between the major sub-themes and does not make separate entries for each. 
However, I will explicitly mention what sub-theme a particular point refers to. 

The enabling environment for ICTS and e-economy growth in Africa is closely 
associated with the political openness, pluralism and democratisation which 
swept through the continent during the 1990s. Economic and political liberal
ization also mean that an environment for the free flow of information has been 
created and state monopoly over information and telecommunication has been 
relaxed. This has created opportunities for private sector investment, partner
ships and joint ventures. 

Linked to the role of Government is the creation of an enabling environment. 
It is recognized that the enabling environment is yet to be taken seriously in 38 
percent of African countries that have no ICT networks, 21 percent that have not 
liberalized IT, including ICT sectors. It was also noted that only 41 percent of 
Africa countries have qualified for the status of a fully competitive ICT market. 
Participants highlighted the importance of having policy frameworks and legal 
instruments without affecting economic efficiency. 

A major question is whether the emphasis should be put on regulating or de
regulating the ICT and e-commerce sector. The pros and cons of regulation were 
passionately discussed. Two sharply contrasting views emerged: Should govern
ments be entrusted with regulation? If so should it be adapted to country-spe-
cific conditions, should it be regional or sub-regional? The opposing view called 
for entrusting regulation to regional networks. A view that has not been suf
ficiently discussed is a third possibility of self-regulating ICTS and e-commerce 
sector. 

The development of ICTS and e-commerce or e-business, (as both terms 
were used simultaneously in the pre-cooi iv workshop in 2005) is not isolated 
from other economic developments. As an integral sub-sector of all other eco
nomic areas, ICTS and E-commerce have already created linkages and synergies, 
improved productivity and contributed to efficiency in trade, financial manage
ment, banking, health service delivery, education and other social and economic 
sectors etc. 

A consensus has emerged that E-commerce is essential for wealth creation. It 
does not have borders, and cannot be realized without advanced networks driv
ing business innovation and productivity, business webs capable of transforming 
online supply chains, enhanced collaboration and enlarged markets and connec
tivity between government agencies, the private sector, stakeholders and part
ners. None the less investment in e-commerce in Africa is clouded by indecisive 
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government support, while Africa's competitors undercut it either by creating an 
enabling environment or directly or indirectly supporting strategic e-business 
initiatives in their own countries. The African private sector is weak, and state 
support for creating an enabling environment is lacking. Private-public sector 
partnerships could be a policy objective that African governments should pursue 
systematically and deliberately. 

However, this was a point of debate between those who argue that e-busi
ness investment and management should be left to the private sector and those 
who believe that public enterprises should play a leading role in development. 
The latter claim that the African private sector is weak and cannot possibly be 
entrusted to develop this hugely important sector. The case studies, however, 
have proven the opposite. The African private sector has lead the ICT revolution 
and was able to create the infrastructure necessary for a high level of technology 
penetration better than any other state-led technological development efforts. 

The question remains as to how could the African state support for ICT and 
e-commerce investment be enhanced? These resolve in the need to observe to 
important principles: a) cost-effectiveness so that the public sector does not 
become an internal imperfect competitor with the private sector and b) empow
ering the national private sector to be able to compete with other providers. 

Currently, the role of government in creating an enabling environment was 
summarized in five points: a) establish an effective, liberalized telecommunica
tions market, b) facilitate the inclusion of all stakeholders in the digital econ
omy, c) put in place necessary, legal, regulatory, security policies, d) encourage 
and support business to embrace the Internet and conduct E-commerce, and e) 
create online awareness that would stimulate the commercial sector. Participants 
noted the pivotal role youth could contribute to the E-economy. 

The regulation debate also dealt with issues such as security, privacy and confi
dence, E-commerce certification, tax collection, consumer trusts etc. Participants 
tried to strike a balance between regulation and de-regulation by emphasizing 
the need for more participatory policy processes involving all stakeholders. 

There is also the general acknowledgement that there is an unmistakable 
gender divide operating alongside global and internal digital divides. In some 
instances, unfortunately, instead of empowering women, ICTS have widened this 
gap. This is particularly so in the rural areas where the digital and geographic 
digital divides are compounded. Lack of access by women is demonstrable, 
despite the fact ICTS and E-commerce are meant to bridge the gender gap. If not 
properly implemented, ICTS and e-commerce could not only widen the gender 
gap, but also further exclude women from a vital economic resource. 
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Gender mainstreaming and gender auditing in E-economic policies, legis
lation and policy implementation are mandatory because it is through these 
instruments that digital equity can be realized. Within the debate on the human 
dimension of ict, youth are seen as the proof of sustainability of the E-econ-
omy indices, applications and sector-relevance. The role of youth within the 
E-economy is fourfold; economic and social intervention; government policy 
intervention; industry innovation; and youth attributes such as familiarity with 
technology, setting new patterns for the e-economy, acceptance of new ideas. 

The debate on gender issues and youth concerns illustrates their relevance and 
significance to the role of civil society in E-commerce i.e. harnessing icts in the 
service of society. Eight major roles that civil society could play in expanding the 
E-economy are as follows: a) encourage the use of local languages because civil 
society activists are closer to the people; b) education; c) promotion; d) facilitat
ing dialogue; e) advice for better regulation that is not only sensitive to the needs 
of capital but also to the needs of society; f) dissemination of innovation; g) safe
guarding transparency and accountability; and h) evaluating impact. 

Upgrading and up-scaling the current infrastructure through adopting new 
technology heralded a lively discussion on technology choices. Participants 
appeared to favor countries making their own choices, taking into account inter
nal political considerations. 

The case studies are reflected in this book where ambitious ict plans across 
the continent, using state-of-the art technology have been marshaled. If imple
mented, Ethiopia's leapfrogging strategy would be one of the most ambitious in 
the continent. 

However, the African private sector experiences in E-commerce illustrate the 
type of wealth creation possibilities that could be tapped and the challenges this 
sector faces. In terms of possibilities, e-market transactions represent the domi
nant form of E-commerce. While the private sector in other countries enjoys 
state support to be more competitive, government support in most African 
countries is not forthcoming. There are also problems associated with unreliable 
supply power and hike of fuel prices, the small number of bank account holders, 
lack of trust due to unscrupulous practices, and transactions by dishonest indi
viduals which give e-marketing a bad name. 

The twin problems of few bank account holders and limited access to the 
Internet led some private sector operators to devise creative and innovative M-
commerce or mobile commerce. This is a form of commerce in which buying 
and selling goods and services is carried out through electronic mobile devices. 
The accelerated use of mobile phone has contributed to the emergence of such 
new thinking, which would revolutionize the e-economy in an unprecedented 
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manner. Some figures were given to support the importance of mobile phones 
for business. Case studies of Ethiopia, Tanzania and South Africa illustrate that 
African e-commerce model is characteristically different from that of the West 
and Asia (chapter 3, 9 and 7). Africa's model is influenced by its late entry into 
ICT, which also means it has encountered more advanced technology. The model 
is based on the following pillars: mobile, cash-economy, marketplace culture and 
pre-paid accounts. These ideas should make us aware of the need for realism as 
well as alert us to the importance of taking into account culture (chapter 8) and 
its potential role in enhancing certain gender (women) and age groups (youth) 
or impeding e-commerce (due to the lack of infrastructure necessary for modern 
e-marking and e-economics and banking (chapter 9). 

Although some challenges have been mentioned elsewhere (chapters 2 and 
3), it is worth mentioning several constraints that e-commerce has to contend 
with. The reliance of western societies on catalogues or attractive web advertis
ing is not common in Africa, where large numbers of buyers and sellers prefer 
personal face-to-face transactions to virtual shopping. Such so-called cultural 
barriers cannot be separated from problems of access, affordability, trust and the 
predominance of a marketplace culture. 

A major proposal put forward in respect to African e-commerce included the 
need to refrain from imposing ICT solutions as a panacea for solving all problems 
emanating from underdevelopment, and instead understand and adapt them to 
African commercial needs, including design technologies that are appropriate to 
the African context. 

The role of statistics in informing policy (chapters 7 and 9), setting targets 
and assessing impact was thoroughly discussed. Linked to statistics is the need 
for Net impact studies, E-economy reports or indicators. Also significant is a 
national commitment to support E-economy in areas essential for economic 
growth and poverty reduction, particularly health and education. 

These cross cutting issues have highlighted the importance of E-economy for 
economic growth, achieving the MDGS and poverty reduction (chapters 3, 4 and 
11), the need to harmonize legal and policy frameworks for pan-African integra
tion. These objectives cannot be achieved without developing appropriate infra
structure, legal and policy frameworks. 

In conclusion, in common with the rest of the World Africa ICT infrastructure 
development for e-commerce is evolving rapidly in areas such as e-marketing, e-
commodities, e-government, e-development, e-health, e-banking, e-learning, e-
library, e-insurance etc. These elements of e-commerce constitute only a fraction 
of the whole range of possibilities it could offer. While the positive impact of 
ICTS and e-commerce is obvious, particularly on poverty alleviation, this has yet 
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to be demonstrated in fact. Social impact studies and reliable indicators should 
be developed in order to base future policy frameworks on information. 

The contributors to this book hope that this is only the second and not the 
last in a series of books on this subject intended to document current develop
ments in the African information society and by extension information develop
ment and the use and abuse of ICTS in the fields of socio-economic and political 
development. It is also our hope that ICT development will enable Africa to 
internalize other forms of technological developments which have lagged behind 
for historical as well as internal and external factors common to Africa and other 
developing regions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Information as an Economic Resource 

An Africa Perspective1 

Aida Opoku-Mensah 

The digital age has catapulted information into the central realms of economic 
activity more than ever before; thereby, creating the Information Economy (or 
e-economy) where, "data replace oil and steel as the central input" (The Econo
mist, 20053:16). The impact of technological convergence coupled with dereg
ulation in the telecommunication, broadcasting and information technology 
industries are the main factors for the information and communication revolu
tion. According to Hills (1986:15), technological convergence has brought the 
three markets together, with transmission being the crucial commodity, which 
allows access to customers for both equipment and information. 

Furthermore, the communications market consists of those transmitting 
information, those manufacturing equipment for the transmittal of that infor
mation and those providing the information itself" (ibid: 184). The consequence 
is evidenced further by the fact that information is a major driver of economic 
change, restructuring businesses, affecting skills and employment, contribut
ing to growth, and facilitating the opening of markets through the wider and 
faster flow of information and knowledge. Consequently, faster data commu
nications are seen as means of increasing productivity and gaining comparative 
advantage. The upshot is that information and more precisely knowledge are the 
additional factors of production alongside other traditional resources: physical 
capital, human capital, and natural resources. These assertions lead one to con
clude that apart from being an economic resource, information has also become 

1 The publication and its content, has been made possible through the generous and 
unflinching support of Canada Fund for Africa through the Global Electronic Policy 
Resource Network (ePol-Net), of which the Commission is the African regional node 
(ePol-Net Africa) based on an innovative partnership that includes promoting the 
Information Economy in Africa. From the Canadian side, the notable drivers of this 
partnership are Mr. Richard Bourassa, Mr. Raymond Lepage, of Industry Canada and 
Ms. Wendy Ace (Canadian ePolicy Resource Centre). 
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a commodity and an asset that countries need to manage and harness economic 
growth. 

The current nature of the Information Economy is based on forms of intangi
bles, information, innovation and creativity for expanding economic potentials. 
The essential elements include a) digitalisation and intensive use of information, 
b) the codification of knowledge, c) transformation of information into com
modities, and d) new ways of organising work and production. 

The Information Economy is apparent in three fundamental ways. First, is 
the way in which information and communication systems are radically altering 
the way in which we work. This begins with the changes in a company's inter
nal processes by providing opportunities to improve the efficiency with which 
organisations carry out their more internally focused functions. It is also possible 
for companies to tighten linkages in supply chains and to reorganise the logistics 
of product design, production and delivery, through for instance, inter-enter
prise communication, document handling and workflow, and data warehousing. 
Furthermore, new delivery mechanisms are made possible through call centres 
and interactive data exchanges, for example (Mansell & Wehn, 1998:246). In 
other words, how information is organised in companies have a significant bear
ing on productivity and profits. 

Second, though ICTS are creating new markets, products, and services as well 
as new sources of revenue, the Information Economy represents information 
on both social and economic sectors. They are also economic enablers stimu
lating more productivity and enhancing greater performance in other sectors. 
The "reliance on ICTS now extends far beyond the few industries like telecom
munications, software and computer services that are traditionally associated 
with the technology. In fact, the use of ICTS, like electricity, has infiltrated virtu
ally the entire economy" (Government of Canada, 2004: 1). Farmers can access 
information to make well-informed decisions about cropping and management 
of scarce resources. For instance, in transport, economic losses through traf
fic delays and accidents are very costly and ICT applications can help reduce 
the number of accidents. Similarly, geographic information systems (GIS) and 
remote sensing for data gathering can help protect the environment and manage 
natural resources. Specifically on land resources, planning and management for 
agricultural development, information is required about markets, pricing, tariffs 
and quotas, under- and over-production, which can be provided through land 
information systems (us) (ibid: pp. 83, 89, 90). 

In an Information Economy, the role of statistics in informing policy, set
ting targets and assessing impact are critical. According to Bangura, (2005: 6), to 
decipher the role monetary policy can play in influencing the economy, mone-
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tary policy makers need to understand how the economy works. For this, central 
bank economists develop models and use statistical data to estimate parameters 
of the models. Only on the basis of a thorough understanding of the economic 
relationships and interdependencies can a decision be made on the right instru
ments to influence the economy. Once an understanding of the workings of the 
economy is established, relevant cyclical information to make the right decision 
comes into play. Such information tells us where we stand, the decision to make 
and the timing of such decision. 

Thirdly, the powerful presence of the Internet is providing the impetus for 
on-line transactions and current revolutionary transformations in business pro
cesses are embodied in the advent of e-commerce. Over the past five years, the 
dynamic growth of the Internet, e-commerce and e-business has continued, with 
the total worldwide e-business market reaching $ 1.7 trillion in 2004. The pro
cess of economy-wide innovation, driven by supply chain transformation and 
online marketplaces, has widened and intensified in every major economy. The 
value of e-commerce transactions, accordingly, has multiplied in past years. The 
figure in the Asia and the Pacific region alone was expected to increase from 
$ 76.8 billion in 2001 to $ 338.5 billion in 2004.2 The global Business-to-Busi-
ness (B2B) transaction was estimated to increase from $ 226.2 billion in 2000 to 
$ 3,774.8 billion in 2004.3 

The economic value of geoinformation and statistics create market potentials 
and opportunities, especially in the area of transport, energy and construction. 
Specifically, geoinformation, or geo-data, could be a service, which generates 
income to governments and the private sector, providing employment opportu
nities. Because of the mobile revolution in Africa, Wilkinson and Sundelowitz 
(2005) in their presentation during CODI (2005), list examples of entrepreneurial 
opportunities linked to the growth of the cellular market: 
- Find and Seek and Look4lT will allow users to find the nearest ATMS, hospitals, 

filling stations, pharmacies, restaurants and bars, sporting spots, movie the
atres, supermarkets and florists. 

- Look4me allows users to locate a mobile number via mobile device or the 
Internet, provided the user consents by the granting of location rights. 

- Look4help subscribers can trigger an SMS alert containing their location to 
four pre-specified cell numbers in emergencies. Saving time by cutting out 
phoning and describing your positioning to those who can assist you. 

2 "eMarketer" 2001 
3 "eMarketer" 2001 
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— ChildLocate locates a child's mobile phone via the web, Text Messaging, or 
from a PC. 

— SmartRoute enables mobile users to download to their mobile devices a 
detailed route to any destination by means of GPRS technology. The device 
used, whether mobile telephone or PDA with GSM network capability, carries 
street-level mapping software of South Africa as one of its features. 

— SmartFleet utilises the benefits of GPRS for a comprehensive fleet management 
system, which seamlessly integrates vehicle surveillance software. 

— SmartTrak offers live tracking as an additional feature to SmartFleet. 

Transformations and Linkages 

The advent of ICTS has improved the acquisition, distribution, storage and utili
sation of geographic data, as well as changing data management practices for 
librarians and statisticians. 

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION AND ICTS 

Geographic information is the branch of geography that focuses on collection, 
storage, analysis and display of geographic data and the application of such data 
to decision-making in every human endeavour. Masser (2005: 8) puts a fine point 
to this reality when he quotes The us Executive Office of the President 1994: 
"Geographic information is critical to promote economic development, improve 
our stewardship of natural resources, and to protect the environment. Modern 
technology now permits improved acquisition, distribution, and utilisation of 
geographic (or geospatial) data and mapping." Public utilities such as electricity, 
gas and water, telecommunications and transport networks make extensive use 
of geographic products and services to manage their operations. In addition, pri
vate companies such as banks insurance companies, retailing operations and real 
estate companies all make use of geoinformation products in the course of their 
activities (19-20). Gis as a spatial tool of analysis facilitates the planning processes 
and ultimately decision-making at the highest corporate levels. Consequently, it 
is a strategic resource with significant impact on economies. 

However, as geoinformation colleagues lamented during the Fourth Meeting 
on the Committee on Development Information (CODI) from 24-28 April 2005, 
since the colonial period, Africa's mapping information has stalled from lack of 
resources.. Now, new technologies — such as global navigation satellite systems, 
remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS) - are helping Africa 
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leap-frog over a number of stages in urban and rural planning, as well as com
mercial and security systems. 

STATISTICS AND ICTS 

Data entry stage, use of ICTS has cut down on the time required to collect and 
disseminate statistics. In addition, the use of VSATS and WANS reduced time in 
releasing trade statistics, and made reporting and dissemination much easier. For 
example, whereas it used to take five years to release statistics in Zambia, data 
was now available in six months, with the final report out in two years, cutting 
three years off the process (ECA, 2005b: 4). ICTS are also accelerating the rate of 
exchange between national statistics producers, facilitating greater transparency. 
The provision of statistics through ICTS also enhances economic and monetary 
regional integration as statistical information is particularly relevant to preserv
ing past economic and monetary facts, as well as offer precise information on 
current economic and monetary trends, whilst contributing to future prospects. 
Challenges that remained, in his view, included the limited availability of ICTS 
and networks, the brain drain from the statistics sector, and outdated statistical 
legislation. Furthermore, harmonised statistical information required for eco
nomic and monetary integration process the requisite skills for data production 
and dissemination including well-trained professional ICT staff. 

LIBRARIES & ICTS 

The Internet is the world's largest and greatest repository of knowledge and 
information, making it the world's library. In the field of library science, there 
have been some dramatic changes. Card cataloguing as a result of the digital 
era is outdated and online catalogues and networked computer systems with 
expanded access to information resources are the order of the day. A fundamen
tal reason for the success of digital libraries is the unprecedented access they 
offer to a growing variety of library resources and services. Another is that they 
provide a variety of functions and services not possible in traditional libraries. 
Consequently, numerous innovative practices have been developed and more are 
underway that account for this success and increased use globally. The informa
tion revolution is aiding the library science movement by reinforcing the mate
rial-virtual duality for knowledge and information and helping transform our 
society into an Information Society based on a strong foundation of knowledge, 
which is universal, objective, timely and drawn from a variety of sources (Azu-
buike, 2003: 7). Furthermore, the growth of the Internet has led to increased 
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availability of content and, as with public libraries; there is a demand for knowl
edge to be shared freely or cheaply (UNCTAD, 2005:116). 

Therefore, libraries can provide Internet services to those who would not 
ordinarily have access to online information, as well as reference services to those 
looking for more in-depth information within a library's collection, especially 
in the context of Africa. This is especially important for small business develop
ers who can access topical resources to help them, for example, conduct market 
research and develop project proposals. Additionally, libraries facilitate e-gov-
ernment initiatives by making its facilities available and providing transparent 
access to government information. However, in Africa, libraries will need to 
enhance technical architectures to accommodate digital materials. According to 
Cleveland (1998: 4-5), the architecture's components should include: 
- High-speed local networks and fast connections to the Internet. 
- Relational databases that support a variety of digital formats. 
- Full text search engines to index and provide access to resources. 
- A variety of servers, such as Web and FTP. 
- Electronic document management functions that will aid in the overall man

agement of digital resources. 
Consequently, this volume attempts to illustrate the impact information is hav
ing on various sectors of the economy, through Information Communication 
Technologies (ICTS), Geoinformation, as well as the fields of Library Science and 
Statistics. Undoubtedly, information, as this chapter explores, has the tremen
dous potential to provide decision-makers with new tools for economic develop
ment. The extent to which information impacts the economic sectors in Africa 
has not really been well documented. The essence of this chapter is to demon
strate the value of information in economic development and how information 
can rejuvenate traditional enterprises as well as create new economic opportuni
ties providing greater options for African countries in employment creation as 
well as expansion of businesses and trade and, ultimately, build wealth for the 
socio-economic development of countries. 

The Shape of Things to Come: The M-commerce in Africa 

Almost a decade ago, Africa embarked on a series of changes long overdue in 
the telecommunication sector through deregulation and privatisation. Such 
measures were key to expanding the continent's limited and generally poor 
telecommunication infrastructure. The reforms have paid off with significant 
improvements to information and communication. Competition and the intro-
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duction of prepaid services have seen the exponential growth of cellular services 
and other wireless technologies in the past few years. These reforms have con
tributed to making ICTS central to development thinking and practice. Today, 
ICTS are considered so central to development that governments have initiated 
'e-strategies' and donor agencies have made them a mainstream item in national 
and international programmes. They are now sufficiently important, indeed, for 
the Information Society to merit a world summit similar to those on sustainable 
development or social development (OECD, 2005: 9). 

In Africa, the impact of the Information Economy is already being felt despite 
the challenges, particularly as a result of the mobile revolution on the continent. 
Liberalisation and privatisation measures have been key to creating the kinds 
of environment in which mobile telephony can flourish. In 1993, there was no 
country with a competitive market environment for telecommunication. Last 
year, 41 countries had opened up (Knight & Manson, 2005: 37). Since 2001, 
when Uganda became one of the first African countries to have more mobile 
phones than fixed-lines, more than 30 nations followed. In Morocco, Kenya and 
Nigeria, mobile subscribers outnumber fixed-line users at an incredible ratio of 
6:1. 

However, whilst Africa has been slow on the uptake of the e-commerce 
phenomenon, the 1990s saw the opening up and liberalisation of many com
munication sectors on the African continent, bringing competition into telecom
munication markets, both fixed-line sectors and mobile telephony. Today, we see 
a vibrant mobile market across Africa and with that, innovative ways of conduct
ing business using the mobile phone, paving the way for m-commerce (mobile 
commerce). M-commerce or mobile commerce, which is the electronic means 
of buying and selling goods and services through electronic mobile devices, has 
a future in Africa. The cash-centric nature of African societies - based on a mix
ture of formal and non-formal economies — provides the basis for the upsurge of 
m-commerce on the continent. Approximately with only 0.03% of Africans own 
bank accounts compared to 6% of Africans who have mobile telephony. 

According to an article in b, "mobile phones are used to make cashless pay
ments in Zambia and several other African countries. Even though the number 
of phones per 100 people in poor countries is much lower than in the developed 
world, they can have a dramatic impact: reducing transaction costs, broadening 
trade networks and reducing the need to travel, which is of particular value for 
people looking for work (The Economist, 2005: 11) The article concludes that 
"plenty of evidence suggests that the mobile phone is the technology with the 
greatest impact on development and can reduce transaction costs, broaden trade 
networks and substitute for costly physical transport. In addition, subscriber 
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growth in several sub-Saharan African countries exceeded 150% last year, and 
there are now eight mobile phones for every 100 people in Africa, up from three 
in 2003 (ibid: 78). 

Africa Initiatives in the Information Economy: wsis, MDGS 

The Plan of Action adopted at the wsis in December 2003 includes a com
prehensive list of activities and actions to be carried out by Governments, the 
international community, the business sector and civil society. All aspects of the 
information society, ranging from economic, legal, health and education mat
ters to media, culture and the environment are addressed by the Plan of Action. 
As the regional focal point for Africa's participation and preparation for the next 
phase of the Summit, ECA is supporting its member states in the implementation 
of the wsis Plan of Action. Among other things, the Plan of Action emphasises 
the role of national e-strategies as key instruments for the advancement of the 
information society in developing countries. 

For Africa, the Accra Commitments for Tunis 2005, which came out of the 
Second Regional wsis Conference, held in Ghana in January 2005, stated, "Africa 
should develop a plan of action containing specific IGT development projects, 
which are properly costed to be presented at wsis 2005 for financial resource 
mobilisation.'' As a result, an African Regional Action Plan on the Knowledge 
Economy (ARAPKE), based on the "Accra Commitments for Tunis 2005" is being 
developed based on the vision defined by both the African Information Society 
Initiative (AISI) and the Action Plan of the New Partnership for Africa's Develop
ment (NEPAD), which identifies ICTS as a key priority sector. 

The WSIS Action Plan aside, UN Millennium Project Task Force, established 
by the United Nations Secretary General, Kofi Annan, in 2002, developed a 
concrete action plan for meeting the Millennium Development Goals and in 
September 2005, the UN held a special session of the General Assembly to review 
progress and step up efforts toward meeting the Millennium Development 
Goals. According to KY Amoako, Executive Secretary of ECA, in his opening 
address at the Second Regional wsis Conference held in Accra, Ghana in Febru
ary 2005, "it is already clear that serious action is needed if Africa is to achieve 
the Goals in 2015 rather than over a hundred years late. Information and com
munication technologies can significantly help us overcome many of these struc
tural impediments," such as: 
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- The construction of ICT infrastructures in rural areas can contribute to the 
achievement of the principal millennium goal by stimulating a technological 
transformation in the agricultural sector. 

- ICTS can help in the achievement of the second goal by increasing the supply 
of teachers through icx-based distance education. 

- ICTS can contribute to the achievement of all the health related goals by 
expanding and enhancing the delivery of basic health services. 

It is in this vein that ECA is addressing the role of ICTS in the MDGS as well as 
ensuring that its member States implement the Geneva wsis Action Plan. 

The African Information Society Initiative (AISI)4  

In the implementation of the wsis Action Plan and in building an Information 
Society in Africa, the groundwork has already been laid through ECA'S imple
mentation of the African Information Society Initiative (AISI). The current move 
by African countries to develop national e-strategies, or National Information 
and Communication Infrastructure Plans (NICI) signifies that governments are 
recognising the importance of ICTS to their economies. These strategies provide 
a solid basis for countries to now turn their attention to implementation, and 
in particular, examine how ICTS can impact their national economic growth. 
For instance, Rwanda has just completed its five-year national e-strategy plan 
and has sought ECA'S assistance in reviewing implementation and preparing for 
a second strategy. President Paul Kagame5 of Rwanda puts it succinctly: stating 
that, "the first NICI Plan (2001-2005) laid the foundation for the development of 
Rwanda's Information Society and economy. It focused on the development of 
human resource capacity, infrastructure, and the use of ICTS to support key sec
tors of the economy. The second phase (2006-2010) will lay emphasis on devel
oping Rwanda's production capacity in ICTS as an economic sector, while at the 
same time emphasising its use to develop other sectors of the economy." 

There is clear evidence to suggest that African leaders are increasingly recog
nising the role of ICTS in their economies and have a growing appreciation of 
ECA'S role. 

4 Conference of African Ministers in May 1995 adopted the African Information Society 
Initiative (AISI). See www.uneca.org/aisi 

5 Speech by His Excellency, Paul Kagame, President of The Republic of Rwanda during 
the African Regional Preparatory Conference of the wsis, 2 February 2005, Accra, 
Ghana. 
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Given the impact of ICTS on economic growth and since the wsis in Geneva 
in 2003, indicators have been gaining increasing urgency, and in reference to 
the Action Plan, measuring the Information Society is vital. "A realistic interna
tional performance evaluation and benchmarking (both qualitative and quanti
tative), through comparable statistical indicators and research results, should be 
developed to follow up the implementation of the objectives, goals and targets 
in the Plan of Action, taking into account different national circumstances, a) In 
cooperation with each country concerned, develop and launch a composite ICT 
Development (Digital Opportunity) Index. It could be published annually, or 
every two years, in an ICT Development Report. The index could show the statis
tics while the report would present analytical work on policies and their imple
mentation, depending on national circumstances, including gender analysis."6 

For Africa to measure, the impact of the Information Society is crucial for the 
economies of countries, as they would need to be part of the "new and emerg
ing information economy" or risk being marginalised further. Furthermore, for 
ICT policies to be effective in addressing development priorities; there was a need 
for relevant data and information to formulate those policies and support their 
implementation. As a result, the ECA in partnership with the Acacia Programme 
of the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) with support from 
the Norwegian Agency for Development (NORAD) and the European Commis
sion launched the SCAN ICT initiative. 

SCAN ICT project has carried out a number of country studies (Ethiopia, 
Ghana, Morocco, Mozambique, Senegal, Uganda) to assess the penetration of 
ICTS, including the various sectors of the economy as well as businesses. In the 
case of Ghana, 81 percent of firms surveyed had Internet access, 35 percent had a 
Web presence and 16 percent were engaged in e-commerce. In other countries, 
SCAN ICT has obtained different insights related to ICT use by businesses. For 
example, lack of an e-commerce regulatory framework and adequate infrastruc
ture was identified in Mozambique as an impediment in the development of e-
business in the country. In Ethiopia, a 'closed market' (government monopoly) 
posed obstacles to the development of ICT infrastructures and services, and there 
was a lack of awareness of the wider business applications of ICT. 

The SCAN project will enable countries to plan in terms of where they want 
to put their energies with respect to ICTS as an economic enabler. According 
to UNCTAD, virtually all statistics on ICTS have focused on production in, and 
trade amongst the developed world. The available data show that international 

6 wsis Action Plan: Document WSIS-03/GENEVA/D0C/5-E, Section E28 
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trade in IGT goods and services has grown in recent years at a faster rate than 
total international trade and it remains robust. Reductions in transactions and 
information-gathering costs make it easier for developing-country enterprises to 
broaden their customer base and to participate in international supply chains. 
The possibility of delivering services online rather than through a physical pres
ence allows developing countries to benefit from their comparative advantage in 
some icx-enabled labour-intensive services (UNCTAD, 2004: 19). 

In February 2004, ECOWAS and ECA signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(Moll) to agree on collaboration areas between the two organisations. One of 
the identified collaboration areas is the preparation of a Medium-Term Strategic 
Plan for ECOWAS in the area of developing a work plan to build an information 
society within the sub-region with particular reference to the Intra-sub-regional 
Trade Liberalisation and Facilitation, including e-commerce. Currently, ECA is 
assisting ECOWAS to develop a harmonised legal framework for e-commerce at 
the sub-regional level, which will feed into the overall ECOWAS work plan on the 
Information Society. The adoption of such a legal framework will also consti
tute part of the efforts by ECOWAS in the implementation of the Plan of Action 
adopted at wsis in December 2003. A study was conducted with proposals for a 
harmonised legal framework for e-commerce among ECOWAS countries with sup
port from Industry Canada (through ePol-Net Africa) and the Government of 
Finland. A harmonised legal framework for e-commerce among ECOWAS mem
ber States will create an enabling environment to facilitate intra-sub-regional 
commercial activities by simplifying procedures and processes, while attracting 
direct foreign investments into the sub-region. It will also assist member States, 
which have yet to develop such framework. The purpose of the study is not an 
overhaul of existing legislations. It intends to focus more on technical and policy 
aspects of the framework for the purpose of promoting e-commerce among the 
member States. 

The Committee on Development Information (CODI) and AISI 

Through its Development Information Services Division (DISD), ECA is assist
ing its 53 African member States to use information and knowledge to build 
national capacities in development information management for accelerated and 
sustainable development, under the Harnessing Information for Development 
Programme, articulated through three main areas: 
- Promoting ICTS for development by implementing the African Information 

Society Initiative. 
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— Strengthening geo-information for sustainable development. 
- Providing library and documentation services. 

Activities relating to these three areas as well as statistical development fall under 
the purview of the Committee on Development Information (CODI), which is 
one of the seven subsidiary bodies of ECA, established in 1997 by the 23rd meet
ing of the Conference of African Ministers responsible for Economic and Social 
Development and Planning, CODI provides policy and technical guidance for 
the Harnessing Information for Development Programme. Official government 
delegations to CODI comprise statisticians, communication experts, informa
tion and geo-information specialists and librarians representing national statis
tics offices, population agencies, national or university libraries, archives and 
documentation centres, information and communication institutions, telecom
munication agencies, national mapping agencies, and geo-information manage
ment organisations. Other CODI participants include UN agencies, sub-regional, 
regional and international bodies, including inter-governmental and non-gov
ernmental organisations, academic and research institutions, bilateral and mul
tilateral agencies, and representatives from the private sector. 

Challenges 

In order to extend the reach of the majority of African countries, an enabling 
environment for ICTS needs to be created at the national and international lev
els. At the national level, the promotion and facilitation of the adoption of ICTS 
by the local business community should be encouraged. Among the particular 
challenges faced by the African private sector, especially SMES, include the use of 
ICTS for business development, aspects such as awareness, skill-building, access 
to finance for investment in ICTS and the possibility of using online payment 
facilities. In addition, as discussed earlier, changes are necessary in productive 
processes in companies, where the full effect of ICTS in terms of productivity and 
competitiveness can only materialise with structural transformation. 

For instance, in its 2004 E-Commerce Report, UNCTAD cites the case of 
Uganda, where only a few firms (3 out of 84 surveyed) were at an advanced 
level of e-business adoption. Most used the Internet for e-mailing, and little e-
business in production processes or supply chain management was present. The 
authors concluded that in these cases, e-business adoption was mainly driven by 
vendors, rather than by a change in the firms' business strategies. Firms engaged 
in trading (such as in the food and beverage sector) were greater users of e-busi-
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ness than those in manufacturing, mainly for coordinating their activities with 
customers and suppliers (UNCTAD, 2004: 36). A similar survey in Nigeria cov
ered 105 SMES and microenterprises (fewer than 10 employees) in the engineer
ing sector. More than one-third of the firms did not use ICTS, primarily those 
whose managers had a low standard of academic qualifications. Those firms that 
adopted higher levels of e-business were all run by managers with an engineer
ing background, and had more skilled employees (engineers and graduate degree 
holders) among the workforce. In other words, limited skill levels in SMES was a 
key factor for low ICT usage (ibid). 

Undoubtedly, the rise of the Information Economy poses many challenges 
for African countries and businesses and a lot more work will be needed by these 
countries if they are truly to become E-economies "as the amount of economic 
activity that takes place on networks rises and as the e-economy spreads to devel
oping countries, it is becoming critical to develop international frameworks for 
governing the e-economy that harmonise different national approaches and 
provide a basis for cooperative enforcement across jurisdictions. Building the 
capacity of developing countries to participate in the construction of this global 
framework will be a major challenge" (Government of Canada, 2004: 17). These 
challenges can be summed up as follows: 

Limited availability of infrastructure, especially telecommunication networks and 
services, which need to be extended and expanded. An OECD study reiterated 
that the rollout and use of quality and affordable infrastructure is the foundation 
of the Information Economy and Information Society.7 Telecom services should 
be available and affordable to individuals and businesses as a prerequisite to their 
entry into the Information Society. The infrastructure development includes not 
only physical but also legal, technical and commercial aspects so as to create a 
sustainable and reliable environment to create and disseminate information. The 
high costs of telecommunication services could be reduced by the development 
of an African satellite programme. 

Financing the development of the infrastructure and ICT initiatives is another issue. 
Extensive efforts are required to not only extend and develop the existing ICT 
infrastructure but also to maintain and update it as the technology development 
in this sector grows quickly. The basic infrastructure development and main
tenance is typically a capital-intensive exercise. Especially in the development 
phase, cooperation and partnerships with international organisations and pri-

7 "IGT, E-Business and SMES," OECD, 2004 
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vate sector investors are necessary. The governments have to take a proactive role 
in creating a conducive environment for various financing mechanisms. 

This leads to the need for enabling ICTpolicy frameworks designed to meet the 
opportunities and challenges of ICTS, which are a must in shaping economic 
growth, productivity, employment and business performance as well as ensuring 
that benefits are widely shared. This calls for the adoption of strategies for devel
oping dynamic and coordinated national ICT policies, standards and guidelines 
and crafting investment incentives. The strategies could also target universal 
access policies and models at the national level, institutional collaboration (e.g., 
clearinghouse strategies) and harmonisation at the sub-regional level. Another 
challenge would be to develop ICT awareness strategies, which account for the 
realities of African countries such as low literacy rates, limited access and use for 
digital technologies and poor economic performance. Furthermore, there is a 
need for countries to focus on Spatial Data Infrastructure and plans, something 
that should form part of the e-strategy process. 

Legal and regulatory frameworks conducive to sustainable multi-stakeholders' 
partnerships are required as a result of the recognition that no one sector on its 
own can overcome the challenges of harnessing information for socioeconomic 
development. The framework should also address how to manage intellectual 
property rights. The availability and use of content and information and the pro
tection of intellectual properties should be balanced in order to accelerate main-
streaming of information into various economic sectors and overall economy, 
thus, achieving economic development in developing countries. 

Promoting regional integration could create a market and help attract invest
ments. Improving information flow and communication on statistical activi
ties in Africa by increasing the use of ICTS and publishing Regional Statistical 
Newsletters, among other technical publications, would be a starting point. 
Harmonisation would assist in bridging varying legislative/legal/policy frame
works to provide for cross-jurisdictional acceptance of authentication services 
and for legal effect of electronic signatures in the case of e-commerce, environ
mental concerns, etc. 

Human capital is another key policy area in the Information Economy as new 
types of workforces are required for innovation and growth. It becomes neces
sary therefore to monitor the supply, demand and development of ICT skills 
and human resources. This is of paramount importance especially bearing in 
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mind that, unlike the current technological 'revolution in India,' our social and 
organisation ability to adapt to new technologies cannot keep up with the pace 
at which the technology is introduced. Similarly, it will be necessary to develop 
targeted curricula and training geared toward African needs and capacities. 

As the penetration of ICTS increases, it becomes imperative to examine the eco
nomic and social implications of the development, diffusion and use of geo/infor-
mation, the Internet and e-commerce. The challenge is to assess the precise 
economic impacts and identify strategies to build individual and institutional 
capacity to meet new and emerging challenges of the Information Economy. The 
analysis and assessment should take into account gender perspectives and how 
information impacts gender specific issues. 

Content creation should be encouraged through strengthening digital and virtual 
libraries, development of metadata and promoting the development of statisti
cal databases, by assisting countries in identifying user needs and data sources 
as well as in re-organising existing statistical information systems, with a view 
to responding to data needs emerging from new development frameworks and 
initiatives such as the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD), the 
Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPS) and the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGS). This should be coupled with the efforts to promote the use of 
ICTS (including geographic information systems). Since statistics requirements 
are increasing considerably, statistical systems need to ensure that they are con
tinually monitoring needs and adapting their operations to reflect increasing 
demands. Content creation should also be considered as an industry with an 
appropriate policy approach. 

Content should be accessed and used to enhance access to the Information Econ
omy. There is a need to find innovative ways to aggregate resources and compe
tencies through alliances. For instance, the Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) 
opportunities could be harnessed, given the trends of increased outsourcing. The 
enhanced capability of marketing boards, libraries and other institutions could 
save time and costs associated with information gathering. Access to existing 
regional and international trade networks could be another. 

The private sector plays an important role in terms of industrialisation, trade 
and even as an infrastructure investor. It could be facilitated through the estab
lishment of technoparcs and incubators. The private sector also appreciates the 
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political stability and commitment to agreed upon engagements. A strong ICT 
industry sector is also a driving force of the Information Economy. 

ICT security, privacy and confidentiality related issues are of major importance in 
the information society. These requirements should be included in policies when 
the enabling environment is created. At the same time, to create public confi
dence and trust for e-society, information transparency and process openness 
should be balanced with the needs for information security and privacy. 

Building statistical and geoinformation capacity through the use of ICTS for eco
nomic entrepreneurship and growth. Currently, there are inadequate resources 
(financial, human and technical) for geoinformation and statistical production, 
coupled with a weak and/or non-existent infrastructure (physical and statistical) 
for statistical geoinformation production, as well as limited data management 
(archiving, analysis, and dissemination) systems. 

Conclusions 

Obviously, it has to be reiterated that successful E-economic strategies are needed 
to enhance Africa's capacity to adopt and exploit the presence of the information 
economy and its attendant technologies to create certain competitive advantages. 
This will require multi-dimensional strategies and a complex mix of economic, 
legal, technical and cultural considerations that are uniquely African in scope 
and based on international standards in scale. Furthermore, greater effort should 
be made to examine the impact of ICTS on the business environment and on pro
ductivity and economic growth. Such examination should include good research 
out of which models will emerge on the information economy to improve fur
ther understanding of the innovation process and economic growth. 

According to the previous Executive Secretary "integrating information into 
Africa's development is critical for full economic success on the continent" 
(2005b).8 In closing remarks to the Committee on Development Information 
(CODI-IV) in April 2005, Amoako endorsed CODI s conviction that the informa
tion and knowledge sectors are now the cornerstones of the emerging e-econ-
omy. He said that countries' participation in the information economy should 
be accompanied by strategies for competitiveness in trade, commerce and invest
ment (ibid). 

8 Reference is made to Mr K.Y. Amoako, 2005b. 
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Consequently, this chapter is our attempt to provide evidence of the need 
to integrate information into development for economic growth, and thereby 
document Africa's quest for building not just an Information Society but also an 
Information Economy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Information Technology and the Challenge of Economic 
Development in Africa 

T.W. Oshikoya and M. Nureldin Hus sain' 

Introduction 

The recent advances in information technology are becoming central to the pro
cess of socio-economic development. Information technology offers new ways 
of exchanging information and transacting business, which changes the nature 
of the financial and other service sectors, as well as provides efficient means of 
using the human and institutional capabilities of countries in both the public 
and private sectors. The world is rapidly moving toward knowledge-based eco
nomic structures and information societies, which comprise networks of indi
viduals, firms and countries that are linked electronically and in interdependent 
relationships. 

In an increasingly globalised economy, information technology is one of the 
key determinants of competitiveness and growth of firms and countries. Firms 
are becoming more competitive on the basis of their knowledge, rather than 
on the basis of natural endowments or low labour costs. It is becoming increas
ingly apparent that the role of traditional sources of comparative advantage (a 
large labour force and abundant natural resources) in determining international 
competitiveness is diminishing. The competitive and comparative advantages of 
countries are gradually being determined by access to information technology 
and knowledge. The comparative advantage that now counts is man-made, engi
neered by knowledge through the application of information. 

Since human-made comparative advantages can only be acquired through 
knowledge and intelligence, the newly emerging knowledge-based economic 
structures have far-reaching implications with regard to labour markets and the 

1 The authors are respectively, Chief and Senior Research Economist in the Research 
Division, African Development Bank. The views and interpretations in this paper are 
those of the authors and not necessarily those of the African Development Bank. The 
authors would like to thank Mr. H. A.K. Wampha for providing research assistance. 
TW. Oshikoya can be contacted at email: w.05hik0ya@afdb.0rg. 
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roles of technical education, human capital formation and research and develop
ment in the process of economic growth. The evolution of the knowledge-based 
economy is expected to result in increasing the demand for skilled labour and 
reducing the employment prospects of unskilled labour. And within economies, 
enterprises would succeed only to the extent that their employees can access and 
use information and knowledge effectively. 

Information technology does not only determine the market share and prof
itability of individual companies in tomorrow's global economy, it has a huge 
impact on future generations of workers and on a country's economic prospects. 
What are the implications of information technology for the relative fortunes of 
nations? Countries that invest in and adopt information technology quickly will 
move ahead and those that fail to adopt rapidly information technology will be 
left behind. 

The views on the possible impact of the information revolution on African 
countries can be grouped in two opposing schools of thought. The first school 
predicts that as African countries incur an increasing 'technological deficit,' the 
welfare gap between them and the industrialised world would increase. This 
school stresses that Africa risks further reduction in its ability to generate the 
resources necessary to accelerate its growth rate and reverse the trend of increas
ing poverty. On the other hand, the second school believes that information 
technology may actually help reduce income gaps between rich and poor coun
tries. In the words of Negroponte (1998), "the Third World five years from now 
may not be where you think it is. There have been many theories of leapfrog 
development, none of which has yet survived the test of time. That's about to 
change." 

The basic issue separating the two schools of thought with regard to the impact 
of information technology on African countries is the question of whether Africa 
and other developing regions could, in the first place, have adequate access to 
the global information infrastructure, and hence, to the information technology 
age. The prediction of the first school stems from the notion that, starting from 
an initial position of poverty; African countries would not be able to finance 
investments in information infrastructure or computer hardware and software 
required to access the information technology age. This would, in turn, mean 
that they would risk increased marginalisation in the global economy with severe 
competitive disadvantage for their goods and services, and hence for their devel
opment prospects. The prediction of the second school is based on the argument 
that the information technology, itself, would provide the means for countries 
to turn their disadvantages into advantages; adjust to new ways of doing busi-
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ness; and, put in place the required infrastructure of telecommunications and 
information systems. 

This chapter reviews Africa's development challenges in an increasingly infor
mation and knowledge-based global economy. It outlines the roles of knowledge 
and information technology in addressing these challenges and discusses the 
strategies and policies that Africa and its development partners, particularly, the 
African Development Bank could adopt to accelerate the process of integrating 
the region into an emerging global information system. The chapter is organised 
into five sections. Following this introduction, the next section examines the 
major developmental challenges facing Africa and what role information tech
nology could play in overcoming them. Section 3 outlines the policies that would 
need to be adopted by African countries to improve their information accessibil
ity and examines the initiatives taken by African countries in this domain. Sec
tion 4 examines the role that could be played by the African Development Bank 
Group. The conclusion of the chapter is provided in the last section. 

Development Challenges and Information Technology 

Africa's overreaching objective remains fundamentally one of accelerating eco
nomic growth and reducing widespread poverty. To reduce poverty effectively, 
the pattern of economic growth would need to be broad-based so as to bring 
about social development and improvements in the welfare of African peoples. 
To this end, priority should be accorded to investing in physical as well as human 
capital, especially with respect to access to education, health and nutrition. It is 
also important to promote private-sector led growth and international trade. 
Furthermore, efforts would be needed to attend to crosscutting issues such as 
environmental management. Briefly, Africa's quest for sustainable development 
should be based on the pursuit of the intertwined goals of accelerating the pace 
of economic growth, while also spreading the benefits widely among the popula
tion to make significant strides in poverty reduction. To achieve this fundamen
tal objective, Africa faces a complex mix of development challenges that need to 
be tackled. Although vast and multifaceted, some of these include: 
- Integrating Africa into global trade and finance; 
- Effective macroeconomic and public sector management; 
- Promoting private enterprise development; 
- Achieving agricultural development and food security; 
- Ensuring Environmental Protection; and 
- Promoting human capital development. 
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INTEGRATING AFRICA INTO THE GLOBAL TRADE AND FINANCE 

The world economy is becoming increasingly globalised and the centrality of 
international and regional trade to the process of economic growth and poverty 
reduction cannot be overemphasised. Trade performance sets the limit to which 
investments and growth can be expanded without encountering balance of pay
ments and debt repayment problems. Therefore, in any open economy, trade is 
one of the main driving forces of the process of economic growth. African coun
tries, which are striving for sustainable economic growth and improved living 
standards, cannot afford to disregard the significant deterioration in its interna
tional market share. Africa's traditional exports have been increasingly displaced 
by new and relatively efficient producers from other regions. Over the last 25 
years, the region's world market shares in cocoa beans fell from 80 percent to 67 
percent; in coffee from 26 percent to 15 percent; in cotton from 30 percent to 16 
percent; in timber from 13 percent to 7 percent; and in iron ore from 12 percent 
to 2 percent. The loss of Africa's markets in cocoa beans, coffee and timber was 
mainly to Asian countries; in iron ore to Latin American countries; and, in cot
ton to Eastern European countries (African Development Report, 1995). Africa's 
overall trade share fell from about 6 percent in 1980 to 2.1 percent in 1995, and 
remained so until 2006. 

In addition to holding great potential for enhancing the productivity and 
supply of exports, the application of information technology to the demand 
side can help African countries improve their trade performance and recoup the 
losses in their international market share. This is particularly true because the 
poor export performance of African countries is largely attributed to non-price 
factors on the demand side. For instance, a study conducted for the 1995 Afri
can Development Report (see Hussain, 1995), found that price competitiveness 
(Africa's dollar export prices relative to the price of competitors) explain only 
about 25 percent of the decline in Africa's market share. Non-price factors were 
found to be responsible for about 75 percent of the decline in Africa's market 
share. These factors normally include the act of selling or marketing including 
information on markets and prices, speed of delivery, the extent and efficiency of 
distribution network, after sale services, quality, level of product sophistication 
and reliability. Inadequate exchange of trade information among developing 
countries, specifically among African countries, is one of the main reasons for 
the low level of commercial exchange and this inhibits their economic growth. 
Trade and commercial activities record their best performance when producers, 
exporters and consumers are aware of each other's products, product-quality. 
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and supply and demand capabilities. These functions are traditionally performed 
by trade exhibitions, trade promotion organisations and embassies. 

Information technology offers effective methods to perform these trade pro
motion functions and address Africa's lack of international competitiveness. For 
instance, using the internet, it is possible to access online information on mar
kets, market regulations, prices, potential buyers and many import-export data. 
The use of computer technology for data processing would speed up delivery 
time by improving the internal and external networks, export-servicing facili
ties, customs operations, and reduce transaction costs. Mauritania, for instance, 
instituted a computer-backed trade-management system with an initial invest
ment of us$ i million. The system reduced transaction costs associated with 
external trade as customs processing time was reduced from 48 hours to 30 min
utes, and the time it takes to declare goods from 5 to 20 days to between one and 
two days (Talero and Gaudette, 1996). The application of information technol
ogy will also make it possible for export producers to 'disintermediate' middle
men and conduct their transactions directly with exporters or export markets, 
increasing their profitability and incentives to produce. 

Equipping regional trading communities with efficient information tech
nology systems that provide them with accurate and relevant information and 
exchange mechanisms can be a major means of enhancing the growth of inter-
African trade. Already, some efforts have been made toward the attainment of 
these objectives. The African Ministers of Trade, in their 12th Session in Tunis, 
1993, passed a resolution that requested the UN Economic Commission for Africa 
Secretariat in collaboration with the Secretariats of the then Organisation of Afri
can Unity (OAU), African Union (AU) and African Development Bank (ADB), to 
study the prospects of establishing a data bank for dissemination of information 
on trade with the aim of promoting intra-African trade. Since then, a number of 
sub-regional economic cooperation groupings began to operate their own trade 
information networks. For instance, the secretariats of economic cooperation 
groupings-such as the Economic Community of West-African States (ECOWAS), 
the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) and other regional 
groupings have already started to set up trade information systems and networks 
with the assistance of the International Trade Centre. These contributed toward 
building sub-regional trade information infrastructures. To date, however, the 
type of regional trade information that links the countries of the continent with 
the rest of the world has not yet materialised. 

The promotion of inter-African trade will also require efficient financial and 
payment systems to settle inter-regional transactions. For many African coun
tries, this means harnessing information technology to improve the banking 
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infrastructure; strengthening prudential regulations and the legal framework; 
building sound and efficient payment systems; and deepening capital markets. 
For instance, Mauritius is implementing a service sector modernisation project 
that aims at improving banking and finance services. The project would develop 
an automated payments system within the banking and finance system; improve 
delivery of key public services with priority to those services that directly inter
face with the private sector, such as company and land registration; and moder
nise the legal framework, particularly in the areas of intellectual property, rules 
of evidence, data access and confidentiality. The development of national and 
regional capital markets will be facilitated by widespread adoption of informa
tion technology. In Cote dTvoire, the Abidjan stock market has now been trans
formed into the Bourse Regionale. The Bourse covers eight countries, with local 
representatives in each of the UEMOA countries linked by satellite information to 
the main office in Abidjan. Since 1997, the Nigerian Stock Exchange adopted 
computerised trading system to facilitate efficiency in the capital market. 

Information technology will likely extend the scope of tradeables in services. 
With the internet as the main medium of electronic commerce, globalisation of 
services will be intensified permitting many professional services such as legal, 
accounting, medical and education to become tradeable across cities and coun
tries. The widespread adoption of electronic commerce will likely transform other 
services aside from banking, brokerage, insurance and financial services, such as 
retailing, franchising, courier, tourism, hotel, entertainment, travel, advertising, 
consultancy and professional services, news and information services. For exam
ple, news and information services in several countries including Cote dTvoire, 
Kenya, Ghana, Zimbabwe and Tanzania can be obtained from local newspapers 
posted on the internet via Africa Online, a privately owned internet access com
pany operating in these countries. Digital media is also increasingly available in 
other African countries. 

MACROECONOMIC AND PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT 

Since the mid-1990s, African countries have made notable progress in the area 
of macroeconomic management. This progress was marked by restrictive fiscal 
policies, which reduced overall budget deficits from 5.5 percent of GDP in 1994 to 
a historic low of 1.9 percent of GDP in 1997. In the last two years, 60 percent of 
African countries had budget deficits below 5 percent of GDP. Tighter financial 
policies further reduced inflation from 40 percent in 1994 to 17.6 percent with a 
median rate of inflation of 5.7 percent in 1997. These improvements were associ-
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ated with recovery in the growth of GDP, which averaged 4.4 percent during the 
period 1996-1997. 

Although the recent improvements in macroeconomic management and eco
nomic growth are welcome, recovery remains fragile and the socio-economic 
setbacks of the previous two decades are yet to be overcome. While the decline 
in fiscal imbalances has contributed to non-inflationary economic growth, there 
is increased concern over the adverse impact of public expenditure reductions 
on the social sector. There is also some evidence that there are inefficiencies in 
resource mobilisation and in the use of available resources. Progress in stabilis
ing the macroeconomic environment, as well as strengthening the efficiency, 
accountability, and transparency of government can benefit a great deal from 
the introduction of information technology applications. Information systems 
that can help governments design, implement, and assess policy reforms are now 
powerful instruments of public policy. Such information systems could increase 
the speed, volume, quality, transparency, and accountability of government 
transactions, yielding large productivity increases in government services. 

In fiscal monitoring, governments can use information systems to design and 
follow-up on the process of tax collection and validate its revenue collections 
against its expenditure. In budgetary planning, information technology pro
vides simulation techniques to simultaneously maximise revenue and minimise 
the tax burden on selected income groups and economic actors. In public pro
curement, the adoption of information technology can help simplify purchas
ing procedures through electronic advertising, qualification, tendering, selection 
and payment. In debt management, information systems can be used to coor
dinate the processes of borrowing and debt repayment transactions with the 
various bilateral and multilateral creditors in order to improve the efficiency 
and transparency in the use of foreign capital and avoid the problems of corrup
tion and excessive debt burdens. Such applications are also labour-saving and 
can help governments to keep a small, efficient and well-paid civil service. In 
Morocco, for instance, the Ministry of Finance has computerised tax adminis
tration, auditing, and control. Information systems are also being used for public 
investment planning and public debt management. Computer-based modelling 
is being used in macroeconomic monitoring, external trade management, and 
industrial promotion. In Egypt, the Information Decision Support Centre has 
established to provide advisory services to government ministries through effec
tive information systems such as the debt management system and trade infor
mation system (Trade Net). 
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PRIVATE ENTERPRISE AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Industrial performance has been poor in most of Africa and many African coun
tries have suffered deindustrialisation. The real rate of growth of manufacturing 
value-added in the continent was only 3 percent per annum during the period 
1980 to 1993, and the rate of growth declined over time, from 3.7 percent in the 
first half of the 1980s to under 2 percent in the early part of the 1990s (Lall, 1996). 
One of the most important challenges to Africa's industrial development is the 
upgrading of the technological capabilities of local industries, particularly Small 
and Micro Enterprises (SMES), which form the bulk of private sector industry 
and provide employment for a large number of people, SMES make a poten
tially important contribution to economic and social development in Africa. 
Compared to larger firms, they tend to use less capital per worker and have the 
capacity to use capital productively. Small- and medium scale enterprises employ 
workers with limited formal training, and use local raw materials that would 
otherwise be neglected. They also mobilise the small savings of proprietors that 
tend to exist outside the formal banking system. Studies have shown that own
ers of SMES have a surprisingly high propensity to save and invest, even at quite 
low-income levels. In addition, SMES have important linkages with large firms 
through subcontracting arrangements. 

However, most firms in Africa operate in an information-poor environment. 
Collective support services to assist and facilitate technical learning are often 
poorly delivered, if they exist at all. Business associations are also weak and 
deliver very few, if any services, NGOS and international development agencies 
provide some useful services, but coverage is limited and the support services 
are aimed at only a few areas, such as finance. In addition, with the exception of 
multinational companies and a few large exporters, most firms are technologi
cally isolated from the rest of the world. Consequently, connections with inter
national private learning sources, including foreign buyers and suppliers, are 
weak or non-existent. Information technology can be effectively used to increase 
the flow of information through providing information sources on technical and 
business matters; encourage vertical and horizontal linkages between firms; and 
increase the capacity of "learn-by-copying', and to "benchmark" the firm's opera
tions against internationally competitive firms in the same business. 

For small- and medium-scale enterprises to succeed in the current economic 
environment, forming networks and building alliances is important. As the global 
economy increasingly becomes more integrated and economic reforms take root 
in Africa, African businesses will have to network and build alliances to be able 
to survive and compete effectively. Where an alliance is formed by at least two 
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firms coming together in some contractual arrangement, and a network refers 
to an elaborate system of connections and relations between various firms in the 
same or different line of business, by forming such networks and alliances, Afri
can businesses could place themselves in a position to innovate rapidly, improve 
their marketing skills, and compete effectively. Building alliances and networks 
has given rise to an idea of 'clusters' of SMES, which, through networking, rein
force each other and improve their international competitiveness. By harnessing 
information technology and pooling together their outputs, SMES would be able 
to take advantage of economies of scale and compete effectively. 

A number of factors make it imperative for African SMES to harness informa
tion technology for establishing networks and alliances. For one thing, existing 
and new markets are opening up as countries liberalise their trade in goods and 
services under the auspices of the World Trade Organisation (wro), and other 
forms of regional trading blocks and businesses become globalised. While offer
ing better export opportunities, these developments have changed the require
ments and rules of competition. In order to access these markets or compete 
effectively even in their own markets, it is imperative that African SMES adopt a 
global outlook and form strategic partnerships, both domestically and in foreign 
markets. For instance, they could form strategic alliances with strong foreign dis
tributors as a way of accessing new markets, while at the same time improving 
the quality of their products. These would not be possible without extensive use 
of modern tools provided by advances in information technology. 

In addition, successful firms are the ones that respond to changing customer 
requirements. Consumers have become more health and environmentally con
scious and African SMES that want to compete in international markets will have 
to consider such concerns. African SMES have traditionally tended to focus atten
tion on production, sometimes at the expense of providing a quality good or 
service. Increased attention will need to be given to marketing and packaging 
as well. The tools of information technology provide enough flexibility to allow 
SMES to deal with such requirements. 

Furthermore, building alliances and networks can benefit SMES in the area 
of technical change. Rapid technological changes in the form of new products, 
along with new production processes and management systems threaten to 
engulf most African SMES. Developments in transport, agriculture, manufactur
ing and finance are likely to erode further the competitiveness of African SMES -

even in areas where Africa traditionally held a comparative advantage. If African 
firms are to respond effectively to changing customer needs and take advantage 
of changing production incentives, it will be imperative that they improve their 
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technological capabilities. To this end, African SMES will have to source informa
tion technology that provides them with access to state-of-the art technology. 

On the institutional front, upgrading technological capabilities requires the 
establishment of information-intensive institutions that can provide extensive 
extension services on a wide scale and deliver comprehensive packages of assis
tance comprising technical know-how, finance, management skills, training and 
sales information. In southeast Asia, which has been successful in this respect, 
institutions such as Productivity Councils (Hong Kong); Productivity Centres 
(China) and Medium and Small Business Administration (Taiwan) serve simi
lar objectives. These productivity centres are usually entrusted with many tasks 
including (i) identification of problems facing enterprises and devising appro
priate remedies and training packages at subsidised rates; (ii) acting as major 
technology transfer and development agents; (iii) provision of specialised tech
nical services for new industries such as computer-aided industrial designs and 
inventory management systems; (iv) provision of credit, technology, manage
ment, accounting and marketing assistance; (v), transferring "production-ready 
technology" that the government has imported and adapted to local firms; and 
(vi) provision of information on international standards (Lall, 1996). Informa
tion technology has the potential to not only establish and promote such pro
ductivity centres at the national level, but more importantly, resource pooling 
and information sharing at the regional level. The costs of establishing and run
ning these highly specialised institutions are usually high in terms of both mate
rial and human resources. Information technology provides the opportunity for 
regional economic groupings in Africa to pool their economic resources and 
establish regional productivity centres that could be accessed by all the industries 
within the region. 

AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY 

African economies continue to be heavily dependent on agricultural production 
and the export of natural resources. The widespread adoption of information 
technology holds considerable promise for African countries in their quest to 
improve agricultural production and marketing practices. It provides opportu
nities for the development of information systems to monitor water and land 
resources, food transportation and storage, and control of crop-diseases. Video 
and radio-conferences between buyers and sellers, growers and extension offi
cers, can also play important roles in stimulating internal and external trade and 
improving agricultural practices and productivity. Investing information tech
nology opens up avenues to access and disseminates information more quickly 
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and extensively. It could also facilitate the use of more efficient distribution sys
tems to reduce food storage costs. With information technology, access to world
wide knowledge about new techniques for improving agricultural production 
would be considerably enhanced. Such knowledge includes advances in genetic 
engineering that offer great opportunities for African countries to use seeds and 
plants that are adaptable to water availability and soil conditions. 

In Nigeria and Indonesia, for instance, pilot applications of information tech
nology have made it easier to conduct agricultural surveys, analyse survey data, 
and use such surveys for developing agricultural research databases and designing 
agricultural development projects (Hanna, 1991). Microcomputers introduced 
in Kenya are being used to improve crop forecasting, project monitoring and 
strengthening the country's Ministry of Agriculture. In Thailand, microcomput
ers are helping to regulate the operation of irrigation systems in accordance with 
changing environmental parameters (Hanna, 1991). Since 1996, the internet has 
been increasingly used to bring some Ugandan coffee growers into contact with 
their American customers. Through video conferencing, us coffee experts gave 
the Ugandan coffee growers information on the ratings of Ugandan coffee. The 
coffee producers had access to valuable information that would certainly help 
them compete better in the coffee market. These are only small steps in applying 
information technology to the agricultural sector. A wide range of many other 
applications could be adopted and propagated throughout the continent for the 
purpose of improving and accelerating the rate of agricultural development. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

African countries continue to experience serious droughts, floods and other 
natural disasters - with adverse effects on both humans and the environment. 
Africa's capacity to protect itself from such disasters, or to minimise the impact 
on both environment and humans is limited by several factors, including lack 
of resources, inadequate early warning systems, and the generally poor state of 
information on natural resources. The effects of natural disasters on the envi
ronment are compounded by man-made factors. Low agricultural productivity 
has necessitated the greater and more extensive use of land for agriculture; large 
herds of cattle and other animals has led to overgrasing of lands and soil erosion, 
while pollution of water sources is rampant. 

Environmental management in Africa requires timely and accurate data on 
socio-economic and demographic trends, weather patterns and natural disasters, 
and the availability and use of both renewable and non-renewable resources. 
It is also dependent on the analysis of this information and the ability to share 
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the information among policy makers across the region (Hanna, Boyson, & 
Gunaratne 1996). Developments in geographic information systems have led to 
the introduction of improved assessment and monitoring techniques of natu-
ral-resource endowments. Information on natural resources could be linked to 
data on socio-economic and demographic dynamics to achieve better manage
ment and overall resource planning. Satellite images about vegetation patterns, 
moisture levels and weather could now be combined with ground-based infor
mation to provide early warnings on insect infestations, droughts and other nat
ural disasters (Talero and Gaudette, 1996). Information technology holds great 
potential for developing access to areas threatened by disasters and environmen
tal degradation. It can be used to monitor disaster prone areas and for coordinat
ing efforts in the case of disasters. In this regard, the Image Display and Analysis 
(IDA) funded by the us Agency for International Development (USAID), the UN 
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and the us Geologic Survey EROS Data 
Centre (USGS/EDC) is designed to provide continent-wide environmental and 
food security services. The system uses model and data from satellites to forecast 
food crop output, hence providing early warnings with regard to food shortages 
and famine. In Guinea, the government is establishing systems for managing 
forestry and fishery resources to manage forests, register land rights and research 
offshore fishery management. Using satellite data, microcomputers and through 
training local scientists to collect and analyse information, Chad is undertaking 
research into the techniques for rangeland conservation and crop-livestock inte
gration. In Tunisia, information systems for research and planning, and com
munications equipment are important parts of the forest development project. 
Since poverty in Africa is the prime cause of environmental degradation, all 
applications of information technology alluded to in this chapter, which would 
be instrumental in improving education, health, agricultural productivity, and 
farmers' income, would also be conducive to the process of environmental pres
ervation. 

Human Capital Development 

As detailed in the 1998 African Development Report, human capital develop
ment is seen both as an essential means for sustained economic growth and pov
erty reduction and as an important end in itself. Human capital matters because 
the poors' most significant asset is their labour, and the most effective way to 
improve their welfare is to increase their employment opportunities and the pro
ductivity of their labour through investment in education and health. 
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HEALTH AND DISEASE CONTROL 

Africa achieved marked improvements in health development in the post-inde
pendence period (according to the latest available indicators). Life expectancy 
at birth increased from about 40 years in i960 to more than 53 years in 1995. 
Between i960 and 1995, the infant mortality rate was halved, from 168 to 89 per 
1000 live births. Despite, these improvements, African countries are presently 
encountering serious health hazards. The probability of an African child dying 
before age 5 was estimated at 143 per 1000 live births in 1995, while the mater
nal mortality rate was about 630 per 100,000 live births, reflecting a combina
tion of poor nutrition, environmental conditions and inadequate health services. 
The main causes of illness are malaria, diarrhoeal diseases, respiratory infections, 
childhood diseases, parasitic diseases, sexually transmitted diseases, leprosy and 
injuries. The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and its associated disease, 
AIDS, has emerged as one of the greatest threats to the health of African popula
tions. Since the beginning of the epidemics in the late 1970s, about 10 million 
people in Africa have died of AIDS. By mid-1995, AIDS was major causes of 
adult deaths in some countries. The WHO estimated that 21 million people in 
Africa were infected with HIV, two-thirds of the global estimates. Of the 5.8 mil
lion people newly infected with HIV in 1997, 4 million were in Africa. About 10 
percent of all new infections were in children under 15, and more than half of the 
remainder are in people aged 15 to 24 years. The emergence of AIDS has drawn 
attention to other sexually transmitted diseases, which were already responsible 
for an estimated 70 million cases per year. 

Information technology can help control and sometimes eradicate some of 
the health problems plaguing the continent. It could facilitate the establishment 
of a decentralised decision support system and provide information on health 
profiles. It could also enhance health administration and management through 
the provision of medical information systems, and could link health centres, 
delivery systems and medical transport to patients (ECA, 1995). Other applica
tions of information technology include statistical analysis of health and fam
ily planning indicators, epidemiology, demographics, medical research, health 
manpower planning and management and training (Hanna, 1991). 

For instance, access to the internet and packages, like WebPro offer Afri
can physicians and hospitals opportunities to provide world-class services.With 
moderate investments in hardware and software, hospitals can create on-call 
teleradiology systems or consulting on remote cases over the internet. The Web-
Pro package to view ultrasound images can be transmitted quickly over ordinary 
phone lines, on commercially available PCs. When compared with previous solu-
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tions, which required custom hardware and software, and cost between $ 8,000 
and $ 10,000 per station to set up, the WebPro solution is much more viable and 
easy to use. 

With the WebPro package, a physician in any African country working on 
a computer with a web browser can pull an entire ultrasound examination -
images and patient data - from an Acuson AEGIS(R) digital image and informa
tion network or from an Acuson ultrasound system. With the WebPro package, 
hospitals and clinics can use internet technology to link radiologists with their 
patients — speeding turnaround time, controlling costs, improving hospital pro
ductivity, and increasing patient access to first-class care. The reported case of the 
African doctor who tried unsuccessfully to treat a case of tuberculosis illustrates 
vividly the benefits of information technology to the health sector. He turned to 
the ProMed electronic network for assistance and within 24 hours, he received a 
response from a doctor in Texas who was able to give him precise information on 
medication-resistant strains in the African doctor's home region. 

There are also several other applications of information technology in the 
field of health that proved to be very useful. In West Africa, for instance, health 
information systems have been developed that are strengthening health delivery 
and disease surveillance. Computers are used to project future health. In China, 
an expert system is being developed for computer-aided diagnosis in rural areas. 
In the Philippines, rural workers are using low cost radio networks to provide 
information on cases and drug requirements. These systems could be of great 
relevance to African countries. Information technology could also be useful in 
assisting AIDS researchers in Africa in several ways. Computers can be used to 
centralise the storage of HIV test information; to model group-screening proce
dures that would enable cost-effective procedures for mass AIDS testing; and to 
preserve individual anonymity and thereby encourage more people to get tested 
(Getao and Odhiambo, 1995). 

EDUCATION 

Education improved during the two decades after independence, but then faced 
serious problems in the 1980s and after. Annual primary school enrolments 
increased at a rate of 6.5 percent between i960 and 1970 and at 8.9 percent 
between 1970 and 1980. In the 1980s, the rate of enrolment slowed markedly to 
4.2 percent. This slow down is serious when viewed against the fact that from 
1980 to 1990, Africa's primary school age population grew at an average annual 
rate of 3.3 percent. By 1995, Africa experienced low net enrolment ratios for the 
relevant primary, secondary and tertiary level education age groups. Africa is 
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also the only continent where average gross enrollment ratios for primary edu
cation have remained lower than 100 percent. In addition, the educational sys
tem in many African countries suffers from shortcomings including regional, 
intra-country and gender disparities; inability to meet the educational needs of 
disadvantaged groups such as nomads, street children and the disabled; losses 
and leakages with more than one-fifth of African children who enrol in primary 
school either repeating several classes or dropping out of school all together; low 
teacher-student ratios; limited availability of instructional materials; and poor 
quality of education. Higher education also faces serious problems with regard 
to quality, relevance and finance. There are few libraries, most of them lacking 
access to international journals and generally deprived of educational materials, 
while research facilities remain limited. 

Most of these educational problems are related to inadequate funding and 
inefficient use of available resources. Information technology offers a wide range 
of low-cost solutions. One of the most important applications of information 
technology in this area is distance education in Africa (defined to include print, 
broadcasting, and limited face-to-face education), which could be extensively 
used to pursue entirely conventional educational ends. The main advantages of 
distance education are economy, flexibility, and suitability for widely scattered 
student bodies (Talero and Gaudette, 1996). In addition, information technol
ogy has the potential to connect African educational institutions continent-
wide, and link them with international universities, hence, facilitating research 
and the exchange of ideas. Access to data and educational materials would also 
be simplified. 

For instance, Zambia, the second country in southern Africa to achieve full 
internet connectivity, has made valuable educational use of the internet. In 1991, 
the University of Zambia (UNZA) medical library obtained e-mail connectivity 
with the University of Florida medical library. This has made it possible for the 
UNZA medical library, the University Teaching Hospital (UTH) as well as several 
other university departments to upgrade research capabilities; obtain relatively 
cheap access to information; and improve the quality of teaching and graduate 
students' research projects and assignments (Mwiria, 1998). Research has been 
improved by accessing, at relatively low cost, research information and publi
cations available in the richly endowed data banks of developed countries. For 
UNZA, this represented a significant step for an institution that had hitherto been 
unable to subscribe to relevant periodicals. Connectivity to the internet has also 
induced research collaboration between Zambian and other researchers. It also 
provided an efficient means for graduate students to consult with their academic 
supervisors in Zambia and abroad. In addition, internet connectivity became a 
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major source of income for the institution with the system becoming self-fmanc-
ing within a year. The network has several thousand dial-up users in all sectors, 
including government. 

Continent-wide, a step forward in the application of information technology 
to education will be the establishment of the African Virtual University (AVU). 
The AVU is a satellite-based distance education project initiated by the World 
Bank in 1995. The AVU offers an example of the power of modern information 
technologies to increase access to desperately needed educational resources in 
Africa. The objectives of AVU are to educate and train world-class scientists, tech
nicians, engineers, business managers, health care providers, and other profes
sionals needed to support economic development in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). 
In addition to offering university degree programs in these fields, the AVU will 
also provide non-credit training and seminars; remedial instruction for moti
vated students without the necessary qualifications to meet university entrance 
requirements; and electronic library services. 

Four guiding principles underpin the project design: (i) offer simple, effi
cient, and cost-effective solutions to urgent educational and economic develop
ment problems facing the SSA countries; (ii) develop an international network 
for resource sharing digital satellite- and computer-based academic resources; 
(iii) serve more students than ever before possible by leveraging the existing 
facilities and institutional infrastructure of universities and other academic insti
tutions in SSA, and by promoting the emergence of new organisations to provide 
educational resources through cooperative partnerships with the AVU; and (iv) 
add value to existing academic resources available from institutions worldwide 
through the virtually untapped tertiary education market of SSA. The AVU has the 
potential to help overcome the existing barriers of declining budgets, too few fac
ulty, outdated equipment, and limited space and facilities that prevent increased 
access to higher education for a significant majority of students in SSA. 

Towards Improving Africa's Accessibility to Global Information 

The regional and national infrastructure required to provide adequate access to 
the information age consists of strategic information systems necessary for sus
tainable economic development such as education, health, public financial man
agement, and transportation, as well as the telecommunications networks and 
computer hardware and software. For the purpose of this chapter, the issues per
taining to accessibility are discussed with reference to telecommunications and 
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computer hardware and software, which represent the backbone of information 
systems. 

THE STATUS OF AFRICA'S TELECOMMUNICATIONS2 

The prerequisite for the creation of an information-based economic structure is 
the existence of an efficient telecommunication infrastructure and services, the 
poor state of which has been one of the main constraints to the accessibility of 
many African countries to the global information infrastructure. Africa has one 
of the lowest teledensities (the number of main telephone lines per 100 inhab
itants) in the world. According to the 1996 Report of the International Tele
communication Union (ITU), Africa's teledensity was estimated as 1.66 in 1994. 
Overall, telephone lines have been increasing, though at a rate slower than those 
of other regions have. From 1986 to 1990, the growth in telephone lines was 8 
percent for Africa, 6.6 percent for Latin America and 12.3 percent for Asia. In the 
following four-year period (1991-1994), the growth in telephone lines in Africa 
stagnated at 8 percent while those of Latin America and Asia accelerated to 10.4 
percent and 26.7 percent respectively. 

The overall picture masks the great disparities that exist between South Africa, 
North African countries and the rest of sub-Saharan Africa. The majority of tele
phone lines are in South Africa, while sub-Saharan Africa has very few telephone 
lines. The teledensity in South Africa increased from 8.7 to 9.5 between 1990 and 
1994. For North Africa, teledensity increased from 2.9 to 4.2 while in sub-Saha
ran Africa, it remained below 0.5 over the period. 

The African telecommunications sector is highly dependent on international 
telephone communications, which account for more than 50 percent of the 
region's receipts. Although the telephony traffic-volume increased, the growth 
rate in sub-Saharan Africa has slowed since the early 1990s. Most regional traf
fic is between South Africa and its neighbours. Within the region. North Africa, 
South Africa and sub-Saharan countries represent 36 percent, 26 percent and 
38 percent of the traffic, respectively. In the past decade. North Africa's share 
dropped. South Africa's increased, and sub-Saharan Africa's remained unchanged. 
Since 1991, the volume of arriving-traffic has been higher than departing traffic. 
This is illustrated by traffic between Africa and the United States with the arriv
ing telephone calls from the United States increasing from 75 million minutes in 
1990 to 173 million in 1994. 

2 This sections draws on African Telecommunication Indicators (1996), the International 
Telecommunication Union, ITU. 
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Several factors have been identified as contributory to the limited progress in 
the development of telecommunication in the continent. These include: 

Constraints on the supply side. Supply-side constraints have affected the develop
ment of services to meet the growing demand. These constraints include the 
state monopoly of telecommunications and the existence of regulations that pre
vent the private sector from participating in the sector. Also contributory is the 
lack of resources to augment investment in the telecommunications sector some
times due to the high level of indebtedness of the local operator. Even where 
funds are available, limited project implementation capacity may constrain net
work development. In other cases, investors are deterred by the lack of political 
stability and civil strife. 

High population growth rates. Population growth rates in Africa are the highest 
in the developing world, and are estimated at around 3 percent since the 1990s. 
Although the number of telephone lines has been increasing in absolute terms, 
the growth rate has to be much higher in order to impact positively on the level 
and growth rate of teledensity. 

Low private sector participation. The private sector has played a minimal, though 
increasing role in the investment in the telecommunication sector in Africa. 
The bulk of investments have come from self-financing and from bilateral and 
multilateral sources. Compared to other developing countries, the level of self-
financing by local operators is high, indicative of the lack of capital from other 
sources. At the same time, lending from bilateral sources is declining. Whereas 
bilateral lending for the sector was us$ 431 million in 1989, it was only us$ 97 
million in 1994. 

Low investment efficiency and high installation costs. Installation costs per line in 
Africa are extremely high relative to the industry average, reflecting the state of 
investment inefficiency in the sector. It is estimated that the average cost per line 
in the region is more than us$ 4,500, more than three times the industry average 
of us$ 1,500. Thus, if the industrial average prevailed in the region, the invest
ment made could have financed three times more lines with the same amount 
of funds. The huge installation costs are partly due to the large rural areas that 
have to be covered. These costs are reflected in high subscription charges. For 
instance, in Mozambique, subscriptions reach up to 69.8 percent of GDP per 
capita (Figure 3.1). 
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Lack of income diversification and price discrimination. The region's operators 
depend heavily on international telephone communications that tend to yield 
higher income. The region's operators preferred to target the well-to-do, top 
international hotels and export-oriented enterprises. The common denominator 
of this target group is the amount of international telephone calls they make. 
In contrast, the tariffs remain too high for the rest of the population as dem
onstrated by problems related to the non-payment of bills and the increasing 
number of disconnections. Price discrimination, which charge lower prices for 
households and relatively higher prices for businesses might widen the market 
and reduce overhead costs. 
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Figure 3.1: Pricing (annual subscription charge as a percentage of GPD per head) 

Foreign exchange imbalances of public operators. International telecommunica
tions tariffs in developed countries have fallen, as a result of which payments for 
traffic from outside have increased in Africa. These payments are often made in 
hard currency, although the public telecommunications authorities have noted 
that funds so received are absorbed by other public agencies. On the other hand, 
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owing to the high international tariffs charged by local public telecommunica
tions networks, they are increasingly being pushed aside by "parallel" networks. 
This tended to reduce the import capacity of local public operators to renew and 
service equipment, resulting in quality deterioration and poor service. 

Civil disturbances and political instability. A factor accounting for the lack of 
development in telecommunication in the region has been the absence of politi
cal stability. This is partly responsible for the low densities in such countries as 
Somalia, Angola, Liberia, Sudan and Rwanda, to mention a few. It is expected 
that the attainment of political stability in these countries should contribute 
favourably to the improvement of their telecommunication infrastructure. 

Notwithstanding the poor state of telephony in Africa, various ambitious public 
telephone installation projects are ongoing. The telecommunication market is 
being liberalised in several African countries. This consists of authorising private 
companies to install and operate public telephones, allowing entrepreneurs to 
offer telecommunication services in telephone booths. This new development is 
illustrated by the following examples. South Africa sold a 30 percent stake in the 
state-owned Telekom for $ 1.3 billion to Thintana Communications-a joint ven
ture between sbc Communications of the United States, and Telekom Malaysia 
BHD of Malaysia. In Nigeria, a number of private telecommunication compa
nies were given inter-connectivity with the government-owned nitel, thereby 
increasing competition in the sector. In Cote d'lvoire, France Telecom acquired 
51 percent share of ci-Telecom. The new joint-venture company plans to spend 
$ 450 million in upgrading telecommunication in the country. In Ghana, the 
major privatisation activity was also in the telecommunication sector where the 
government sold 30 percent of its stake in Ghana telephone company to Malay
sia Telekom for us$ 38 million. 

African peoples have also shown increased interest in accessing the internet. 
The first sub-Saharan countries were linked to the network in 1994; as of Decem
ber 1995, 16 African countries could connect directly to the internet. Nearly 50 
000 servers are linked to the world wide web, but most of them are found in 
South Africa. However, most current initiatives to set up a network are taking 
place at the local level with the support of the international community. These 
target the university and scientific communities, especially as the private sec
tor is increasingly more active in the field. Generally, these initiatives consist of 
putting electronic mail systems at the disposal of researchers, the target objec
tive being connection to the internet. However, the high cost of infrastructure 
and hired lines are among the factors impeding large scale and continent-wide 
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connection to the internet. Restrictive regulations and high duties on imported 
hardware have also contributed to delaying access to the network. These impedi
ments are central to the debate on the possible impact of information technol
ogy on African countries. 

In summary, despite the recent efforts to liberalise and improve telecom
munication services, access to the global information infrastructure by African 
countries is still far from adequate. Major and urgent improvements would need 
to be made in teledensity if the continent is not to risk increasing marginalisa-
tion. Africa needs to invest in telecommunications, as a priority sector, if it is 
to stand a chance in the emerging global competitive environment. This is par
ticularly the case as Africa is classified, based on telecommunication revenues 
and investment, to be among the least possible regions to achieve convergence 
(to the standard of services in development countries) in the foreseeable future. 
Table 3.1 arranges the different regions of the world in a 'convergence scale' such 
that the leading regions where convergence is reachable are placed at the top, 
while the regions where convergence is out of sight are placed at the bottom. It 
can be observed from the Table that South Africa falls in the middle of this scale, 
followed by the Mahgreb countries in the beginning of the bottom quarter and 
other North African and sub-Saharan African countries at the bottom. Fortu
nately, the information revolution offers opportunities for African countries to 
build the required telecommunications and information systems and accelerate 
their convergence rate toward the standards set by the developed world. How
ever, opportunities would need to be exploited through concerted efforts and 
visionary planning. This is all the more important because the information revo
lution creates extraordinary opportunities to leapfrog development that could 
empower the continent out of the vicious circle of poverty, low growth and the 
degradation of natural and human resources. 

Africa's awareness of the opportunities of the knowledge-based economy was 
reflected in the African Regional Symposium on Telematics for Development 
that was organised by the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) in collab
oration with other organisations including the International Telecommunica
tion Union. Following this, a high-level working group consisting of experts 
on information technology in Africa was set up to draft an action framework to 
take advantage of the information and communications technology for African 
development. The working group produced a document: "Africa's Information 
Society Initiative (AISI): An Action Framework to build Africa's Information and 
Communication Infrastructural." The African Initiative envisaged that by the 
year 2010, a sustainable information society would have been established, such 
that: 
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- Information and decision support systems are used to support decision mak
ing in all sectors of every country. 

— All Africans would have access to information and knowledge resources 
through computers. 

— Access is made available to international "information highways." 
- Information and knowledge are disseminated and used by the public at 

large. 

Table 3.1: Indicators of infrastructure development for developing regions from 
ITU data 
Region (ordered by Revenue Revenue per Investment % change in % change in 
convergence group % change main line per main line main lines Investment 

1990-94 % change (see text) 1990-94 (see Text) 
1990-94 

Asia Developed 75.1 58.5 3,626 10.5 33.9 

Asia NIES First Tier 62.3 22.4 794 32.6 2.5 

Oceania Developed 43.6 11.5 1,933 13.5 -17.0 

Europe Developed 27.0 10.6 2,005 14.7 -3.8 

Africa Developed 21.0 6.3 1,135 13.9 72.2 

America Developed 10.6 -3.7 1,118 14.8 3.7 

Asia NIES Second Tier 92.7 -5.1 444 103.1 38.6 

Europe Developing 28.2 -9.3 637 41.4 -40.9 

West Asia 18.5 -31.0 179 71.7 -0.5 

China 209.0 -22.3 204 297.5 207.6 

South America 66.5 13.8 782 46.2 13.1 

Other Asia 42.0 -26.2 417 92.4 22.9 

Caribbean 21.2 -7.8 825 31.5 -9.6 

Mahgreb 19.2 -31.4 477 73.7 -0.5 

Eastern Europe -26.2 -39.6 300 22.1 -25.9 

Oceania Developing 64.7 26.5 943 47.7 -11.5 

Other North Africa -0.9 -35.4 288 53.3 32.9 

Sub-Saharan Africa 16.4 -13.3 1,588 34.3 2.4 

Central Asia -67.6 -75.9 62 34.1 -34.5 

Source: Mansell and Wehn (1998). Information Technology for Sustainable Development. Knowl
edge Societies, Oxford University Press. 
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To attain these objectives, African countries would need to overcome numerous 
obstacles including the inadequate state of telecommunication services and the 
high cost of computers and software. 

TOWARD IMPROVING TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES 

Measures to improve telecommunication in Africa need to address those issues 
constraining supply. Particularly, the regulatory frameworks in some countries 
would have to be reviewed, in order to break the monopoly of local operators 
and attract private investment. Many countries have already engaged the private 
sector to participate in the provision of telecommunication services. However, 
the involvement of the private sector has been more in the provision of cel
lular services, leading to notable increases in cellular subscribers (Figure 3.2). 
The private sector is playing a strong role in internet development especially 
in countries with a relatively liberal telecommunication sector. Recently, pri
vate participation has been introduced into the operations of the state-owned 
telecommunication company in Ghana. With privatisation and reform would 
come the need to address the attendant issues of licensing terms, procedures 
and fees, interconnection agreements and tariff policies. In addition, there is a 
need to resolve the problem of overstaffing, which tends to reduce efficiency. In 
Madagascar, there are 10 lines per employee in the public telecommunication 
sector, in Tanzania, there are 18 lines per employee, while in Morocco, there are 
80 telephone lines per employee (Figure 3.3). It is also important to reduce the 
installation cost per line in the region. In Tanzania, the cost per line is estimated 
at $ 1400, below the industry average and well below the average for Africa. This 
low cost has been attributed, in part, to the fact that the country received mul
tilateral assistance, which typically requires international competitive bidding 
and transparency in equipment procurement. An alternative being explored by 
many African countries is to allow private operators to enter the sector under a 
build-operate-transfer (BOT) arrangement. Under BOT, the private operator bears 
the cost of providing the lines and in return is permitted to operate these lines 
for a limited time. 

It is also necessary to adopt innovative solutions for exploiting the opportuni
ties presented by the advances in information technology. For instance, the prob
lem of inadequate and expensive telephone services in many African countries 
and the severe limitation it imposes on access to the internet can be surpassed by 
a combination of geo-stationary and low-Earth orbiting satellites. In the short-
run, geo-stationary satellites have potential because many of the orbital slots 
over Africa are underused or unused (Negroponte, 1998). A remote school in 
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an African country having access to the world's libraries using a one-metre dish 
is a change of magnitude. Convenient turnkey satellite links are sold for only 
us$ 2,700 (a price that was expected to drop to $ 1,500 by the end of 1999). This 
means that such applications are now within reach of many African countries. 
In the end, low-Earth orbiting satellites have more potential. The first of these 
satellites will start service before the end of 1998. Although they were originally 
designed for affluent cell-phone users, there is a great potential to make their 
services accessible to the very poor. 
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Figure 3.2: Efficiency (lines per employee) 

In addition, there is the possibility of tapping global information infrastructures, 
which have a variety of low-cost options for local connections, competing global 
operators for long-distance services, digital transmissions, and low-cost, reliable, 
simple network access with increasingly sophisticated terminals (World Bank, 
1990). This version of telecommunication's infrastructure presents an opportu
nity for African countries to leapfrog and exploit the industrial world's enor
mous investment in wired local loops, which are the most expensive part in 
telecommunications installation. African countries can, therefore, provide bet
ter service at a much lower cost compared with prevailing rates. With radio and 
satellite options for the local loop, widespread deployment of telecommunica-
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tions becomes affordable, and African countries can have access to and reap the 
benefits of the information age (Forge, 1995). 
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Figure 3.3; Cellular Subscribers (thousands). Percentage figures show penetra
tion rates 

Along these lines, various initiatives have been made to increase Africa's interna
tional telecommunications connectivity. With regard to satellite telecommunica
tions, there is the Regional African Satellite Communications System (RASCOM), 
which was formed in 1992 by 42 African countries and headquartered in Abi
djan, Cote d'lvoire. The us$ 1.2 billion satellite project, developed on a build-
operate-transfer (BOT) basis, aims at establishing a Pan-African satellite system. 
At the same time, it intends to coordinate Africa's needs with Intelsat, the world 
satellite system used by most countries in the continent. The satellite of the 
project, to be launched in 2001, is expected to reduce the distance to the nearest 
phone in Africa by ten-fold from 50 kilometres to 5 kilometres. By combining 
their satellite needs under the RASCOM umbrella, African countries have been 
able to negotiate lower tariffs. In addition, the Gibraltar-based African Conti
nental Telecommunications (AFTEL) and Telesat Canada have plans to install a 
pan-African satellite (PAN-AFTEL) in two phases. The first phase will involve leas-
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ing and repositioning a satellite that serves southern Africa, while the second will 
see the launching of a new satellite covering the whole continent, with a target 
date of 2001. This will allow users to make and receive international telephone 
calls with a lightweight handset, and will be the first service of its kind to cover 
the entire continent. Aside from these initiatives, several international consortia 
currently propose low orbiting systems (LEOS), which are meant for mobile sub
scribers. Since they provide worldwide coverage, the LEO systems will also service 
Africa and should come on stream by the turn of the century. 

Furthermore, there are a number of ongoing initiatives to integrate Africa into 
the global information network through fibre optic underwater cables. Optical 
fibre links to the outside world are already in South Africa and several North 
African countries. A French supplier of telecommunication equipment is cur
rently at work with several countries to lay underwater optical fibre cables to link 
West African countries to Europe. In addition, AT & T (us) plans to run optical 
fibres around the continent in the framework of the Africa One Project. More 
than too countries will be linked to the network by the end of the decade. Apart 
from providing a regional and world connection, the African network optical 
fibre structure will strengthen the national networks. Connection to the Afri
can optical fibre network will enable national telecommunications authorities 
to develop their traffic and increase income, resulting in access to new markets 
and increased ability to support new comprehensive services that meet present 
and future demands. Moreover, the establishment of an optical fibre structure in 
Africa will supplement and strengthen such existing regional networks such as 
PAN-AFTEL and RASCOM. Integration of such a network into the microwave and 
satellite systems will enable Africa to penetrate the world network and increase 
the value of its existing resources. 

REDUCING THE COST OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 

The high cost of computers and software represents a serious impediment to 
Africa's accessibility to the world of information technology. The cost of per
sonal computers (us$ 1,500-2000) per piece is higher than the per capita income 
of many African nations. However, software and hardware companies are able 
to get away with the $ 1,500-2000 price tag when their primary customers are 
other businesses (Negroponte, 1995). But now that the home is the fastest-grow
ing market for such products, computer and software producers are targeting the 
household-market with affordable prices. 

Experience has shown that the designed capacity of computers and software is 
not fully utilised by the majority of their users. This implies that buyers of such 
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products are paying for certain features and qualities that they are not going to 
use. According to Negroponte (1995), a 386 laptop - perfectly serviceable for 
internet connections, word processing, and graphics - can be built today for 
under $ 250. This can be achieved, he argued, without subsidies by reducing the 
fat from today's pes, making some bare-bones engines that word process, tele
communicate, and provide access to online services. A modest colour display 
with a 13-inch window into the internet is better than no window at all. It will 
also be possible to produce simple software at very low prices. Simple software 
will reduce, among other technical gear, computer memory requirements, mak
ing it possible to produce low-priced computers. Network computers and net 
pes with simple stripped-down versions of hardware and software will be instru
mental in facilitating the entry of a large body of Africa's businesses and indi
viduals into the world of information technology. 

One way to reduce the high cost of computers and software is 'bulk-purchas
ing' when placing orders to purchase computers or software. A computer sup
plier would be more inclined to reduce prices sharply if there is a commitment 
to purchase large quantities. This option, which could be practiced nationally or 
regionally, requires rigorous visionary planning. For instance, a national govern
ment that envisions the computerisation of its various sectors, say in five years 
would need to draw plans detailing the quantity and the quality of computers 
required and their technical specifications including compatibility and expend-
ability. Using such a planning framework, the national government can bargain 
to purchase wholesale computers and software over time. A similar approach 
within regional economic groupings will be even more effective because of the 
larger purchases that could be made. 

African countries can also draw on the stock of 'out-of-trend' computers. 
Worldwide, companies, organisations and individuals regularly update their 
computers. As a result, there is a large stock of unused systems, which creates, in 
most cases, problems with storage and discard. Local NGOS could be encouraged 
to design and implement a scheme of collecting such systems and organising 
their distribution at minimal costs. Following the notion that an old computer 
is better than no computer at all, the scheme might contribute to reducing the 
cost of importing computers and increasing the number of computer users. It 
might also provide technical schools with computer gear, which could be used 
for training purposes and spare parts. 

An idea pioneered by Negroponte (1995), is advertiser-supported comput
ing. The basic notion is to use the advertising industry to reduce drastically the 
cost of computer hardware. That is, computers are to be equipped with built-in 
devices to generate and display personalised advertising messages as screen sav-
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ers. Advertisers would pay to gain access to a large advertising space, which is 
changeable per square inch, per day, or per hour. The money could subsidise 
the cost of the computers. The applicability of this idea is positively related to 
the size of the advertising industry. The larger the industry, the lower the price 
of advertiser-supported computers. In sufficiently large markets, the price of an 
advertiser-supported computer might even be negative in the sense that con
sumers would be paid to use them. In Africa, small national markets might limit 
the applicability of this idea, particularly with regard to the advertising of locally 
produced and consumed products. However, considering that the same brands 
of imported consumer and durable goods purchased and consumed throughout 
Africa, the advertising industry would be considerably larger if the producers of 
those goods are included. The application of this idea calls again for concerted 
actions from the part of African countries, particularly within regional group
ings. 

The Role of the African Development Bank Group 

The present areas of focus for Bank Group operations include strengthening pro
duction capacity and socio-economic infrastructures; promoting policy reforms; 
supporting private sector development; and promoting economic integration. 
As has been outlined above, information technology provides a wide range of 
applications, which are capable of spurring large developments in all domains of 
Bank Group operations. To foster such applications through greater integration 
of African countries into the global information infrastructure, the Bank Group 
could assist African countries in three main ways: increasing financial resources 
for projects in the telecommunication sector, the provision of advisory services, 
and technical assistance and dissemination of knowledge. 

PROVISION OF FINANCE 

In the lending programs of multilateral institutions, the telecommunication sec
tor is yet to receive the priority it deserves in the age of technological information. 
During the period 1986-94, lending from these institutions for telecommunica
tion projects in sub-Saharan Africa was estimated at us$ 750 million. This consti
tuted less than one percent of their total lending for infrastructure projects in the 
world. However, multilateral lending has had a significant impact on teledensity 
in some countries of the region. Benin and Togo, for instance, increased tele-
density by 46 and 88 percent respectively through multilateral loans. The Bank 
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Group may need to increase its financial support for investments in telecommu
nication and information technology as a high priority area. The Bank could also 
seek investment opportunities in this sector where enabling environments exist, 
as well as promote interaction between foreign and domestic investors to create 
enduring and profitable investments. The Bank operations could act as catalyst 
to encourage private participation in telecommunication through instruments 
that guarantee the private sector against risks inherent in participation in the sec
tor. The Bank could also be instrumental by playing a catalytic role in mobilising 
resources from the private sector, bilateral and multilateral development institu
tions for investments in telecommunications and for the acquisition of informa
tion technology systems. 

Furthermore, given the Bank's operations in other sectors including edu
cation, health, agriculture, transportation and policy-based lending, the Bank 
could document and monitor developments in telecommunications and the 
use of information technology in these fields. A specific section in the Country 
Strategy Paper could focus on telecommunication and information technology. 
In addition, project design and implementation could focus on the information-
technology components of projects and their link to other information technol-
ogy systems operating in the country. 

PROVISION OF ADVISORY SERVICE 

Provision of advice on privatisation of public telecommunications, private sector 
participation and information strategies are important areas where Bank inter
vention and technical assistance could be important. The Bank could provide 
technical advice to governments on approaches to privatisation and the prepa
ration of the legal and regulatory framework necessary to privatise public utili
ties. Private sector participation is especially important in view of the declining 
resources from bilateral and multilateral sources and the apparent inability of 
local operators in most countries to inject the massive amount of capital required 
for the sector. The Bank needs to play a more significant role in the private 
financing of infrastructure, including. Build, Operate and Transfer schemes. 

As noted earlier, effective planning could help to minimise the cost of linking 
regional countries to the global information technology infrastructure. Unfor
tunately, most African countries do not have any explicit plans or policies on 
information technology. In most African countries, the use of information tech
nology is a result of isolated initiatives without preconceived strategies and poli
cies—equipment acquired by different private and public sector organisations 
with little coordination and planning. The Bank is mandated and well equipped 
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to play a leading role in encouraging individual countries, as well as regional 
groupings, to develop long-term plans. Such plans would identify the investment 
requirements of the countries and define the required changes in institutional, 
training, legal and regulatory frameworks to create the environment that would 
foster the development of the information society in Africa. Such plans would 
also serve as an explicit recognition of the challenges of information technology 
and as instruments for attracting and coordinating donor assistance. The Bank 
could also intensify its collaboration with the ECA and OAU to realise the objec
tives of Africa's Information Society Initiative (AISI). The Bank could improve its 
policy dialogue with the private and public sectors by making available, via the 
internet, appropriate project and policy documents such as project briefs, proj
ect appraisal reports, country strategy papers, operations policy papers, private 
sector investment briefs, and environmental impact assessments. Greater access 
to these documents through the internet should help facilitate consultation with 
peoples, business and government that could be affected by Bank Group opera
tions at various stages of programmes and projects. It will complement recent 
establishment of Public Information Centres (PIC) and facilitate greater access to 
information on the activities of the Bank Group. In essence, electronic networks 
present the Bank Group with an opportunity to reach its clients. 

RESEARCH AND KNOWLEDGE 

In an era of dwindling resources, development through knowledge assumes 
more importance. In this context, the African Development Bank must rein
force its role as a knowledge and research centre for information and analysis on 
Africa's socio-economic issues. The emergence of knowledge as one of the most 
important resources in the global economy has lent more support to this role. 
In this regard, the Bank's flagship publication, the African Development Report, 
which is now published on behalf of the Bank by Oxford University Press, pro
vides an authoritative annual survey of economic and social progress in Africa 
and is becoming a major source of analysis and information for policy-makers, 
businessmen, and economists interested in the continent. The Bank also pub
lishes the African Development Review, a bi-annual professional journal devoted 
to the study and analysis of development issues in Africa. To enhance its role as a 
knowledge centre, the Bank's human institutional capacity for research will need 
to be enhanced while at the same time pursuing greater networking with African 
development research centres. 

To further its role as a knowledge centre, the Bank is making available — 
through the internet — its publications as well as the large body of information 
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and data that it has compiled over the years to African research institutions, pol
icy practitioners and individual researchers. The Bank Group could also dissemi
nate knowledge on the use of information technology and its applications to the 
various fields of development and share its knowledge on best practices from all 
over the continent and across production, services and social sectors. This could 
be facilitated through the development of networks with stakeholders and other 
relevant regional and international institutions around the world. 

An information resource centre drawing on expertise in research, library and 
technology could be created within the Bank to monitor, compile, study and 
disseminate knowledge on the developmental applications of information tech
nology. The library will need to be upgraded as a major information resource 
centre that can develop and maintain databases and document collection via 
electronic networking. As the premier African development finance institution, 
the Bank is investing in state-of-the-art information technologies such as high 
performing workstations and computers, file servers, fibre optic cabling, modern 
office automation hardware and software, electronic mail capability, and reliable 
and cost-effective telecommunications. The recent overhauling of the Bank's 
computers and information systems that provide regional and worldwide links 
with member countries and other stakeholders, the private sector and academic 
and research institutions was a welcome development. It is also important to 
note the creation of the Bank's web site and installation of the Bank's own tele
communication satellite, which improved the quality and capacity of external 
telephone communications as well as connectivity to the internet and e-mail 
services. These investments coupled with efforts to increase the Bank's role as 
a research and knowledge centre on African development issues should enable 
the institution to harness information and knowledge to meet the development 
challenges facing African countries in the 21st century. 

Conclusions 

Information technology is rapidly changing economic and social activities. It 
provides opportunities and challenges for making progress with accelerated 
growth and poverty reduction in Africa. The emerging global infrastructure 
could make it increasingly possible for students to study and carry out research 
using electronic networks to reach remote universities and libraries. Physicians 
could remote-view entire images and patient data, diagnose diseases and per
form consultations with outside sites. Decision makers would be able to pro
mote effective economic management and good governance; and for businesses 
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to complete more effectively with timely and accurate market information, to 
name a few. For Africa, information and telecommunication innovations pres
ent opportunities for "leapfrog" strategies that could accelerate the development 
of the continent. To exploit these opportunities, African countries need, as a 
matter of priority, to upgrade their capabilities through the improvement of 
their telecommunication infrastructures and the acquisition of computer and 
computer related equipment. National institutions responsible for data collec
tion and processing need to be strengthened and their traditional information 
collection and dissemination structures need to be modernised if they are to 
participate fully in the international information evolution. Sub-regional trade 
information systems would need to be improved to provide meaningful backing 
to national efforts in this area. 

Governments have to facilitate information transmission and connectivity to 
the global infrastructure by passing the necessary laws and regulations. Govern
ments need to create the supportive external environment for promoting the 
use of information technology. It will be essential to reduce or abolish import 
taxes on information technology hardware such as computers, printers, satellites, 
televisions and radios. In some African countries, such equipment are treated 
as luxury items and, hence, heavily taxed. The numerous long-term benefits 
from encouraging the use of information technology through the reduction of 
taxes on hardware would more than offset the loss of government revenue. These 
desired improvements need to be pursued within the framework of comprehen
sive national or sub-regional plans to link African countries to each other and 
to the global information technology infrastructure. Within the framework of 
such plans, there is a strong case for earmarking the proceeds that arise from the 
privatisation of public telecommunications to support the computerisation of 
the economy and improve its accessibility to global information. In these and 
other related objectives, the African Development Bank Group could play a 
leading role through project financing, mobilising foreign resources, advisory 
services and technical assistance. The Bank Group needs to develop the capac
ity to respond quickly and flexibly respond to the changing needs of its member 
countries. In this regard, information and knowledge must be viewed as strategic 
resources. To perform its role as strategic advisor and knowledge centre on Afri
can development policy issues, the Bank must develop and maintain appropriate 
human, information and telecommunication infrastructure assets. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The Geoinformation Industry in Africa 

Prospects and Potentials 

Craig A. Schwabe 

A wealth of geoinformation has been developed for Africa through the many 
initiatives implemented on the continent. Initiatives such as AFRICOVER and the 
Global Mapping project have contributed significantly to the growth of the geo
information industry. However, more geoinformation is needed to address the 
goals and objectives set out in policy frameworks such as Agenda 21, the Millen
nium Development Goals (MDGS) and the New Partnership for Africa's Develop
ment (NEPAD). More specifically, there is the need to provide fundamental and 
core data sets, such as topographical, land cadastre and population data sets. 

The future development of the geoinformation industry must address some 
of the key challenges. This includes lack of access brought about by restrictive 
policies, improving the coordination of the geoinformation industry on the con
tinent and developing both individual and institutional capacity. Networks and 
partnerships are seen as key in the development of the geoinformation industry. 
This will ensure that a foundation is established from which the prospects and 
potentials of the geoinformation industry can be explored fully in contributing 
to the economic and sustainable development of Africa. 

Introduction 

In looking at the geoinformation industry in Africa, it is important to define 
what we mean by the term so that a comprehensive expose can be given on 
the prospects and potentials. For the purposes of this chapter, the geoinforma
tion industry is used in the broadest sense and refers to all sectors including 
public and private organisations that are involved in the collection, process
ing, management, retrieval, analysis and dissemination of geoinformation at a 
national, sub-regional and regional level. The provision of geoinformation soft
ware, human resource development (i.e. education, training and capacity build
ing) and research and development are key components of the geoinformation 
industry. 
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For the geoinformation industry in Africa to develop, the provision of hardware 
(i.e. computers and peripherals) and information and communication technolo
gies (ICT) (i.e. telecommunications, Internet) are critical. However, this chap
ter will not focus on the hardware and ICT aspects of the industry, as it would 
require a chapter of its own. Instead, I will provide a general overview of the 
present situation within the geoinformation industry in Africa. This has been 
gleaned from the international literature and research conducted over several 
years in countries, sub-regions and the continent as a whole. 

Overview of Geoinformation Industry in Africa 

Presently, many geoinformation initiatives are on the go in Africa and on an 
annual basis, new ones are added (National Research Council, 2002). Many 
of these initiatives are not well publicised and consequently, potential users on 
the African continent are not aware of their existence or what geoinformation 
is being collected (Estes and Kline, 2000). These initiatives provide some of the 
key geoinformation required for the implementation of development plans on 
the continent. For example, the AFRICOVER project of the Food and Agricultural 
Organisation (FAO) has provided comprehensive layers of information for twelve 
countries in eastern and central Africa and the intent is to provide similar data 
sets for countries in other regions of the continent. 

Other initiatives provide comprehensive geoinformation for the whole con
tinent, sub-regions and specific countries. The geoinformation is provided on 
various scales and there are different data types. Much of this information can be 
accessed via web portals such as the Africa Data Dissemination Service (ADDS) 
of USAID, the Southern African Humanitarian Information Management initia
tive (SAHIMS), the North African GeoNet, the GE03 - Data Portal of the United 
Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) and United Nations Economic 
Commission for Africa's (UNECA) Geolnfo Clearinghouse to mention but a few. 
Clearly, the issue is not about whether Africa has geoinformation, but whether it 
has the right information to address the problems facing the continent. 

When examining the many initiatives and looking at the geoinformation 
industry in Africa as a whole, the picture that one gets is that much has been 
done. However, much still needs to be done and many problems in the geoin
formation industry have to be addressed. To ensure the future growth of the 
geoinformation industry and efficient access to reliable and harmonised geoin
formation, a needs driven approach is required (Groot, 1997). To reach its full 
potential, the geoinformation industry also needs to be developed within an 
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appropriate policy framework such as Agenda 21, the Poverty Reduction Strat
egy Papers (PRSP), the Millennium Development Goals (MDGS) or the New Part
nership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) (National Research Council, 2002). 
Development strategies of regional economic communities and countries should 
also be considered in the development of geoinformation. 

PROBLEMS FACING THE GEOINFORMATION INDUSTRY IN AFRICA 

To bring about the effective development of the geoinformation industry over 
the long term requires that it be developed within a Spatial Data Infrastruc
ture (SDI) framework (Mtalo, 2003). The SDI framework identifies the need to 
conduct geoinformation inventories, implement data standards, catalogue data, 
maintain geoinformation on a regular basis and bring about its effective dissemi
nation through a variety of means. Unfortunately, many factors are constraining 
the effective implementation of SDI'S in Africa including a lack of policy, poor 
management, the absence of institutional capacity and financial resources and 
limited access to appropriate technology. 

Although there is quite an extensive geoinformation base in Africa, two of 
the main problems that need to be addressed are custodians not providing access 
to the geoinformation and it not being openly disseminated through various 
media. The open sharing of geoinformation between stakeholders at a national, 
sub-regional and regional level is also required to develop the industry. The 
role of the private sector must not be underplayed as they have historically per
formed an important role throughout the world in developing the geoinforma
tion industry as a whole (Groot, 1997). It is known that the private sector is 
actively involved in all sectors of the industry in Africa, especially in the provi
sion of software, training and the collection of geoinformation. 

One of the main problems at present is lack of coordination in the geoinfor
mation industry on the continent (Ezigabalike, 2001). Without these coordi
nation mechanisms in place, information on initiatives such as AFRICOVER and 
ADDS are not being widely publicised. This has resulted in little knowledge of the 
extent and type of geoinformation that these initiatives can provide. Although 
these initiatives do make their information available on the web, it generally 
requires an extensive search before the information on these and many other ini
tiatives can be accessed. Nevertheless, the National Research Council (2002) in 
their book: Down to earth: Geographic information for sustainable development in 
Africa, believes that these initiatives are contributing to the growth of the small 
geoinformation industry in Africa. To give some context to how small the indus-
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try is in Africa compared to the rest of the world, only 1.3% of all licensed GIS 
software users come from the continent (Zietsman, 2000). 

To substantiate fully the extent of the geoinformation industry, one of the 
first activities that need to be done is to develop an inventory of all the geo
information and topocadastral maps available at a national, sub-regional and 
regional level (Brent Hall et al, 1998; Menneke & West, 2001). To prevent this 
from becoming an unmanageable task, it again requires that this be done within 
an appropriate policy framework (National Research Council, 2002). One of 
the initiatives that could well contribute to this activity is the Africa Environ
mental Information Network (AEIN) that is being planned by UNEP. The focus of 
this initiative is to "harness and enhance access to information and knowledge 
to support the management of Africa's environmental resources.'1 The initiative 
operates within the frameworks of Agenda 21, NEPAD and the African Ministers 
Conference on the Environment (AMCEN). What will have to be ensured in con
ducting an inventory of the African continent is that information is collected on 
all the key geoinformation data sets. 

Access to geoinformation in Africa is mainly restricted by policies imple
mented at a national level and to a lesser extent by technology limitations. To 
overcome these restrictions, national governments need to be encouraged to 
develop policies that provide access to information either free or at a reasonable 
cost so that citizens and stakeholders are able to use it for decision-making pur
poses (Gavin, 2003). Through the SDI committees that have been established in 
many countries on the continent, the need for the implementation of these types 
of policies are receiving attention. Several countries on the continent already 
have policies in place that guarantee free access to information and the coordi
nation of national SDI. 

The limited access to geoinformation in African countries is also due to lim
ited skills and capacity needed to operate the technology (Brent Hall et al, 1997). 
Another barrier is the lack of analytical skills needed to develop an understand
ing of problems and using geoinformation for decision-making and bringing 
about integrated development in Africa. Mtalo (2003), at the previous meet
ing of CODI, pointed to the necessity for effective education and training in a 
broad spectrum of areas to overcome these skill shortages, including spatial and 
temporal analysis of data and the ability to write reports. Lack of access to com
prehensive geoinformation data sets that allow for a thorough examination of a 
problem also contributes to under developed analytical skills. Finally, it is well 
documented that limited access to finances is another major barrier in the devel
opment of the geoinformation industry on the continent (Zietsman, 2000). 
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FUNDAMENTAL OR CORE GEOSPATIAL DATA SETS 

Although there are many geoinformation initiatives on the go at the present 
moment, few really focus on the provision of the more fundamental or core data 
sets, especially at a sub-national level and when considering the information 
needs of policies such as NEPAD. It is recognised internationally and regionally 
that Africa does not have all the data it requires to achieve its sustainable devel
opment objectives (UNECA, 2000). The NEPAD founding document identifies the 
need for cooperation in establishing regional Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS) largely to address this lack of data on the continent. One of these core data 
sets is the distribution of the population at a localised level, which is generally 
produced from the census of a country. 

Population data sets have not been developed in Africa in the past because the 
international donor community mainly provided funding for the development 
of geoinformation data to address natural resources, environmental and land 
management issues, especially in establishing early warning systems for food 
relief (Zietsman, 2000). Research that is more recent has shown that it is still 
within these sectors that donor agencies are providing most of the funding. For
tunately, this trend is slowly beginning to change with more funds being allo
cated to the development of socio-economic geoinformation data sets as more 
emphasis is placed on Agenda 21, poverty and the MDGS. The UNECA has recog
nised that the coordination of these funds is a critical aspect of the development 
of the geoinformation industry in Africa (UNECA, 2000). 

Unfortunately, many countries in Africa still have incomplete population geo
spatial data sets. One of the main reasons for this is the base topocadastral maps 
or ortho-imagery needed to define the census boundaries have never been pro
duced, are still in an analogue format, are unavailable or are out of date (Nwilo 
and Osanwuta, 2004). Furthermore, many African countries have not estab
lished their geodetic framework and have not captured the land cadastre into a 
GIS, which forms an important building block of other core data sets, including 
the population census database. Although initiatives such as the Unified African 
Geodetic Reference Framework (AFREF ) and Mapping Africa for Africa (MAFA) 
initiatives have been launched to fill some of the gaps, others are still needed to 
address the remaining geoinformation needs. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN AFRICA'S GEOINFORMATION INDUSTRY 

To ensure that new initiatives are focused toward the policy and geoinformation 
needs of Africa it is critical that there is greater coordination. At the third meet-
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ing of the Committee on Development Information (CODI) held in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia in 2003, the author recommended that the UNECA play a key role in 
ensuring the coordinated development of geoinformation in Africa (Schwabe, 
2003). Currently, the UNECA acts in an advisory capacity in the coordination 
of national SDI plans and should continue to play a role in ensuring the devel
opment of geoinformation on the continent (Nino-Fluck, 2000). The UNECA 
should work with international, regional and sub-regional agencies such as UNEP 
in ensuring that future coordination of geoinformation development in Africa 
is more effective. The geoinformation units in regional economic communities 
(e.g. SADC Regional Remote Sensing Unit), regional centres (e.g. RCMRD, RECTAS, 
seamic, ACMAD and AGRHYMET) and national ministries responsible for coordi
nating SDIS should also play a role. 

International funding agencies have played a key role in the development of 
the geoinformation industry in Africa and will hopefully continue to do so into 
the near future. Research undertaken by Zietsman (2000) has shown that over
seas development agencies (ODA) are the largest funders of geoinformation in 
Africa followed by the government sector. There are strong indications that the 
continued growth of the geoinformation industry in Africa will come from the 
ODA and government sectors. However, there is a huge potential for the private 
sector to play a leading role in the future growth of the industry. In South Africa 
the private sector is the second largest funder of the geoinformation industry 
while in the rest of Africa, only 16% of projects get funding from this sector. 
The private sector plays an important part in providing technologies and train
ing, the capture of geoinformation and adding value to data products, which are 
ultimately required to generate the demand needed to grow the geoinformation 
industry. This will especially be the situation if NEPADS plan of increased mobili
sation of domestic revenue and private capital flows come to fruition. 

An area that still needs much attention in Africa is the generating of awareness 
amongst policy and decision makers about the value of Gis in formulating pol
icy, implementing decisions, monitoring performance, evaluating the impact of 
programmes and showing the financial benefit of using geoinformation (Mtalo, 
2003). The UNECA recognises that not enough is being done in making decision 
makers aware of the potential uses of geoinformation and they have identified 
this as an area for their intervention in Africa. With greater awareness comes the 
need for the provision of skilled geoinformation practitioners and specialists as 
well as developing a culture of analysing geoinformation for decision-making 
purposes. Although training in the use of geoinformation is continuously being 
done on the continent there are strong feelings amongst many academics and 
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practitioners in Africa that insufficient resources are being allocated to educate 
geoinformation professionals (Rüther, 2003). 

One factor that is felt to contribute significantly to the lack of development in 
the geoinformation industry is the absence of institutional capacity at a regional, 
sub-regional and national level. Institutional capacity is required to coordinate 
the geoinformation industry on the continent, assist with the development of 
geoinformation and contribute to the training and capacity building of practi
tioners in Africa (UNECA, 2000). Molenaar (2002) feels that large amounts of 
investment are required to overcome this problem and Beerens (2004) adds that 
this must happen within appropriate policy, legal and institutional frameworks. 
International best practices in the development of geoinformation industries 
(e.g. North America, Asia and South America) should be considered and it is felt 
that United Nation's agencies should play more of a role in providing funds for 
the development of institutional capacity on the continent. 

A key factor to the future development of the geoinformation industry is 
communication. It has been shown that limited or non-existent communication 
networks in developing countries contribute to geoinformation not being used 
in decision-making and limits the growth of the industry (Menneke and West, 
2001; National Research Council, 2002). One of the approaches suggested is the 
development of a web portal that actively distributes information on research 
and work that is being done in the industry on the continent. Core to the web 
portal would be to create linkages to existing initiatives (e.g. Eis-Africa, Africa 
SDI) and creating a network of geoinformation practitioners across Africa. The 
portal would also attempt to facilitate access or links to existing geoinformation 
initiatives. Part of the purpose of the web portal would be to act as a catalyst in 
local and international stakeholders gaining access to the geoinformation needed 
to encourage private sector investment and donor funding in Africa. Ideally, this 
communication mechanism would encourage the overall development of the 
geoinformation industry in Africa, especially in the private sector. 

There is no doubt that for the geoinformation industry in Africa to develop, 
a partnership between the international community and the broad spectrum of 
geoinformation stakeholders across Africa must exist (National Research Coun
cil, 2002). NEPAD emphasises that any partnership must be based on mutual 
interest, shared commitments and binding agreements. Partnerships will be 
required to ensure that sufficient funds are allocated for the establishment of an 
institutional capacity, the development of individual capacity and the collection 
of fundamental and core geoinformation data sets needed to bring about Africa's 
socio-economic development. Through this process, it is hoped that geoinfor
mation can play a prominent role in the sustainable development of Africa. 
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A Review of the AFRICOVER and Global Mapping Initiatives 

To reflect on the geoinformation industry in Africa, a review of two of the more 
prominent initiatives happening on the continent will be done. The two ini
tiatives are AFRICOVER, initiated by the United Nation's Food and Agricultural 
Organisation (FAO), and the Global Mapping project, initially implemented by 
the Ministry of Construction in Japan. These two initiatives have been selected 
as they provide the widest coverage of countries on the continent with AFRI
COVER focusing on environmental/natural resources and the Global Mapping 
project amongst other focus areas, contributing to the surveys and mapping side 
(Hoshino et al, 2004). The focus of this section will be to provide a brief over
view of how they contributed to the geoinformation industry in Africa. This 
commentary has been generated through the conducting of key informant inter
views, soliciting responses to questionnaires and by evaluation of the interna
tional literature. 

One of the most impressive geoinformation initiatives that have been imple
mented in Africa in recent years is the AFRICOVER project. While focusing on the 
provision of land cover information for twelve countries in eastern and central 
Africa (Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethi
opia, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda), this initiative 
has developed an international standard on the classification of land cover. The 
geoinformation that the initiative has collected are at scales between 1:100 000 — 
1:250 000 and includes land cover, geodesy, geographical place names, roads and 
hydrography. More recently, this information has been value added by countries 
and integrated with other data sets, such as socio-economic data. 

The layers of geoinformation are freely available and registered users can down
load the spatial information from the AFRICOVER web page with software that 
can be used to interpret the information. The information is also disseminated 
in industry standard formats so it can be easily used on desktop eis. According 
to its own evaluation documents, each country that participated in the project 
also contributed to the work and had their capacity built. However, practitio
ners from some countries have suggested that more could have been done in the 
development of institutional and individual capacities. It would seem that the 
driving objective of AFRICOVER was to provide the critical layers of geoinforma
tion needed to monitor natural resources in eastern and central Africa. 

The project has created the foundation upon which more analysis can be 
done and further complementary information collected and integrated. From 
this perspective, it is believed that AFRICOVER has contributed significantly to 
the growth of the geoinformation industry, whether directly or indirectly so. It 
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has also developed innovative techniques and systems that will stand Africa in 
good stead in future years, especially as it will allow standardised approaches to 
be used in the collection of similar geoinformation for countries in other regions 
of Africa. The success of this project has resulted in it being extended not only 
to other sub-regions of the continent, but also to other continents in the world. 
The project is now being implemented under its new name, the Global Land 
Cover Network (GLCN). 

What stands out about the Global Mapping Project is that it aims to provide 
standardised geoinformation for all countries on the globe at a 1:1 million scale 
by the year 2007. This will be accomplished by working with a set of global 
partners and the national mapping agencies of countries that participate in the 
project. Although the information is collected at a coarse scale, it does provide 
geoinformation for countries on the African continent. To date, countries in 
Africa that have completed the collection of their base geoinformation as part of 
the initiative are Botswana, Burkina Faso, Swaziland and Kenya. Several other 
African countries are at the stage where they are verifying the geoinformation 
that they collected and this includes Algeria, Congo, Ghana, Liberia, Namibia, 
Niger, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan and Tanzania. 

The project collects information on elevation, land cover (i.e. land cover, land 
use and vegetation type), transportation (i.e. airports, railways, roads, tracks, 
structures), boundaries (i.e. political and coastline), water resources and popula
tion centres (i.e. built up areas and settlements). One of the intentions behind 
the collection of this information is to make it available to as wide an audience 
of users as possible. For this to be accomplished, the Global Mapping Project has 
developed international and national partnerships. This allows them to access 
different sources of reliable geoinformation that can now be integrated and dis
seminated. Prior to the Global Mapping Project, this combination of geoinfor
mation was not disseminated in a coordinated and open manner. The project 
works with national mapping agencies to prepare these data sets and where nec
essary, parts of the information are replaced with data that are more accurate. 

The project also ascribes to the principles of Global Spatial Data Infrastruc
ture (GSDI) and, consequently, this ensures that the geoinformation can be used 
across Africa and its sub-regions. By providing access to this information, the 
project believes that they are encouraging economic and sustainable develop
ment in the regions where geoinformation has been collected. Probably of great
est importance is that they are developing the capacity of users. It is believed 
that by having access to this comprehensive set of geoinformation, even though 
it is at a coarse scale, geoinformation practitioners are developing their analyti
cal skills as well as new uses for the data. This enables them to apply this newly 
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gained knowledge to data sets at a finer scale. This principle has been found to 
be equally applicable to the use of the geoinformation coming out of the AFRI-
COVER initiative. 

Many other initiatives that are taking place on the African continent could 
have been described in this section and the benefits arising out of them would 
have been equally important as those coming out of the AFRICOVER and Global 
Mapping Projects. These initiatives have made important contributions in all 
spheres of the geoinformation industry on the continent. This is largely because 
they have access to the financial resources, support structures and geoinforma
tion expertise needed to implement large initiatives of this kind. What is imper
ative is that any international geoinformation initiatives conducted in Africa 
should ensure that they develop taking into consideration the political and stra
tegic frameworks of the continent, sub-regions or countries and that individual 
and institutional capacity is developed. 

A Case Study of Geoinformation in the Southern African Development 
Community (SADC) 

Access to fundamental, environmental and socio-economic geoinformation for 
countries in the regional economic communities (REC) in Africa is critical for the 
implementation of NEPAD, strategic plans and for State of Environment (SoE) 
reporting. This is to enable effective targeting of the most needy communities or 
areas, to identify what would be the most appropriate interventions and to mea
sure ultimately whether these interventions or government responses have had 
an impact. Accessing socio-economic and environmental data for many coun
tries in SADC remains a major problem and the producers of the SoE reports have 
had to rely on fragmented information or data from sources outside the conti
nent (FAO, 1990). Consequently, the regional development plans and SoE reports 
have largely been unable to provide a detailed and objective picture of the socio
economic and environmental situation that would allow targeted interventions 
to be developed and implemented by national decision-makers and planners. 

The lack of access to geoinformation, especially socio-economic data, was 
identified early on in the process of developing the SoE reports for SADC and 
other regions on the continent. Consequently, it was decided to implement a 
project that would attempt to collect the socio-economic data for a set of indi
cators at a sub-national or district level in each of the 14 SADC countries. What 
was concluded in the study is that many countries in SADC have a great deal of 
geoinformation. A number of the countries have gone so far as to develop com-
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prehensive atlases, such as Mozambique's socio-demographic atlas and Malawi 
implementing their "One-stop shop." However, access to socio-economic and 
development data for reporting and mapping at a district level remains a prob
lem. This is mainly because data is not easily accessible, it has still to be accessed 
from a diverse number of sources within a country, policies restrict access and it 
is made available in a variety of formats. These limits to accessing data is mani
fested in the fact that nine out of 14 countries in SADC have captured their census 
data into GIS, but only two could make this information available for use in the 
SoE reporting process for SADC. 

The type of information that can be accessed for different countries in SADC 
includes administrative boundaries, agriculture, vegetation types, climatic, con
servation, tourism, development funding, education, energy, geographical place 
names, geology and minerals, health, hydrology, judiciary, land, police and 
crime, service access, socioeconomic, soils, telecommunications, topography 
and transport. Of the 14 SADC countries. South Africa was able to provide geoin
formation for all these categories at a sub-provincial level. The only other coun
try that was able to provide a comparable set of geoinformation to South Africa 
was Namibia. The reason the other countries did not provide geoinformation is 
not necessarily because they do not have any, but because the geoinformation 
was not actively publicised and national partners could not identify individuals 
within organisations that could give them access. In some instances, the geo
information exists but cannot be made available to non-government organisa
tions. 

Other countries that provided some geoinformation included Lesotho, Mau
ritius, Seychelles, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Two countries 
in SADC were unable to provide any data and they were Angola and the DRC. This 
inability to provide even the most basic information is attributed to the politi
cal conflict that has existed in these two countries until recently and the lack 
of institutional and individual capacity required in disseminating this informa
tion. Fortunately, through international initiatives such as AFRICOVER, ADDS and 
Global Map, countries that are behind in access to geoinformation are being 
assisted. 

With the limited success of national partners getting access to geoinforma
tion in their countries, a new approach was tested in the SADC project, GIS spe
cialists were sent to Malawi, Botswana and Mozambique to see if they could 
facilitate greater access to geoinformation of relevance to the study. In Malawi, 
the government has the National Spatial Data Centre (NSDC), which is a semi-
autonomous agency operating under the supervision of the Malawi Geographic 
Information Council (MAGIC). Although the Centre is intended to operate as, a 
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"one-stop-shop" for digital spatial data and as a service agency, the formalisation 
of MAGIC is not yet complete. Therefore, policy and operational procedures for 
centrally archiving and releasing data is not in place and requests for data have 
to go to each individual data custodian for authorisation to release the data, even 
in cases where the data is available at the NSDC. Some of the geoinformation was 
not in a readily useable format and no data dictionary was available. 
The NSDC was able to provide extensive amounts of information on socio-eco
nomic characteristics of Malawi at a localised level (Figure 4.1). This data ema
nates from Malawi's 1998 census and was used in the development of their 
comprehensive socio-economic atlas for the country. The entire atlas is also avail
able in PDF and JPEG formats on the web site of the National Statistical Office 
(http://www.nso.malawi.net). Other key data sets that could be accessed from 
the NSDC and other sources included district boundaries, villages and geographic 
place names, soils, rivers and lakes, land cover, health and education facilities, 
conservation areas, roads and railways. 

Figure 4.1: Total population at an enumerator area level in Malawi 

The Botswana National Atlas was produced by the government's Surveys and 
Mapping Directorate. The atlas can be accessed in hardcopy from the web (www. 
atlas.gov.bw) or on CD. It contains extensive amounts of spatial information on 
topics such as geology and geomorphology, weather and climate, rivers, soils and 
vegetation, conservation areas, agriculture, minerals and mining, energy, land 
use planning, land administration, tenure systems and housing, wildlife, tour-

http://www.nso.malawi.net
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ism, population, education, health services, public finance and economic devel
opment, commerce and industry, transport and communication, culture and 
heritage, democracy, governance and politics, law, justice and security, women 
in development, youth and national development and the Okavango delta. 
This geoinformation provides a comprehensive overview of the country. One 
problem experienced with the data was that it could not be easily overlaid with 
other data from Botswana and countries in SADC because of its projection. Thus, 
emphasising the necessity for standards so that data sets of adjoining countries 
can be integrated is necessary. 
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Figure 4.2: Land use for Botswana 

Mozambique in recent years has developed quite extensive geoinformation data 
sets for the country. Two organisations that play a leading role in the provision 
of geoinformation in Mozambique are the Institute for National Statistics (INE) 
and the National Directorate for Geography and Cadastre (DINAGECA). The INE 

has published several demographic and socio-demographic atlases for Mozam
bique with the data being mapped at a provincial level, DINAGECA is presently 
capturing into GIS the cadastre and have in the past, mapped the land cover for 
the country. The two organisations are working together to capture the census 
data into GIS. Several data sets at a provincial level were accessed for Mozam-
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bique and the country has an extensive list of geoinformation that can be pur
chased. One of the few problems that were encountered with the data sets was 
that the information is in Portuguese and, therefore, had to be translated into 
English for it to be effectively used in the project. 

The constraints in accessing geoinformation in SADC call for a structured way 
of collecting, synthesising, storing and presenting geoinformation. Other chal
lenges being faced in SADC is outdated geoinformation and difficulty in using 
populating indices needed for development planning and SoE reports. There 
is also a lack of clear guidelines, definitive common standards, and legal and 
institutional frameworks that result in collected data not being user driven and 
policy relevant. Consequently, there is a dire need for the implementation of an 
effective SDI in the region. The necessity to implement a regional GIS, as has been 
stated earlier, is identified within the NEPAD document as critical for geoinforma
tion to be effectively used in decision-making on the continent. 
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Figure 4.3: Land cover map of Mozambique 

Part of what needs to be done is the enactment of a protocol on regional infor
mation management and sharing. This will contribute to easing the difficul
ties of accessing data across the region. There is also a disharmony in the data 
sets that countries can provide because the priorities, policies and strategies that 
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guide their development, ensure that different core data sets are collected. This 
makes the integration and analysis of geoinformation for regional decision-mak-
ing cumbersome. 

There is significant duplication of effort at the regional scale in the acquisition 
and processing of regional-scale data, especially satellite remote sensing prod
ucts and socio-economic information. Furthermore, many organisations have 
digitised their own spatial base maps from existing topographical maps creating 
multiple incompatible data sets. The linkages amongst geoinformation practi
tioners in and between most countries are also weak and lead to unnecessary 
duplication. Networking needs to be expanded to make more effective, efficient 
and economic use of existing geoinformation expertise. The duplication of effort 
happens as a consequence of there being a near total absence of data documenta
tion or metadata across southern Africa. 

Even considering the above, it must be stated that there is great opportunity 
for the growth of the geoinformation industry in SADC and similarly in other 
sub-regions of Africa. There is much hope that the NSDI will play a key role in 
providing a structured approach to providing geoinformation at the national 
and sub-regional levels. However, the issues listed above need to be seriously 
considered and appropriate remedial action taken by organisations in Africa. 
The potential role of the NSDI in this regard will be touched on in the next sec
tion. There is further hope that emerging technologies and approaches will assist 
in rapidly collecting and providing access to the core data sets, which is critically 
needed to achieve the reconstruction and development of the continent. 

The Role of National Spatial Data Infrastructure 

The FGDC (1996) describes Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) as an "umbrella of 
policies, standards and procedures under which organisations and technolo
gies interact to foster more efficient use, management and production of [geo
graphic] data." Furthermore, SDI is about providing a consistent framework and 
standards within which a country can develop their fundamental and core/the-
matic data sets and metadata. This will best be accomplished by the coordinated 
harnessing of resources and experts and the development of partnerships. Key 
to making geoinformation more available for use in decision-making is the SDI 
principle of promoting access to data and the use and sharing of geoinformation. 
Clearinghouses are identified as a means by which this information can be made 
more readily available (National Research Council, 2002). 
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In many countries across Africa, NSDI committees have been established and 
are coordinating the geoinformation efforts of countries. These committees come 
under a variety of names and are housed in different ministries from country to 
country. In some countries, these committees have achieved a degree of inde
pendence from government and are driven by NGOS. These committees create a 
network of geoinformation practitioners from ministries in the public sector to 
NGOS and organisations in the private sector. Through this medium, geoinforma
tion practitioners are beginning to communicate with each other and the deci
sion-makers of the country. 

NGOS are also beginning to address the key issues encapsulated in the imple
mentation of SDI from the development of policies and standards and the estab
lishment of partnerships in the collection of geoinformation through to looking 
at mechanisms of disseminating geoinformation. The importance of ministries 
budgeting sufficient funds for the development and maintenance of fundamen
tal and core data sets is also emphasised. The development of policies is not only 
about the establishment of NSDIS in a country and the accessing of geoinforma
tion, but it should also include using national policies in defining the geoinfor
mation needed to address societal problems. Unfortunately, this is not being 
done as much as it should be. 

Although countries have established their NSDI committees and some have 
even developed the necessary policies, many are not fully operational. Several 
reasons for this situation can be identified including the limited support pro
vided by governments and the lack of financial and human resources. It is argued 
that this is a result of governments not being fully informed about SDI, no poli
cies and no coordinating body. Furthermore, the implementation of NSDIS takes 
time, especially in the development of policies and standards. It must also be 
recognised that the establishment of NSDIS will differ from country to country 
and that time will be required to allow them to build their own NSDI (Nkwae 
and Nichols, 2002). 

An examination of NSDIS that seems to be working well indicates that this is 
because there is someone driving the process. This is what Nkwae and Nichols 
(2002) call, "the champion factor." Part of this process is getting as many minis
tries, NGOS and private organisations involved as possible and the establishment 
of a strong network of geoinformation practitioners. This network can then be 
used to make decision makers aware of the value of geoinformation, especially 
if they can be shown how spatial data can be used to address national priorities 
in a cost-effective manner. Members of the NSDI can also be used to lobby their 
ministries and organisations to ensure that sufficient funds are allocated for the 
development and maintenance of geoinformation. 
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What is imperative in all of this is that the NSDIS become operational as soon 
as possible and decision makers see "quick wins" from them supporting these 
initiatives. Ulis is needed because decisions have to be made now to address 
national priorities. If the NSDI cannot be used to solve these problems in the 
short term, then decision makers might become reluctant to support NSDIS in 
the future. It is for this reason that it is often recommended that NSDI or geoin
formation is implemented in incremental stages and that they focus on govern
ment's immediate priorities (Al-Ankary, 1991; Nino-Fluck, 2000). 

Capacity and Challenges in the Geoinformation Industry 

In partnership with organisations in Africa, key informant interviews were 
conducted and questionnaires completed by leading regional and sub-regional 
geoinformation institutions on the continent. A total of 41 organisations par
ticipated in the research, which included the African Union (AU), UNECA, UNEP, 
EIS Africa and the regional centres, to mention but a few. The intention of the 
research was to determine whether there is a lack of capacity in the development 
and use of geoinformation/cis on the continent. The research also gave insight 
into the existing operational geoinformation capacity and what types of capacity 
needs to be developed. 

Questions on skilled geoinformation personnel, the application of Gis and 
geoinformation, hardware and software, networks and partnerships, policy 
and geoinformation theory, best practices and problems in the geoinformation 
industry were asked. An understanding was also obtained on what the prior
ity development sectors in Africa are and how they influence the development 
of fundamental and core geoinformation data sets. Key informants were asked 
about what challenges exist in the geoinformation industry and how they influ
ence the building of capacity on the continent and in the sub-regions. From the 
analysis of the results, challenges for the geoinformation industry on the conti
nent were synthesised. 

Although there are sub-regional and national variations, the results of the 
research show that institutions feel that there is generally a lack of geoinforma
tion capacity on the continent, especially at an institutional and technical level. 
What the research also showed is that this is very much dependent on the dis
cipline. The people coming from the survey and mapping environment tend 
to say that there is enough GIS capacity while those in the environmental and 
socio-economic sectors tend to suggest that there is not enough. This could be 
due to the fact that Africa historically has had strong survey departments located 
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in several universities and the two regional centres of RECTAS in West Africa and 

RCMRD in East Africa have focused on the training of people in this sector. How

ever, concern has been voiced by academics on the dramatic decline in survey 

departments in many universities on the continent, which is and will continue 

to influence the availability of this capacity in Africa (Nwilo and Osanwuta, 

2004; Rüther, 2001). 

Reasons given for the lack of capacity is that trained people are being absorbed 

into other sectors, especially managerial positions, and universities in the past 

provided none or limited training in geoinformation. The feeling is that univer

sities that provide training do not have the necessary facilities and cannot pro

vide the practical skills. 

From the research, it was established that most of the Gis professionals are 

employed in the government sector, especially the environmental, surveys and 

mapping and planning departments. The next most prominent areas where Gis 

professionals are employed are in academic and semi-government institutions. 

According to the UNECA, training and capacity building is required to identify 

and use techniques/methods in applying geoinformation to problem solving. 

This points more broadly to the overall lack of analytical skills in the geoinfor

mation industry on the continent, which is felt to be one of the main reasons 

why geoinformation and Gis are not more effectively used in decision making 

in Africa. Consequently, it will be necessary for training courses to be developed 

that take into consideration the disciplinary areas where Gis is being applied, the 

types of decisions that need to be made, the availability of local Gis data and the 

type of Gis functionality to improve the geoinformation capacity in Africa. 

It is recognised that the surveys and mapping and environmental sectors are 

where there is still the greatest investment and collection of geoinformation 

on the continent. This not only shows the historic dominance of these sectors 

in Africa, from a geoinformation collection perspective, but also reflects that 

much work is still required to provide African countries with a total coverage of 

these basic framework data sets. The collection of environmental information 

emanates from the environmental crisis in the 1970s, which was identified as a 

critical issue and saw international communities funding large environmental 

monitoring and early warning system projects across the continent (UNEP, 1999; 

Zietsman, 2000). Sadly, little emphasis has been placed on the importance of 

socio-economic geoinformation data sets even though it is considered a founda

tional layer of information (National Research Council, 2002). 

According to the multilateral agencies, the recent driving forces behind geo

information development on the continent stem from various sources, includ

ing international, continental and sub-regional protocols (e.g. Agenda 21, WSSD, 
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and African Ministers Conference on the Environment). The role that ODAS has 
played in defining what geoinformation needs to be collected cannot be over 
emphasised. The level of development of the geoinformation industries within 
the sub-regions of the continent will also be a critical consideration in defining 
what needs to be done. In each of the different sub-regions, the private sector is 
also playing a role and the organisations driving the development of geoinfor
mation are largely dependent on the main economic activities in that area. For 
example, in West Africa, the petrochemical companies are major players in the 
geoinformation industry. According to the UNECA and UNEP, the core data sets 
that still need to be developed are the environmental, topocadastral maps and 
poverty. 

The institutions interviewed stated that the future growth of the geoinforma
tion industry in Africa will be in the telecommunication, disaster management, 
governance and policy development, location-based services, marketing and 
sales, environmental management and utility sectors. What is also apparent is 
that the future growth of the geoinformation industry will vary from sub-region 
to sub-region and is dependent on what problems are being faced in those areas. 
For example, in Central Africa, the focus is on forestry issues; while in North 
Africa, it is mainly on water. The overall perspective given is that this growth will 
remain project orientated and largely dependent on funding from ODAS. Accord
ing to these institutions, the critical issues that Africa is currently facing are HIV/ 
AIDS, drought, food insecurity, poverty, governance and economic development. 
All of these need geoinformation to be addressed fully and effectively. 

A factor that is systematically quoted as impacting the geoinformation indus
try and the development of capacity on the continent is the lack of funds, policies 
and standardisation. Another area that is felt to be critical in the development 
of geoinformation capacity in Africa is the development of clearinghouses that 
provide a medium by which geoinformation practitioners can access informa
tion, share ideas and retrieve research findings from across the continent. Not 
only must decision makers be made aware of the use of geoinformation, but 
communication strategies must also be devised. Networks and partnerships are 
acknowledged as key components of capacity building. 

Generally, it was accepted that Africa has much geoinformation in certain 
sectors but it faces problems in that this information is not being made acces
sible, there are no standards for the exchange/transfer of geoinformation, there is 
limited geoinformation infrastructure and available geoinformation is not being 
publicised effectively. In most sectors of the industry, there is still a lot of miss
ing or outdated information, especially topocadastral maps. Other problems the 
geoinformation industry is facing include a lack of coordination, no inventory 
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of data sets, no integrated policies and geoinformation practitioners have limited 
analytical skills. The institutions feel that the establishment of NSDI committees 
will minimise these problems and that this remains the priority in ensuring the 
future growth of the geoinformation industry in Africa. 

Conclusions 

What has been attempted in this chapter is to create a framework within which 
the prospects and potentials of the geoinformation industry could be discussed. 
An overview has been provided of the issues and challenges that the geoinforma
tion industry in Africa is facing and what are the possible solutions. It is clear 
that international geoinformation initiatives, the development of National Spa
tial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), and the development of institutional and indi
vidual capacity must be part of the solution. However, this must happen within 
an appropriate framework and be properly coordinated. Research conducted in 
one of the regional economic communities in Africa has shown the wealth of 
geoinformation that already exists. What this chapter should ultimately tell the 
reader is that although the geoinformation industry is small and has its prob
lems, a platform has been established to begin to look at the prospects for its 
future development and the maximising of its potential. 

The critical question that must now be asked is — how must this happen. One 
answer to the question might be that it will happen on its own as individuals, 
organisations and national governments start to embrace geoinformation slowly 
as a decision-making tool. Another response would be that it should be left to 
the private sector as it has been shown in other regions of the world that they 
are a key catalyst in the development of the geoinformation industry. A more 
cynical answer might be that regional and sub-regional efforts to development 
the geoinformation industry in the recent past have not made much difference 
so why do anything now. Another answer might be that something desperately 
needs to be done to speed up the process by which countries and sub-regions get 
access to geoinformation so that they will start addressing their societal priorities 
and the goals and objectives of the MDGS and NEPAD. 

If one considers that the MDGS have to be accomplished by the year 2015, this 
means that we have less than ten years to fill the information gap that exists. 
Having developed the core geoinformation, it can then be used to develop 
appropriate programmes and interventions. To accomplish this, we cannot wait 
for countries and sub-regions to embrace geoinformation slowly. There is a des
perate need for a pan-African organisation to take the responsibility of coordi-
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nating geoinformation initiatives at a regional, sub-regional and national level. 
This will enable the wealth of geoinformation from existing and proposed inter
national initiatives to be harnessed for the benefit of the continent. It will also 
allow the funding from ODAS to be directed more effectively toward the critical 
geoinformation needs of Africa. The private sector must be seen as a resource in 
the development of geoinformation for the continent and opportunities must be 
sought to establish Public-Private-Partnerships (PPPS) with them. 

In the development of geoinformation capacity in Africa, there is the need to 
develop partnerships with international institutions (e.g. ITC), the regional cen
tres, academic institutions and private organisations. Ultimately, a network of 
training institutions should be developed that will provide the infrastructure to 
train geoinformation practitioners throughout the continent. International best 
practices and case studies of African countries must be considered in develop
ing the capacity of geoinformation practitioners. The future of the geoinforma
tion industry must include a research and development component that must 
be coordinated. Examples of how geoinformation research and development is 
done in developed and under developed countries should be examined and the 
lessons learnt used to develop a strategy for Africa. 

There is much potential in Africa. Countries and sub-regions in collaboration 
with international collaborators have started to put together some of the criti
cal baseline information needed to bring about sustainable development on the 
continent. Partnerships and networks have been established in the region and 
internationally to provide the critically needed training and education of geo
information practitioners. Further commitment is required by the international 
community to provide the geoinformation infrastructure that is lacking on the 
continent. Decision makers at regional, sub-regional and national levels must 
also be encouraged to play their part in the development of the geoinformation 
industry on the continent. 

If the above is achieved, then the prospects are enormous. First, the geoinfor
mation industry will begin to take its rightful place as an indispensable source 
of information in achieving integrated and sustainable development. Second, 
decision-makers will be able to use the geoinformation to get a more holistic 
understanding of the societal problems facing the continent and they will be 
empowered to implement appropriate interventions. This will also encourage 
further ODA funding and create an environment that will encourage private sec
tor investment. Last, Africa will be able to use the geoinformation to achieve the 
MDGS and redefine its relationship with the international community. 
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CHAPTER 5 

National ICT Policies and Plans toward Poverty Reduction 

Emerging Trends and Issues 

K.M. Baharul Islam 

Introduction 

The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) launched the Afri
can Information Society Initiative (AISI) in May 1996, and it serves as a guid
ing framework for building the information and communication infrastructure 
in Africa. Since the launch of AISI, ECA has been supporting member States to 
embark on the development of NICI (National Information and Communica
tion Infrastructure) policies, plans and strategies, which are instrumental in the 
visions enshrined in the AISI at the national level and creating a favourable envi
ronment for ICT development. Thus far, more than 30 countries in the continent 
have embarked, in one form or the other, on the development of national ICT 

strategies and more countries have expressed interest in initiating national ICT 
policies. Accordingly, ECA came forward to assist the Department of State for 
Communication, Information and Technology (DOSCIT), Government of Gam
bia to elaborate on a national ICT policy, plan and strategy and put in place a 
guiding framework for the diffusion and utilisation of ICT applications to accel
erate the attainment of national development goals. 

However, one specific element of the NICI process1 is to realign the country's 
development goals, more precisely the PRSP (Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper) 
objectives with the emerging ICT Policy. It is not an easy task as traditionally, the 
decision makers see ICT as a completely separate domain and often fail to see the 
role of ICT as a tool to attain the PRSP goals. Therefore, the Gambia NICI process 
was deliberately geared toward centring the ICT policies and plans on the coun-

1 The term 'NICI Process' is used broadly to describe the whole exercise of national 
consultations in various phases and subsequent deliberations at various stages and 
platforms leading to the drafting, validation and adoption of a country's NICI Policy, 
Plans and Strategy. In the case of Gambia, the process started in May 2004 and after 
a series of consultations with stakeholders and workshops, the draft NICI Policy was 
validated and adopted in February 2005. 
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try's declared PRSP elements. The NICI Policy that was developed consciously 
mapped the route to underlay the ICT tools that will help the country to reach its 
PRSP destination swiftly, efficiently and more responsibly to the people. 

This chapter presents the basic aspects of a PRSP as illustrated by Gambia's 
Second Strategy for Poverty Alleviation (SPA-II) and its synthesis with the coun
try's NICI Policy. The process and its evolved mechanism might serve as a model 
for ICT policy developers, planners and all stakeholders in general working in 
the area of ICT for development (1CT4D). The chapter also draws upon the issues 
discussed under the pre-conference workshop on "ICT and Poverty Reduction" 
during the Accra Regional Preparatory Conference for World Summit on the 
Information Society (wsis) held on 29 January 2005. 

NICI Process: A Case Study of Gambia 

The NICI process in Gambia, as indicated above, is geared towaid recognising the 
areas where ICT would contribute to attaining the overall objectives of the four 
strategic issues identified in the PRSP. 
1 Enhancing the Productive Capacity of the Poor. 
2 Enhancing Access to and the Performance of Social Services. 
3 Local Level Capacity Building. 
4 Promoting Participatory Communications Processes. 

An analysis of the prevailing socio-economic condition in Gambia further high
lighted the challenges faced by the country in attaining those visionary goals. 
The e-readiness baseline survey conducted by the National Technical Commit
tee for e-Government (NATCOM) in July 2003, with the assistance of the ECA, was 
used to map the present status of the country in terms of ICT infrastructure and 
plans. 

During the consultative meetings with various stakeholders from all sectors of 
society - government, private and civil society - efforts were made to pin point 
the vital developmental issues concerning poverty alleviation at the grassroots 
level. The consultations were used to highlight and espouse the role of ICT not 
as an end in itself, but as a means to achieve the PRSP goals. These consultations 
led to the shaping of a vision statement that underlines the link between poverty 
reduction strategy and ICT Policy as to: 

Leverage the benefits of ict for a people-centred, free market based and export-ori
ented socio-economic development strategy built on principles of public-private 
partnership for wealth creation. 
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In other words, the NICI policy was aimed at supporting the strategic objectives 
of the PRSP: 

To achieve higher growth rates in all spheres of socio-economic activities using ict 
as a platform to exchange data, information, knowledge and a tool to implement 
applications and provide services in order to 'leapfrog several stages of development 
through a participatory approach in building human resources and a conducive 
environment. 

The PRSP priorities in Gambia are focused on "attaining a high level of economic 
growth (with a special focus on the critical areas of private sector development, 
agriculture, natural resources, tourism, trade and industry), and a timely attain
ment of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)." A recent assessment of 
Gambia's position with regards to the quantitative development goals adopted in 
Tokyo in 1998 showed an encouraging trend in the following areas.2 

- Universal primary education by 2015, with 80% completion in primary edu
cation by 2005. 

- A 50% reduction in 1990 illiteracy rates by 2005, with an emphasis on improv
ing female illiteracy rates. 

- Attaining gender equity in primary and secondary enrolments by 2005. 
- A 50% reduction of the maternal mortality rate of 1990, and a further 50% by 

2015. 
- A reduction of the 1990 infant and child mortality rates by a third (33%) by 

the year 2015. 
- Provision of universal access to reproductive health services by 2015. 
- Provision of safe water and sanitation for 80% of the population by 2005. 
- A reduction by 50% of the number of malnourished people by 2015. 
- A reduction by 66% of the number of women living in poverty by 2015. 

According to the September 2001 report of the World Bank3 on attainment of 
these objectives, Gambia was on-track toward the attainment of universal pri
mary education by 2015, moderately off-track toward halving the 1990 illiteracy 
rates by 2005 and on-track toward gender equity in primary and secondary edu
cation. Gambia was the only country listed as being on-track toward reduc-

2 Gambia: Second Strategy for Poverty Alleviation (SPA-II): Poverty Reduction Strategy 
Paper. 

3 An Assessment of Progress towards the Targets of the 1998 Second Tokyo International 
Conference on African Development (TICADII), World Bank Working Paper Series, 
September 2001. 
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ing infant and child mortality rates by two-thirds by the year 2015, and is also 
reported on-track toward attainment of the target on access to clean drinkable 
water. 

Therefore, the first phase of the extensive consultations under the NICI Pro
cess boiled down to four critical poverty alleviation issues addressed under the 
SPA-II for Gambia. 

1 Enhancing the productive capacity of the poor. 
- Promoting labour-saving devices for women. 
- Providing access to credit. 
- Re-organising agricultural R&D to encourage labour intensive agriculture 

and development of small ruminants. 
2 Enhancing access to and the performance of social services. 

- Expanding access to basic social services in rural areas. 
- Delivering responsive social programmes to the poor. 
- Enhancing sustainability and quality of social services. 

3 Local level capacity building. 
- A political and legislative framework for decentralisation. 
- Empowerment of local government authorities to assume decentralised 

responsibilities. 
4 Promoting participatory communications processes. 

- Enhancing participation beyond consultation. 
- Addressing gender at national and local levels. 
- Institutionalising dialogue between government, civil society and donors. 

Gambia PRSP 

Gambia is among the poorest countries in the world. It was ranked 160th (out 
of 173) in the UNDP Human Development Index (HDI).4 A series of exogenous 
shocks in the 1970s and 1980s, coupled with inappropriate policies led to a 
decline in average GDP growth from 7.25% during the 70s to 3.25% during the 
late 80s. The narrow resource base is a major inhibiting factor to economic resil
ience, aggravated by a high population growth rate. 

Positive results in terms of stabilisation under the economic reform pro
gramme and its successor programme could not be sustained as the economy 

4 UNDP Human Development Report 2003; Oxford University Press (2003). 
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suffered adverse shocks, including the coup of 1994, which adversely affected 
tourism and aid inflows, devalued the CFA franc and world market prices for the 
primary export crop, groundnut. Consequently, real GDP growth declined from 
5% in 1992 to about 1.7% during 1993-1996. 

Since 1998, pursuit of prudent macro-economic policies and implementation 
of broad-based structural reforms have, together with favourable climate condi
tions, resulted in an improvement in the economic environment and laid the 
foundation for a sustained recovery. Real GDP growth increased to 5.3% between 
1998 and 2001 and offers hope in the renewed effort to reduce poverty. The 
emerging situation presents an opportunity to investigate ways in which govern
ment can consolidate the achievements of successive stabilisation programmes 
and embark on pro-poor growth. 

The outlook for economic performance in Gambia remains gloomy, as the 
crop failure in 2002 and the rise in inflation increased the level of poverty. How
ever, implementation of the PRSP has been weak due to limited capacity, absence 
of donor support and inadequate prioritisation by the government.5 The govern
ment committed itself to addressing these issues during the preparation of the 
2005 budget. 

On the brighter side, real GDP is estimated to have grown by 7% in 2003 
largely because of a recovery in agricultural output following the crop failure in 
2002.6 The external account deficit is estimated to have improved and inflation 
as measured by 12-month changes in the official consumer price index (CPI) was 
18% at the end of 2003. There are no reliable data yet for 2004 on real activity or 
the external account. The CPI inflation rate, however, declined from 18% in Janu
ary to 16% in April 2004. The overall fiscal deficit remained unchanged at 4.5% 
of GDP in both 2002 and 2003. 

Against this backdrop, structural and stabilisation reforms implemented so 
far focus on creating an enabling environment for private sector activities, which 
include the establishment of the Gambia Investment Promotion and Free Trade 
Zone, Gambia Public Procurement Agency, and National Tourism Author
ity. Other key reforms recognised in other sectors include increased economic 
performance with programmes that support national governance and poverty 
reduction programmes. The major macroeconomic policies of the government 
include: 

5 Memorandum of Economic and Financial Policies for July i-December 31, 2004-, IMF Staff-
Monitored Programme for Gambia, DOSFEA (2004). 

6 The recovery in agricultural production contributed 3.5 percentage points to the 
estimated growth of GDP. 
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a Maintain real GDP growth of about 7% for the year (2004). 
b Limit average annual inflation to 14.5%. 
c Contain the external current account deficit (excluding official transfer) to 

about 14.5% of GDP. 
d Replenish gross international reserves to about 5 months of import of goods 

and services. 

In 2005, the objective of the government was to sustain real GDP growth at 5% 
and reduce average annual inflation further to around 6%. With the expected 
return of donor support, the government intends to increase PRSP-related expen
ditures significantly. The government further envisages that expected overall 
improvement in public finances in 2004 would allow some accommodation of 
these expenditures. Real GDP is now projected to reach eight percent by year end 
(December, 2004), compared with seven percent in 2003, as a result of stron
ger than expected performance of crops, other than groundnuts.7 Inflation has 
declined from 17.9 percent in September 2003, to 12.3 percent in September 
2004, and it is now projected to drop further to 10.5 percent by December 2004. 
The projections in certain quarters of government were that we might close the 
year with an inflation rate of nine percent. Food inflation declined from 19.8 per
cent a year earlier to 14.2 percent, while non-food inflation dropped from 14.2 
percent to 8.3 percent. The budget deficit, which was projected at 11.6 percent 
of GDP at the beginning of the year, closed at 3.7 percent of GDP. There will be a 
basic primary surplus of D1021.8 million, or eight percent of GDP, an improve
ment from the actual outcome of 3.7 percent of GDP in 2003. 

The government has also undertaken structural reforms in a number of 
areas, including passing the Budget Management and Accountability Act and 
the National Revenue Authority Act by the National Assembly. The present 
National Assembly will consider The Income and Sales Tax Bill, and hopefully, 
a new Central Bank Bill. 

To sum up, in the words of a report from an IMP Staff visit in Oct-Nov 2004,8 

the strengthening of financial policies that began in September 2003 has contin
ued through the third quarter of 2004 and all the quantitative indicative targets 
that were agreed on in June 2004 for end of September have been met. Given the 

7 Statement by the Secretary of State for Finance and Economic Affairs on the 
presentation of the estimates of revenues, recurrent and development expenditures for 
fiscal year 2005 to the National Assembly on 29 November 2004. 

8 Concluding Statement of imfStaff Visit, 21 October-3 November 2004; DOSFEA. 
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current strength of policy implementation, the target for the end of December 
2004 should also be met. 

Against this backdrop, social and poverty reduction programme expenditure 
has suffered in the past two years from the tight fiscal conditions and neces
sity to restore fiscal viability. The government has now committed to give pri
ority to spending on these programmes. Furthermore, it has decided to pay 
more attention to PRSP expenditures in preparing the budget for 2005, seeking 
to incorporate input from census and household surveys, recommendations of 
PRSP Progress Reports, World Bank's public expenditure review and reports from 
line ministries of Health, Education and Agriculture. To ensure implementation 
of these policies, SPACO will play a greater role in the budget preparation process 
in consultation with DOSFEA and other line ministries. 

The domestic fund allocated to PRSP expenditures (excluding debt services) 
for 2005 was set at 28.3%, a slight drop from the benchmark of 30%. The govern
ment's stated policy and commitment is to align the budget with the PRSP and 
increase pro-poor spending.9 However, much has to be done for a comprehen
sive classification of poverty reducing expenditures in both budget formulation 
and reporting. In this regard, the NICI policy and plans envision that the budget 
and planning departments of the state will recognise the investment in ICT led 
initiatives as poverty-reduction activities rather than investment in ICT per se. 

Linking the Developmental Intent 

iCTs are not just another sector of economic and social development. On the con

trary... the IGT revolution can provide powerful new tools both for addressing peo

ple's basic needs and for enriching the lives of poor people and communities in 

unprecedented ways. ...Creating digital opportunities is not something that hap

pens after addressing the "core" development challenges, it is a key component of 

addressing those challenges in the 21st century Development efforts will not 

realize their full potential if they remain limited to traditional approaches to devel
opment and international cooperation.10 

9 Statement by the Hon. Secretary of State, DOSFEA on 29 November 2004 in the 
National Assembly while presenting Estimates of Revenue, Recurrent & Development 
Expenditure for FY 2005. 

10 Creating Digital Opportunities for All: Meeting the Challenge, 2001. 
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The paradigm shift in the poverty reduction initiatives in recent decades has 
"gradually replaced the prescriptive, mainly donor-driven structural adjustment 
programmes (SAP) of the seventies and eighties." A new vision of development 
cooperation based on "...partnership, ownership, country leadership, broad-
based participation, development effectiveness and accountability," is a welcome 
change for Highly Indebted Poor Countries such as Gambia.11 

Though the beneficial impacts of ICT in the overall development of a country 
is hardly questioned, incorporating the ICT tools in the 'transformational' pro
cess of developing economies into the emerging Information Society is a delicate 
scenario.12 While the link between ICT initiatives and socio-economic develop
ment results are thoroughly researched, the controversy continues to surround 
ICT interventions in development programmes as "techno-quick fixes" or "unac
ceptable tradeoffs" in terms of investments.13 

Today, socio-economic development of any society engulfs a much wider 
area. Beyond money-matters, it also touches more humane aspects of people's 
lives like standards of living. To cover this dimension of development, our ini
tiatives should offer multiple opportunities to achieve economic prosperity as 
well as to improve quality of life. In other words, the issue here is whether we 
are following an agenda for "ICT Development" as sectoral growth only or "ICT 
for Development" as the ultimate poverty alleviation goal. More precisely, under 
our PRSP activities, are we ready to sustain ICT led initiatives with in-country 
human resources, budgetary allocations and supporting regulatory environment 
as an integral tool for poverty reduction? 

The development of NICI policy for Gambia, therefore, provided an opportu
nity to deliberate on the goals of the country's development efforts specifically 
those aimed at poverty reduction, as well as the efficiency and transparency of 
its administrative structures, institutions and strategies. This collective reflection 
led to a road map from poverty alleviation objectives to ICT policies and plans. 

n Gambia: Second Strategy for Poverty Alleviation (SPA-II): Poverty Reduction Strategy 
Paper. 

12 Tools for Development: Using Information and Communications Technology to 
Achieve the Millennium Development Goal: Working Paper; United Nations ICT Task 
Force, 2003. 

13 Ibid. 
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Illustrating the PRSP based ICT Policy 

Table 5.1: 5-year plan for major initiatives 

PRSP Objective NICI  Policy & Plans 

i Enhancing the Productive Capacity of the Poor 

a Promoting labour-saving devices for women. Rural multimedia centres for 

women. 

b Providing access to credit. Credit/Loan opportunities infor

mation online. 

c Re-organising agricultural R&.D to encourage Agricultural information systems 

labour intensive agriculture and development of for rural community information 

small ruminant ranches. centres. 

2 Enhancing Access to and the Performance of Social Services 

a Expanding access to basic social services in rural Launching e-government initia

areas. tives/providing access at local 

b Delivering responsive social programmes to the 
area councils. 

poor. 

c Enhancing sustainability and quality of social 

services. 

3 Local Level Capacity Building 

a A Political and legislative framework for Local government leadership 

decentralisation. training for LC representatives 

b Empowerment of local government authorities to 

assume decentralised responsibilities. 

4 Promoting Participatory Communications Processes 

a Enhancing participation beyond consultation. Planning feedback/local govern

ment representative links to the 

National Assembly level. 

b Addressing gender at national and local levels. Women's Bureau Rural Multime

dia Centres as the participatory 

hub/link to the national develop

ment process/programmes. 

c Institutionalising dialogue between government, NCO/CSO links through ngo 
civil society and donors. associations (e.g. TACNO , Action 

Aid in Gambia) 
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The draft NICI Policy of Gambia contains a number of items that covers the PRSP 
objectives and tries to support those goals through ICT led plans of action. How
ever, it is observed that a number of social, cultural, religious or other factors 
positively or negatively affect the adoption and diffusion of ICT. For instance, 
certain cultural or religious practices may prevent women from leveraging the 
benefits if ICT as compared to their male counterparts. Therefore, potential link
ages between different sectors of the economy focusing on cross-sectoral issues 
will help us to forestall potential problems in this regard. The following table/ 
extract from the draft policy illustrates some of the major initiatives proposed 
for the next five years. This is a tentative list as emerged from countrywide con
sultations with the stakeholders and from presentations made at a National 
Workshop held in Banjul from 29 November to 1 December 2004. Many other 
activities/action items were expected to be included in the final plan that was 
expected to be validated by February 2005. 

Reinforcing PRSP and Millennium Development Goals through NICI 

As the PRSP objectives influence NICI policy and plans, the PRSP activities are 
in turn guided by ICT-Ied initiatives outlined in the NICI policy. It's a comple
mentary process intermingled with the overall direction toward achieving Mil
lennium Development Goals (MDGS). In a graphic illustration (Figure 5.1), the 
areas where both PRSP aims and NICI objectives complement each other may 
be marked as a common priority area of MDGS. In other words, NICI policy and 
plans are not only a means to achieve the PRSP goals, but also a way to sustain 
ICT-Ied poverty alleviation activities through PRSP funding and planning pro
cesses. In this way, NICI plan activities are expected to be supported as a regular 
national activity rather than as a one-time, donor-driven, isolated pilot initiative 
that is abandoned after the donor has left or the pilot phase is over. In the case 
of Gambia, for instance, as indicated earlier, 28.3% of the domestic fund is set 
to be allocated to PRSP activities, NICI plan activities are therefore aptly justified 
to seek a portion of this allocation for its ICT-Ied activities that are in line with 
PRSP goals. 
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Figure 5.1: PRSP-NICI Complementary View 

Further, as discussed earlier, the MDGS and their timely attainment constituted 
a benchmark for the development initiatives in Gambia. While developing NICI 
policy and plans, the goals for sustainable human development were taken care 
of by mainstreaming icr-Ied action plans against each of the MDG goals. Pov
erty reduction is at the root of the human development efforts and this has been 
incorporated into NICI policy and plans as illustrated above. The other MDGS like 
universal primary education have been seen as a 'social interaction dimension of 
development and as such, ICTS are intended to be used as tools for a more effi
cient and cost-effective channel of teacher training; especially through Open and 
Distance Learning (ODL) mode, multimedia instructions as well as educational 
planning and administration (e.g. EMIS).14 The prevalent bias in educational 
opportunities toward urban and male populations in Africa can well be mini
mised through judicious use of appropriate IGT tools for delivery of knowledge 
and information to the doorstep of the rural and marginalised section (women/ 
youth) of society. That brings us to another prime MDG: gender equality and 
empowerment of women. The most prominent obstacle to women's access to 
knowledge and information leading to limited opportunities for their economic 
upliftment is their restricted mobility. With access to IGT facilities, these women 
can overcome both physical and socio-cultural distance and increase their capac
ity for income generation. The recently opened Rural Multimedia Centres for 
Women in Gambia under the auspices of the Women's Bureau is an early fruit of 
the NIGI Plan. More such centres are planned for the near future. 

Social service delivery aspects of other MDGS focusing on reducing child mor
tality, improving maternal health and combating HIV/AIDS, malaria and other 

14 Education Management Information System 
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diseases are made a vital part of the ICT policy and deployment plans for the 
Department of State for Health. To realise the benefits of ICT in the health sec
tor, Gambia will draw from the experiences of different countries in this area, 
specifically referring to three main applications of ICT in the health sector - clini
cal, administrative and educational.'5 Toward this goal, the government will: 
- Network Health Care Centres/Hospitals in rural areas with the nearest major 

health care centres in urban areas by means of message transmission systems 
(text, audio and video), thus allowing cooperation and collaboration between 
institutions. 

- Support the use of ICTS to spread the reach of scarce resources across wide 
geographic areas through the use of audio and video transmission systems. 

- Encourage content development in the sector to reduce inconsistencies in 
data sharing and medical terminology by enhancing quality of information 
specific to different fields of medicine and clinical treatment through meta 
search engines and databases such as Pubmed. 

- Provide a web-based portal for diffusion of epidemiological information on 
diseases such as HIV/AIDS and malaria linked with existing clinical and medi
cal databases for prevention and diagnostic purposes. 

- Facilitate research through use of ICTS to explore ways of disseminating 
genetic information within existing clinical systems to help diagnose, treat 
and develop cost-effective drugs. 

- Promote closer relations and collaborate with private entrepreneurs and 
regional initiatives in the health sector for Cost Effective Technology Transfer 
to reduce huge capital costs on new technologies. 

- Establish mechanism for staff motivation and retention. 
- Provide adequate budget to sustain ICT initiatives in health (e.g. HMIS). 

The MDGS related to the environmental sustainability and establishing a global 
partnership for development are of crosscutting nature that demands a better 
sharing of knowledge and information not only at the national level, but also 
at the regional/international levels. The NICI policy and plans incorporates these 
aspects through a specific emphasis on the creation of a visible environmental 
and disaster management website to monitor environmental degradation as well 
as for dissemination of information on the country's natural resources. Under 
the e-government pillar of NICI, Gambia adopted a policy for "management of 
natural resources for wealth creation through strategic use of ICT for research on 

15 Recommendations of the World Telemedicine Symposium for Developing Countries 
organised by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 
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the complex relationship between natural resources and economic, environmen
tal and social factors that affect them." Last but not least, NICI policy and plans 
seeks to utilise ICT tools like mobile phones to bring people together on the 
development agenda where global sharing of resources, knowledge and experi
ences seems to be a distant dream in a world so crucially divided on the digital 
platform in terms of physical infrastructure in place. 

Emerging Issues from the wsis Regional Conference 

The pre-conference workshop on "ICT and Poverty Reduction" organised during 
the Accra Regional Preparatory Conference for World Summit on the Informa
tion Society (wsis) held on 29 January 2005, was devoted to the issues of poverty 
reduction in African countries through planned and sustained use of ICT tools 
in various developmental initiatives. Presentations from experts and questions 
from participants raised a number of relevant issues in this arena. 

One of the issues was the question of defining poverty in terms of evalua
tion and possible post-intervention impact of ICT. Defining poverty is a diffi
cult and complex issue. Poverty is generally defined as when the level of total 
earnings is insufficient to obtain the minimum necessities for the maintenance 
of "merely physical efficiency," including food, rent, and other items. In other 
words, when people, for one reason or another, cannot fulfil their full potential 
due to physical, social, psychological and monetary factors. Selected Poverty 
Reduction Strategies include enhancing opportunities for poor people by stimu
lating overall growth and by building up their assets (e.g., land and education) 
and increasing the returns on these assets through a combination of market and 
non-market actions. 

ICT initiatives primarily aligned with poverty reduction programmes in Africa 
often highlight a 'double trouble' in rural areas where ICT resources do not 
reach.16 The digital divide is plural and bifocal and tends to boost the existing 
divisions between rich and poor, gender disparity and so on. In Africa, more 
then half the population is illiterate or low level of literacy making it difficult 
for the possible success of ICT-led interventions that are biased toward Internet-
based services. This situation calls for a pragmatic blending of existing ICT facili
ties like community radio broadcasts and national TV channels. We need to plan 
the extensive use of traditional media and ICTS linking farmers, their representa-

16 Chisenga, Justin: Presentation on "FAO Strategic Framework for Bridging the Rural 
Digital Divide" at Accra Regional Conference on wsis, February 2005 
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tives and rural service providers with one another to enhance resources and ser
vices, thus, minimising operational costs and increasing financial sustainability 
of such initiatives in rural areas. 

The gender disparity is more prominent in poverty reduction initiatives, ICTS 
can play a vital role in meeting this challenge. Cycle of seclusion of women 
should be broken with rural women joining their counterparts in the city in 
sharing their experience, problems and seeking solutions from lessons learnt 
elsewhere. An illustrative area of ICT initiatives aimed at bridging the gender 
disparity is helping African businesswomen by providing information for (and 
on) women entrepreneurs. The online service of Entrepreneurship Development 
Facility17 for Women, launched in Addis Ababa in July 2004, provides the much-
needed support to empower women entrepreneurs to handle their business more 
efficiently. Similar one-stop websites for women entrepreneurs is required to 
provide women with necessary business related information. 

One of the major poverty reduction strategies is to improving quality in edu
cation in a given society and ICTS can definitely help in training more teach
ers that are efficient to improve the quality of education in the school system 
throughout Africa. The improvement in the quality of education is a major chal
lenge to achieving poverty reduction strategies that can be supported by ICT 

tools. Teachers are not adequately equipped and most of them don't have capa
bility development opportunities after their initial teacher training. While the 
capacity of a nation depends on quality of education, these teachers are not able 
to deploy qualitative education.18 Literacy isn't about reading or writing in Eng
lish. South Africa was 46th (bottom of the list) in the international evaluation 
(Ghana was 45th). This situation demands a change in the way we've been doing 
things in the education sector. It appears that national ICT policies in many 
countries do not promote ICT literacy throughout society — especially in the 
poorest communities. Perhaps, we need to bring the rural educated youths into 
the process to help in spreading ICT education in rural areas through commu-
nity-based organisations. We also should identify potential successes and scale 
them up to get the desired repeatable effect. 

The debate about how ICTS can solve the age-long problem of poverty, the 
question of "bread or computers," is far from over. Socially harmonised ICT inter-

17 Koki, Paule Assoumou, Presentation on "Women Entrepreneur's access to the 
Information Society" at Accra Regional Conference on wsis, February 2005. Further 
visit www. edf-rifed. com 

18 Anamuah-Mensah, Jophus: Presentation on IGT in the Promotion of Teacher 
Development at Accra Regional Conference on wsis. February 2005. 
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ventions emphasising interrelationship between ICT and poverty reduction will 
need partnership with the poor in order to understand their needs. A collabora
tive approach will help overcome the cost restraints of helping poor people gain 
access to tools and resources. The macro-economic dimension of poverty reduc
tion strategies calls for taking economic growth to the poor.19 Unless policies 
are introduced that support a pro-poor approach in economic growth, poorer 
sections of society may not benefit from economic growth. There is the possibil
ity that nations have increased economic growth while the poor don't get better 
- even though the rich do. 

Though it is the most fundamental aspect of information society, our ICT 
programmes are often following a sectoral, isolated approach without properly 
creating enabling environments for giving people an opportunity to improve 
their standard of living. Often, an agenda for "ICT Development" becomes more 
prominent as a sectoral growth only rather than "ICT for Development" as the 
ultimate goal. Therefore, poverty reduction strategies (PRSP) should be integrated 
into NICI policies and plans, NICI policies and plans that are complimentary to 
PRSPS is a major long-term objective of the NICI process itself. 

"ACTION" Model 

In developing ICT policies for poverty reduction, an "ACTION" model may be fol
lowed through six phases in the NICI process: 
A Analysis, 
C Consultation, 
T Targets/Pillars, 
I Integration, 
O Organisation and 
N National Commitment. 

In this process, the MDG should be focused on the common ground between 
the NICI and PRSP processes. Success stories like Virtual Extension Research and 
Communication Network (VERCON); Rural Radio; Farmers Information Net
work (FarmNET); and Information Management Resource Kit (IMARK) should 
be followed. 

19 Batchelor, S: Presentation on ICT Contribution to Economic Growth and Poverty 
Reduction at Accra Regional Conference on wsis. February 2005. 
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As content is key for information and communication, pro-poor ICT initia
tives should attend to the increase in youth and adult literacy by using a long-
term approach to poverty reduction through ICT tools. In providing a channel 
of communication between the public and the government, ICT facilities should 
be available to the marginalised in order to carry crucial input back to the pov
erty reduction initiatives with feedback for further review and planning of 
PRSPS. Community Radio broadcasts can be used to empower rural women with 
opportunities to choose more innovative and small entrepreneurial solutions in 
villages. 

Geoinformation systems are used in poverty mapping and planning interven
tions as it helps identify, based on calligraphic representations, what needs to 
be done and how to plan such programmes. Online resources for entrepreneurs 
should be supported on a regional basis and more local sites should be initi
ated. ICT is traditionally seen as a separate sector or department setting it apart 
from other sectors like agriculture or education. To attend to the poverty reduc
tion need of the region, the crosscutting nature of ICT as a tool for development 
should be recognised with both fund allocation from national budgets and a par
ticipatory multi-sectoral approach in programme implementation. 

Conclusion 

Poverty alleviation strategies all over the world focus on the basic humane issue 
of improving the quality of life for people. In pursuing that prime objective, 
many a time we created straightjacket agenda narrowing our vision to a few sec
toral and specific objectives, NICI policies and plans, as envisioned under the AISI 

framework, seeks to broaden that view integrating the country's PRSP to NICI 

policies and plans and sewing all cross-sectoral issues in an ICT thread to support 
poverty reduction strategies in a more efficient and responsive way In all these 
ICT led action plans, what the NICI policy aims to achieve is not the development 
of the ICT sector itself (though it may for a sectoral agenda), but the socio-eco
nomic development of the people through pragmatic use of ICTS. To conclude 
with the words of Dr Ben Ngubane, Minister for the Arts, Culture, Science and 
Technology of South Africa: 

The impact of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) on Develop
ment has been amply charted in the last decade of the outgoing century as a multi
dimensional, multi-stakeholder and pervasive process. So significant is this impact 
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that those that have the capacity to apply these technologies have witnessed rates of 
development that continue to fuel the Digital Divide.20 
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CHAPTER 6 

Location-based Services 

A South African Case Applicable to Africa 

Ray Wilkinson & Errol Sunde low itz 

Introduction 

In the present age of information explosions and technological advancement, a 
far greater and encompassing concept of location-awareness is becoming a sig
nificant feature of communication technology around the world (Wilkinson, 
2005a). The modern era has brought about the pursuit of new and innovative 
ways to create differentiation in service delivery. One of the best ways to accom
plish this is through the delivery of highly personalised services. A powerful 
means of achieving personalised service is by basing it on location. This has 
been aided by the technological revolution, which has enabled many key busi
ness processes to be conducted via mobile devices such as cellular phones and 
Pocket PC'S. 

Location has become a strategic asset for wireless carriers. "There are sev
eral ways to determine a wireless device's position. Most of them involve using 
time difference of arrival (TDOA), enhanced observed time difference (E-OTD), 
and assisted global positioning system (GPS) technologies" (Srivatsa, 2002:1). The 
information produced allows wireless device users to experience value-added ser
vices. The resultant services are known as Location Based Services (LBS), LBS 
can be defined as, "services that exploit knowledge about where an informa
tion device user is located" (SearchNetworking.com, 2005:1). What is core to 
the delivery of such services is that they "exploit any of several technologies for 
knowing where a network user is geographically located" {ibid). Examples of 
these services include Locate a Child, Find a Friend and Proximity Based Ser
vices. 

Faced with the increasing challenge of raising average revenue and the number 
of subscribers, a host of new products, services and business models have been 
created with location-based services as key. .location services have tremendous 
potential for optimising business operations. Using location service applications, 
asset monitoring can improve service levels and keep down costs, whether the 
assets are vending machines, utility meters, or delivery trucks. Machines such 
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as commercial air conditioning units can notify a central office of malfunction 
so that the nearest service technician can be dispatched. Location services can 
make workers who deliver, repair, sell, and inspect more efficient" (ArcUser, 
2001:12). Furthermore, the result of the introduction of location-based services 
has allowed businesses to offer differentiation and incremental profitability. 

The scope of location-based services extends far beyond those offered by cel
lular networks. Any application that makes use of location to provide person
alised services can be included under the umbrella of location-based services, 
but in order to utilise any application that relies on location, accurate geospatial 
information is a necessity for efficiency and is underpinned by the mapping that 
lies at the root of the application. Urquhart (2004:2) points out that "many of 
our common daily activities involve geospatial thinking — comprehending ori
entation and direction, perceiving distance properties/proximity, understanding 
reference frames (e.g. latitude and longitude), using road networks, and recog
nising landmark arrangements." 

South African companies have been eager to enable key business processes to 
be conducted via mobile devices and desktop applications, and South African 
map bases have afforded many businesses the opportunity to explore what loca
tion-based services have to offer. For example, full service navigation from a 
handheld device and real-time asset and fleet management from a desktop have 
been realised with the use of spatial information. 

The successes in South Africa have spurred development farther into Africa 
with Nigeria being one of the first African countries to start reaping the ben
efits (see LBS and the rest of Africa and Next Step — Nigeria, below). Africa faces 
many challenges in empowering the needs and demands of sustainable develop
ment consistently throughout the continent. Mapix believes that LBS have a role 
to play in ensuring that such development takes place (Mapix, 2005). In order 
to achieve this, factually correct geographic information is an imperative. Such 
information is known as Spatial Vectoral or Relational data. "As the de facto 
standard for spatial relational data, Mapix has signed licensed partner agree
ments with five organisations working in this field, including Open Spatial, Gis-
coe. Data World, Intermap and GeoTerralmage" (Mapix, 2005:1). 

Further Discussion on What is Meant by LBS 

Location-awareness is becoming a significant feature in the modern technologi
cally orientated era. Twenty-first century companies are taking the next step in 
the technology evolution by enabling many key business processes to be con-
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ducted via mobile devices such as WAP-enabled phones and Personal Digital 
Assistants (PDAS). In this era of continuous pursuit of new and innovative ways 
to create differentiation, one of the best ways to accomplish this is through the 
delivery of highly personalised services. One of the most powerful ways to per
sonalise services is based on location. "Relevant information, delivered conve
niently to the user, in a timely manner represents significant value by enabling 
informed decisions and actions" (Mapflow, 2002:6). 

Location-based services answer the call from the market for systems that 
answer the questions: 'Where am I', 'Where is it', 'What's around me', 'What's 
around it' and 'How do I get there' (Kleinman, 2002). This has spawned a wide 
range of positional products and services that find people, places and things 
and help you get to them. "Location-based services for mobile devices adapt 
to a user's location and situation" (Srivatsa, 2002:1). They sift, sort and deliver 
the requested data most relevant to the user's request. A big advantage of loca
tion-based services is that users don't have to enter zip codes or other location 
identifiers. Srivatsa {ibid) identifies the following as examples of location-based 
services: 
- "Getting driving directions, traffic information, weather, and travel sched

ules; 
- Facilitating emergency 911 services and locating stolen mobile phones; 
- Paying EZPass and other electronic tolls; 
- Scheduling fleets for transport operators and locating convenient modes of 

transportation; 
- Locating people and businesses listed in electronic directories." 

This emerging and widespread technology has also given rise to an array of geo-
referenced services, which include 'find it' and 'find me' type applications such 
as child location products, permission-based people locaters and directory infor
mation such as the content of the Yellow Pages (Wilkinson, 2005a). LBS, by using 
one of several technologies for determining position, can then use this location 
and other information to provide a personalised application. In this way, a com
bination of location and other database information is used to find food, lodg
ing, entertainment, your family, your car, your child, your fleet, your staff and 
conceivably anything that exists. 

In South Africa, the use of "ubiquitous location awareness" (Wilkinson, 
20053:3) has been spurred on by the demands that technology is making for 
ever-increasing feature-rich applications and content. Cellular network provid
ers have expanded their offering beyond mobile communication with the intro
duction of a range of location-based services such as direction finding, traffic 
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information, directory searches and family locaters. However, the scope of loca
tion-based services extends far beyond those offered by cellular networks. In SA, 
there has been a rapid development and fast uptake of a number of other busi
ness opportunities using locality. These include: 
— Call centres; 
— Emergency services; 
— Full service navigation; 
— Fleet and logistics management; 
— Vehicle and asset tracking; 
— Web services; and 
— Business planning and market intelligence. 

Geographic Information and Electronic Mapping Data Used to Power the 
Application 

Maps and map-like forms have served as both organisational structures for the 
location of human events and navigational aid for travellers since the dawn of 
time. Modern Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology has facili
tated a worldview beyond that envisioned by Eratosthenes (Figure 6.1) to highly 
detailed, data rich maps or map like representations. Modern cartographers have 
pushed maps into the digital age by using layered geographic data. "Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) provide the tools to provision and administer base 
map data such as man made structures (streets, buildings) and terrain (moun
tains, rivers)" (MIM, 2005:1). Such data performs a crucial role in any location-
based system. 

The creation of intelligent spatial data and the process of manipulating it into 
a useful format is a specialised field, the results of which facilitate the wide range 
of location-based services referred to above. The performance of these services 
is as successful as the accurate mapping information that lies at the heart of it. 
Wilkinson (2005a:4) says that Mapix "realised, years ago, the impact this would 
have on spatial development and the pressing need for accurate geo-located infor
mation in formats other than the already existing paper-based maps." The key 
to Mapix's success in this endeavour within the South African environment has 
been the creation of a solid, accurate digital mapping platform based on fifty 
mapping research and production in paper-based products. 
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Figure 6.1: The World According to Eratosthenes, ca. 220 B.C. Slide #ii2A, as 
downloaded from http://ancienthistory.about.com on 28 May 200$. 

By bringing together the resources provided by the paper mapping industry and 
the engineering, programming and Gis skills provided by geospatial operators, 
MapiT has been able to build a strong platform upon which to create electronic 
maps. Along with creating an electronic map database, paper-based products 
could also now be geo-coded (Wilkinson, 2005a). This factually corrected geo
spatial data has opened the door to countless numbers of location-based proj
ects. 

Creating Usable Electronic Mapping Data for Use in Location-based 
Services 

Traditionally, map making would start with the use of any and all available 
printed maps such as those supplied by the Surveyor General's office or by local 
map publishers. But for use in a location related service in an electronic environ
ment, these maps are not geographically accurate enough. Although they usu
ally characterise an excellent visual representation of the geography, traditional 
printed maps - which are just a picture with no alignment to positioning or geo
graphic accuracy - are insufficient for high-end applications such as those that 
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fall within the purlieu of LBS. This has especially been the experience of Mapix in 
South Africa and is even more exaggerated for other African countries (Wilkin
son, 2005a). 

The task of digital map construction has to be tackled differently. The focus, 
in terms of the demands of LBS, is on using high-resolution orthorectified satel
lite imagery and aerial photography. Bluesky (2005:1) defines orthorectification' 
as follows: 

Orthorectification is the process undertaken to ensure that each image pixel is in 
its correct geographical position and to compensate for distortion caused by the 
terrain and the camera. In order to orthorectify an aerial photograph, it needs to 
be triangulated first. This determines the exact position and attitude of the cam
era when it took the photo. Traditionally, this is done using ground control points 
taken from GPS or other maps. Once orthorectified, aerial photos can be 'mosaiced' 
together to create a single, seamless image at a set resolution, which can be viewed 
on screen using industry standard software such as Gis packages and Photoshop. 

Paper-based maps are only referred to - if necessary - for verification, cross 
checks and attribution. Satellite and aerial photographic data have enabled 
the interpretation of what really is on the ground rather than what has been 
planned. From the satellite and aerial photography, the meticulously detailed 
process starts by developing the data into a usable electronic format that can be 
integrated into different technologies such as the location-based services covered 
in this chapter. Satellite and aerial photography coupled with new map build
ing technologies as supplied by software houses such as ESRI and Maplnfo, help 
to keep costs down whilst maintaining highly accurate data. 
Enhanced geographical information supports routing capabilities that extends 
the functionality of the mapping process even more. Future trends will see the 
interfacing of barcode scanners, laptops, smart cards, Bluetooth and third-party 
onboard measuring systems. This, in conjunction with the already existing full 
service navigation on PDAS and laptops, will advance mapping technology way 
beyond what was believed possible even three years ago (MapiT, 2005: Maps in 
Action). 

"A location based service would determine location by using one of several tech
nologies for determining position, and use this location to provide a personalised 
application" (Wilkinson, 2005b:i6). 
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The Sequence of Capturing and Digitising Data Used by MapiT 
(Mapix, 2005) 

- The first step involves digitising the satellite /aerial image by tracing the cen
tre lines of the roads on the image. Where paper maps exist, as was the case 
with the South African data, these are also used as reference to enhance the 
final product or to resolve discrepancies. 

- One of the steps during this stage of the process is where topographical points 
are used as a reference to enhance the accuracy of our data and to update any 
new features that have become apparent on the satellite image. 

- To enhance the accuracies even more, field teams with GPS technology verify 
the exact longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates. 

- These steps result in 'cartographic spaghetti.' This data is then given attributes 
such as dual carriageway, one-way road, whether it is a street, road, avenue or 
lane and is then given a road number. 

- Looking at the line-work created from the digitising and attribution, a pro
cess of mapping out the shapes of different types of areas (polygons) are cre
ated. 

- These polygons are created to geo locate defined areas correctly and show 
them within their borders. 

- The next layer positions symbols onto the defined polygon areas. These sym
bols represent features such as hospitals, shopping centres, traffic lights, 
schools and sports fields. 

- As we advance with the process, these maps become recognisable by add
ing the next set of information, which indicates location-based points of 
interest such as parking lots, hotels, gas stations, churches, restaurants, enter
tainment venues and historical sites. 

- From here, the picture starts to look more and more like a map and the field 
of operation of location-based services becomes a reality. 

- One of the final stages of preparing the data to resemble a map is 'carto
graphic styling.' This process details the overall look-and-feel of the visual 
aspect of the map and involves two processes; one being the graphic styling 
and the other being a quality control check. 

Traditionally, this map creation process formed the largest cost of any GIS proj
ect. Owing to the methodologies used by Mapix (Mapix, 2005), time periods 
have been reduced and costs lowered, thereby revealing a time efficient and cost-
effective model. However, the key element here is the accurate and detailed exe
cution of this process. This is the element on which the success of any and all 
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applications farther down the development chain depends. Lastly, the process 
must include the use of every tool available for the map base creation, both tra
ditional and hi-tech modalities, plus mobile GPS-verification. The process that 
Mapix uses encompasses all of the above and further ties in with their mission 
of creating a seamless map of Africa. "We believe that our methodology used in 
South Africa can be used as a blue-print for the rest of the continent" (Wilkin
son, 2005a:6). 

Location Related Products and Services in South Africa 

Wilkinson (2005a:7-i3) describes the following location related products and 
services in South Africa. 

Emergency Services and Disaster Management 
In an emergency, the ability of the disaster service to respond quickly can liter
ally mean the difference between life and death. With sophisticated mapping 
technology, the speed and accuracy with which global emergency organisations, 
such as International sos and Europe Assist, can react will prevent disaster. By 
more efficiently locating the scene of an accident, or connecting a traumatised 
person with the correct emergency service for their area, lives have been spared 
and reaction times, greatly reduced. Digital maps lie at the heart of this location 
related application and greatly improve its ability to field thousands of emer
gency calls at peak times. 

International sos, who also supplies these services to the three biggest GSM 
operators in South Africa, as well as other crisis control and insurance vendors in 
the country, is one of the world's largest medical assistance companies and man
agers of international medical risk. 

Fleet and Logistics Management 
Knowing a position is crucial to making the best decision in running a fleet or 
mobile workforce; the guesswork has been removed by the use of accurate elec
tronic maps. Fleet managers, dispatch controllers and executives responsible for 
managing large fleets are able to know reliably the whereabouts of their fleet or 
goods, in real-time and from the comfort of their office. Features logging speed, 
fuel consumption, best routes and a number of key management processes are 
also built into the interface. 

A South African transport-consulting specialist has developed a state-of-the-
art software solution that simulates any permutation of variables required by a 
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fleet manager. The system capability calculates virtually any operational scenario 
including load distribution, route conditions, fuel consumption and vehicle per
formance within 5% of actual performance, arriving at an answer within 30 sec
onds. 

This module is a tool that enables the user to configure a vehicle, includ
ing accessories and trailers, to calculate the maximum legal payload. It is used 
to simulate trip times, fuel consumption and productivity dynamically for a 
specific vehicle on any surveyed route, taking into account a variety of vehicle 
and/or route conditions such as drive-line performance, engine idle time, fron
tal area, coefficient of drag, payload, tire mass, wind speed and direction, route 
topography, road surface factors and speed limits. 

A global, stock exchange-listed, fleet management operator with more than 
100,000 installed fleet management systems across four continents has brought 
to market a leading edge asset management system. Using satellite technology, it 
allows the operator to track an entire fleet and check the precise status and loca
tion of each vehicle 24-hours a day, 365 days a year, from anywhere on the planet. 
The information is presented, in real-time, on the operators own PC using scal
able digital maps, visible down to street level. 

Navigation 
A number of portable and wireless devices such as PDAS and cell phones are 
now able to offer navigation capabilities enriched with an ever-increasing range 
of location based products. With the advent of accurate digital cartography, 
comprehensive navigation packages are available for a number of usages, these 
include: 
- On-board, factory fitted devices built into the console of the vehicle; 
- Off-board devices such as PDAS and Pocket PCs; and 
- Mobile applications via mobile phone. 

Coupled to a navigation software package, full navigation capabilities are avail
able including voice alerts as you drive, visual assistance in two map view options, 
exact positioning and a number of other custom settings to get the user to his/ 
her destination. 

Product extensions beyond this into the location-based services described in 
this chapter are in effect at the ground level.. .and growing in intensity. We look 
forward to the integration of live data from traffic control authorities into these 
applications; not yet a reality in South Africa, but certainly in our future. 
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Vehicle and Asset Tracking 
High crime and vehicle theft are always headline news in South Africa and sto
len vehicle recovery operators are successfully using location and geo-referenced 
data as visual tools to locate and track vehicles and assets. 
Combined with GPS technology, businesses within this field are now able to 
make decisions based on 'exceptions' such as the vehicle having left or entered 
certain areas, vehicle idle times and stationary periods, and react in a more pro
active way before incidents occur. 

Using the GSM network infrastructures, a South African asset protection oper
ator has created a system that communicates with a base station every 2-5 min
utes, interpreting this information and reacting before an emergency is reported. 
This reduces risk as it is proactive in its methods providing early warning noti
fication if a vehicle moves with the ignition off, if a unit is tampered with, the 
power supply interrupted or a panic button activated. Their criminal intelligence 
applications now stand a better chance of reducing recovery times, or avoiding 
possible danger. All their call centre applications integrate location-based tech
nology to make this possible. 

Web Services 
Businesses are increasing traffic to their websites with the inclusion of street map 
utilities that allow users to search for an address on a map. Additionally, the 
ever-increasing progress of customised maps offers the innovation of position
ing branch networks, dealerships and outlets on a map and posting this to the 
site. Address searches are commonplace on web service provider websites such as 
Tiscali and 'paid for' routing applications where the user downloads visual and 
text directions for pre-selected addresses is in the offing. 

Environmental Conservation 
The use of spatial technology in tracking herds or individual animals without 
human interference has now become a reality. Once an animal has been fitted 
with a GPS unit, a satellite broadcast beams its position to a PC anywhere in the 
world. There are multiple benefits of geo-locating animals in this way. Roaming 
patterns, common routes and areas of migration can now be observed visually 
on a map with the capacity to play back these routes as a moving dot. This allevi
ates the need for conservationists to observe herds on foot or aerially, which can 
upset the animals and cause unnatural behaviour. 
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Business Planning and Market Intelligence 
This innovative use of location-based electronic mapping has produced a soft
ware package - called MarketScope - displays information, based on pre-loaded 
data, visually on a detailed digital map. Thus, the latest census information as 
well as various research databases, such as the Living Standards Measures (LSMS), 

incomes, ages, education levels and a host of other statistics for every household 
and region in the country, can be studied as a single graphic interpretation of 
thousands of entries on a spreadsheet. 

This is not only significant for the business arena, but governments needing 
intelligent demographic information for elections, city planning, infrastructure 
preparation and the like, will also find this of use. 

Imagine being able to calculate virtually any demographic scenario for your 
marketplace, taking into account a variety of factors, including your customer 
profiles, census information, competitor analysis data and any other set of busi
ness-related statistics you wish to evaluate, and visually display the results, arriv
ing at an answer within 30 seconds? 

Business managers, marketers, media planners and researchers are able to 
compare, contrast and evaluate market information using digital mapping tech
nology. This mapping and market analysis tool gives the professional marketer 
the ability to examine endless spreadsheets, tables of figures and pie charts in a 
visual format revealing marketing intelligence previously unavailable. Drawing 
informed conclusions from an array of thematic maps and map charts becomes 
possible as the inner relationships of company data and market numbers reveal 
themselves according to geographic location. 

The software allows users to zoom in on any part of the map to magnify the 
detail. The zooming capability even extends from a full-detail map, down to 
street level. Using cutting-edge geographic information systems, MarketScope 
allows companies to load their client database onto the system and have it visu
ally represented on a digital map. MarketScope also allows companies to locate 
their branch networks, and those of competitors, on the map. Each branch is 
represented by an electronic flag, while competitors' locations can be represented 
by flags of a different colour. By clicking the mouse on any electronic flag, the 
user is able to access contact and other information on each branch. 

Mobile 
The developed world is fairly saturated in terms of cellular usage and can be 
looked at for network upgrading only. Focus has been turned to Africa, Asia, 
Eastern Europe and the Middle East with African telecoms becoming a highly 
competitive arena. Few technologies have affected entire continents as broadly 
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as mobile telephony - and few continents have embraced it as warmly as Africa. 
News headlines bear testimony to this. 
- "MTN Uganda hits 400 OOO-subscriber mark" 
- "Vodacom aims for 2 million Mozambique users" 

Mobile telephony is affecting every aspect of life on the continent - and the 
potential market has scarcely been touched. The GSM revolution that has swept 
across Africa is busy narrowing the digital divide at an unprecedented rate, drag
ging the continent into the economic mainstream in the process. Mobile tele
phony is now firmly entrenched as the predominant mode of communication in 
almost every African nation. 

By the end of 2003, the number of mobile users reached 51 million in Africa, 
according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Recent figures 
report that this number has increased to as much as 82 million (Vodafone, 2005; 
BIA, 2OO5C). 

Putting an exact figure on the phenomenon that is Africa's GSM market is a 
tough call. In the first few years of the new millennium, Africa has added more 
telecommunication users than in the whole of the previous century and cur
rently, the world region with the highest level of mobile communication growth. 
This is good news for Africa! 

According to a recent report, there is a clear link between the current expo
nential growth of telecoms on the continent and the rates of economic growth 
in poor countries. The result is explosive growth - 5000% in Africa between 1998 
and 2003 according to Stephen Yeo, Chief Executive of the Centre for Economic 
Policy Research. 

In the First World, cellular phones, email and the Internet are additional 
methods of communication, without which businesses and individuals can still 
function well. In Africa, a lack of functioning alternatives means the cellular 
phone and the Internet have become the default methods of communication. 
Businesses from multinationals to market traders cannot function effectively 
without them and according to a Vodafone-commissioned report (Vodafone, 
2005): 
- More than 85% of small businesses surveyed in South Africa, rely solely on 

mobile phones for telecommunication. 
- 62% of businesses in South Africa, and 59% in Egypt, said mobile use was 

linked to an increase in profits - despite higher call costs. 
- 97% of people surveyed in Tanzania said they could access a mobile phone, 

while just 28% could access a landline phone. 
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— Income, gender, age, education and even the absence of regular electricity 
supplies, do not create barriers to mobile access in rural areas. Handsets are 
often shared by smaller communities. 

A uniquely African approach has seen the influence of mobile technology reach 
across the continent and go further than any other communications medium in 
terms of bridging the digital divide in Africa, identifying the cellular communi
cation industry as a niche market for business development. 
Globally, technologies such as the Internet, land usage, vehicle navigation, asset-
and fleet management and mobile location-based services have necessitated the 
rapid development of electronic mapping and geo-located data. In Africa, this 
will be no different! 

The following are examples of entrepreneurial opportunities linked to the 
growth of the cellular market: 
— Find and Seek and Look4it will allow users to find the nearest ATM, hospitals, 

filling stations, pharmacies, restaurants and bars, sporting spots, movie the
atres, supermarkets and florists. 

- Look4me allows users to locate a mobile number via mobile phone or the 
Internet, provided the user consents by the granting of location rights. Avail
able 24-hours a day, people can find the general location of tens of thousands 
of consenting customers — having obvious value in emergencies. Loolo^me 
users are discovering numerous applications for the service, from checking 
that their children are at school, to tracking their own cell phones when they 
are lost or stolen. 

- Look4help subscribers can trigger an SMS alert containing their location to 
four pre-specified cell numbers in an emergency. Saving time and cutting out 
phoning and describing your positioning to those who can assist you. 

— ChildLocate locates a child's mobile phone via the web. Text Messaging or 
from a PC. 

- SmartRoute enables mobile users to download to their mobiles a detailed 
route to any destination by means of GPRS technology. It's like having your 
own navigation system in your car, comparable to those in luxury cars. The 
device used, whether mobile telephone or PDA with GSM network capability, 
carries street-level mapping software of South Africa as one of its features. 

— SmartFleet utilises the benefits of GPRS for a comprehensive fleet management 
system that seamlessly integrates vehicle surveillance software. 

- SmartTrak offers live tracking as an additional feature to SmartFleet. 
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The Question of Privacy and Security 

Srivatsa (2005:1) outlines four key issues that are central to the concept of secu
rity in LBS. He points out that, "Some of the key security issues with wireless 
application security include: 
— Confidentiality. Access to confidential and sensitive data should be restricted 

to only those users who need it. 
— Integrity. The integrity of data transmitted over wireless networks, from the 

point of transmission to the point of delivery, needs to be extremely well 
maintained. 

— Availability. Mission-critical data and services should be available with con
tingency plans to handle catastrophic events such as infrastructure failures, 
security breaches, etc. 

— Privacy. Wireless application developers should take care to adhere to the 
legal requirements to safeguard user privacy. This is particularly significant for 
location-based services as there is an inherent possibility that the users can be 
tracked. However, as we shall soon see, the availability of location informa
tion can be turned into a security advantage." 

There are indeed obstacles surrounding the widespread adoption of LBS, which 
focus on "concerns about privacy and unsolicited wireless advertising. The Cel
lular Telecommunications and Internet Association (CTIA) [are] asking the FCC 

to create specific rules about wireless location privacy. The CTIA proposal says a 
technical solution must include notice, consent, and security - and be technol-
ogy-neutral" (SearchNetworking.com, 2005:1). Spinney (2004) identifies possi
ble types or categories of issues pertinent to LBS. These are personal subscriber-level 
privacy and corporate enterprise-level privacy. "Personal subscriber-level privacy is 
mainly concerned with the mass market. Personal subscriber-level privacy must 
supply rights and options to individuals to control when, why, and how their 
location is used by an application. With personal subscriber-level privacy, each 
individual has liberties to "opt in" and "opt out" of services that take advantage 
of their mobile location" (Spinney, 2004:1). 

Mbendi (2005:1 — cited verbatim) outlines the following drivers and trends 
that contributed to the continued growth in the South African IT security mar
ket: 
1 Increased e-commerce and internet use: Increased internet use is changing the 

character and source of security issues that organisations face. Internal threats 
are growing in significance, and external attacks are becoming more sophisti
cated, malevolent and are attracting media coverage. 
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2 Increasing internet fraud: Even in countries where internet and security infra
structures are considered more robust, they will still not be spared from cyber 
terrorism. 'Phishing' has become a major threat to anyone who has used the 
internet to conduct any financial transactions. 

5 Previous malicious attacks-. Companies tend to invest in security once they 
have experienced a security breach. 

4 Mobile computing and wireless trends: Mobile computing drives the demand 
for security services. With a growing number of devices being connected in 
the mobile environment, traditional perimeters such as gateway firewalls and 
typical protection zones are lowered or removed, increasing the likelihood of 
security breaches. 

j Regulations and legislation: As the influence of initiatives such as the King 
11 report on corporate governance, the Electronic Commerce and Transac
tion Act and Basel 11 grow, the legal requirements surrounding information 
security and privacy will be an important decision criterion for South Afri
can organisations. Overall, BMI-T believes that the effect on spending will be 
positive, and initially, service players that offer audit, assessment and compli
ance related services will benefit. Consequences of non-compliance can have 
a major effect on company brand image, and on individuals within the man
agement structure. Compliance becomes a clear reason to spend. It is likely 
that a considerable proportion of the amount spent on compliance related 
issues will be internally focused on training and education, but compliance 
testing, audits, and risk assessments will be important. 

6 Speed: The speed at which threats spread and propagate is rapidly increasing, 
reducing the amount of time organisations have in order to respond. 

7 There is a clear trend for more integrated products in the security market and 
vendors will need to consider partnerships and alliances or even mergers and 
acquisitions to be able to cope with the increased complexity. 

8 Security appliances are expected to continue to be a popular means of deliv
ering security software. The market for security appliances will remain strong 
because of the wide coverage of the products. In this way, a single appliance 
can solve multiple enterprise security needs. 

9 Demandfor security services will continue to grow: Companies will continue to 
need help developing an enterprise-wide risk management strategy to miti
gate any potential liabilities and to provide a trusted environment for stake
holders, including customers, employees, partners, and suppliers. 

Privacy is a very important consideration when going forward with location-
based services. The user needs to be able to control who is allowed to receive his 
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location and privacy checks need to be implemented to ensure that only people 
authorised by the user can gain access to their location. 

It is imperative that location-based services and applications allow customers 
to receive these services based on their geographic location, position or known 
presence, with their consent. Safeguarding individual rights to the collection, 
use, retention, disclosure of and access to their location is essential. 

LBS Beyond the South Africa Borders 

According to the experience of Mapix (Wilkinson, 2005a), there is a lack of reli
ably accurate mapping information in most African countries. This is viewed as 
an opportunity for Mapix to create a seamless map database of the continent, 
thereby meeting Mapix's personal objective as well as the needs of the rest of 
Africa. 

The needs of the rest of Africa are highlighted by the explosive growth of 
cellular communication usage. Masango (2005:1) points out that, "Vodacom 
Group and MTN have spearheaded the growth of Africa's cell phone industry, 
which now has more than 80 million customers, compared with 51.8 million 
subscribers in 2003." The aspects of accessibility and trust back this up. McKay 
(2005: in BIA, 2005a) points out that "mobile was widely accepted - and trusted 
- in third world countries. According to a report commissioned by Vodafone 
and the Centre of Economic Policy Research, more than 85% of small black 
businesses surveyed in South Africa rely solely on mobile phones for telecom
munications. In Tanzania, 97% of people surveyed could access a mobile phone 
while only 27% had access to a fixed line phone." Furthermore, there is an eco
nomic pay-off in Africa concomitant with the spread of cell phone usage, with 
the countries with high or greater mobile use realising a higher rate of economic 
growth (BIA, 2005b:I). 

The rapid growth of cellular communication in Africa has necessitated the 
creation of digital map sets because, as Navinova et al (2003:31) say, "GPRS and 
the positioning of a mobile phone are believed to substantially increase the use 
of wireless map services." To this end, Mapix (Wilkinson, 2005a) is involved in 
the following technical tasks. 
- Planning new networks and optimising the performance of current networks 

needs high quality map data provided in an instant. This is crucial for effec
tive planning due to the vast amounts of capital invested in a cellular network 
infrastructure. Not only is the data important for the network rollout but will 
also affect the performance and quality of the service. Thus, planning and 
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modelling a network prior to implementation provides the engineer with a 
picture of the real world. The quality and accuracy of the map data required 
for propagation planning is most important for network rollout and optimi
sation thereof. 

- Propagation software can model a real world situation by using complex algo
rithms on quality map data where the influence of topography and land use 
can be analysed against the radio wave signals. Propagation of radio waves is 
characterised by several factors: 
- Free Space Loss-. Geometric spreading of the wave front, commonly known 

as free space loss, diminishes signal power. 
- Attenuation-. Signal power is attenuated as the wave passes through solid 

objects such as trees, walls, windows and the floors of buildings. 
- Scattering. The signal is scattered and can interfere with itself if there are 

objects in the beam of the transmit antenna even if these objects are not 
on the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver. 

- Telecommunication Map Data for propagation planning that usually consists 
of the following types of map data: 
- Digital Elevation Models (3D Height Models) — A DEM can be defined as 

a three-dimensional model depicting a part of the earth surface in digital 
format. 

- Clutter Data (Land Use Data) - Clutter data contains land use informa
tion on the structure and pattern of the urban, metropolitan and rural 
landscape. Clutter data is created using a combination of expert classifica
tion-based spatial modelling, combined with photo-interpretation tech
niques on satellite imagery. 

- Vector Data - Vector data consists of the transportation network such as 
streets, main roads, secondary roads, highways and railways as well as other 
features such as coastlines and watercourses. These features are digitised 
from geo-referenced aerial photos, satellite imagery and topographical 
maps. 

- Text Data — Point data representing names of roads, suburbs, places of 
interest, etc. 

- Additional Imagery or scanned maps are often added to enhance location 
analysis. 

With the availability of data coverage for the African continent and low costs 
related to radar related elevation data (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, Aster, 
Lidar, etc) and medium resolution satellite imagery (Lartdsat ETM), Mapix can 
now supply off-the-shelfTelecommunication Planning Data for all African coun-
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tries (Wilkinson, 2005a). This data is optimised through application of known 
Telecommunication Planning software such as Asset, Planet, Tornado, ICS, Path-
loss, EDX Signalpro, Decibel Planner, Quantum, Nokia Totum and TEMS. 

Next Step - Nigeria 

"In countries where infrastructure such as roads, fixed telecommunications and 
the postal system do not work as well as they could, mobile communications are 
making a substantial contribution to development," Vodafone deputy CEO said. 
(Horn-Smith in News24, 2005:1). Nigeria can be said to be one such country. To 
empower the needs demanded by this promising country and to create sustain
able development, factually correct geographic information is an imperative. In 
most African countries, this is in short supply and as an advanced spatial data 
platform is needed to make a constructive contribution to the building process, 
MapiT has been involved in its creation (Wilkinson, 2005a). 

With the burgeoning mobile industry being created, "Nigeria's market is dou
bling annually" (BIA, 2005b:I). There is more than enough incentive for involve
ment by Government, local business and a digital map specialist. To this end, a 
3-way partnership was formed between Mapix, a West African media company 
and local government in order to set the Nigerian cartographic renaissance into 
motion (Wilkinson, 2005a). The 3-phase project is an ambitious undertaking 
and will provide visually assistive tools to answer the need for geo-located data 
upon which location-based services rely. 
- Phase 1 is reaching completion and will see a national road atlas produced 

including all roads, rivers, mountains and topographical detail. 
- Phase 2 sees the daunting task of building highly detailed street level data for 

Lagos. Just imagine the job of tracing out the road network of inner Lagos 
- this is not a job for the fainthearted. 

- Phase 5 sees the building of street level data for four major cities. 

The Nigerian atlas will be built in such a way that it is geographically correct 
to GPS standards and will allow the detailed street level data to be integrated 
seamlessly. Once this project is completed, the Nigerian government will have 
an up-to-date, correct spatial vector platform to plan all government activities. 
Businesses and entrepreneurs will be able to exploit the various business oppor
tunities around location-based services and build an enterprise of map publish
ing in Nigeria (Wilkinson, 2005a). 
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Conclusion 

The use of digital geoinformation is no longer restricted to the domain of sta
tionary computers. Falling prices of mobile information devices have made 
mobile geoinformation usage affordable to a wider public. Improved position
ing techniques (GPS and radio network based) have shown their benefits in new 
technologies like Location Based Services (LBS) (Reichenbacher, 2003:1311). 
As has been demonstrated in this chapter, there is a dire need for LBS to be con
structed, refined and distributed throughout the continent. Mapix believes that 
they have found a working model for Africa (Wilkinson, 2005a). In order to 
help Africa help itself, they suggest a scenario where Government, international 
funders, private local enterprise and a specialist in the area of digital mapping 
join forces. A position has been created where Mapix is poised to rollout the suc
cessful South African model where the correct spatial development collaborators 
work together creating an intelligent spatial platform to enable Location Based 
Services. The South African working model can be successfully xtrapolated to 
the rest of Africa in order to realise the benefits associated with Location Based 
Services. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Information Statistique et Integration Economique et 

Monetaire 

Richard Michel 

L'integration economique et monetaire correspond ä un processus de rappro
chement de plus en plus etroit de plusieurs economies nationales, done plus ou 
moins etale dans le temps, pour constituer progressivement un espace unique 
et harmonise de circulation de personnes, de biens et services et de capitaux au 
moyen d'un instrument monetaire unique (ou du moins partage). 

Pour que ce processus de rapprochement se poursuive favorablement, la 
confiance et l'engagement de tous les partenaires doive etre recherches en per
manence afin de surmonter ensemble les obstacles generes en interne par le pro
cessus d'integration lui-meme ou bien par les chocs exterieurs. Cette confiance 
et cet engagement doivent etre constamment entretenus, eclaires, rassures au 
moyen d'une information adaptee. 

L'information statistique constitue un element tout ä fait privilegie de l'in-
formation adaptee recherchee. En effet, l'information statistique est generatrice 
de vraisemblance scientifiquement mesurable et de coherence macroeconomi-
que et monetaire, et est « normalement » opposable ä tous. Elle est particuliere-
ment adaptee pour garder la memoire des evolutions des faits economiques et 
monetaires passes (series temporelles comparables harmonisees), pour renseigner 
precisement sur la situation economique et monetaire presente (indicateurs et 
analyse conjoncturels harmonises) et pour contribuer ä explorer les perspecti
ves economiques et monetaires futures (modelisation et previsions economiques 
harmonisees). 

La fabrication reguliere et la mise ä disposition de cette information statis
tique pertinente, liable et comparable, constituent elles aussi un chantier tech
nique important du processus d'integration economique et monetaire : dont 
notamment I'harmonisation (sous-)regionale des concepts, l'harmonisation 
(sous-)regionale des nomenclatures, I'harmonisation (sous-)regionale des pro-
tocoles de transmission, de stockage et d'acces aux donnees (et metadonnees) 
nationales et (sous-)regionales. 
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Le jaillissement contemporain des technologies de rinformation et de la 
communication (TIC) constitue une opportunite tout ä fait considerable pour 
enclencher, accelerer et credibiliser le bon achevement de ce chantier technique 
important. Les (sous-)regions africaines doivent pouvoir en profiter pleinement 
afin de remporter le defi contemporain de l'integration economique et mone-
taire sans doute seule ä meme d'accroitre leur poids et leur influence dans un 
monde globalise peuple d'acteurs economiques puissants et bien informes. 

Integration economique et monetaire : un processus necessitant une 
information adaptee 

A notre epoque, pour de nombreux pays ou economies nationales, notamment 
africain(e)s, le choix d une integration economique et monetaire dans un ensem
ble economique plus vaste apparait en fait de plus en plus comme une necessite 
pour les raisons non-exhaustives suivantes : 
a Les acteurs economiques qui pesent sur revolution du monde contemporain 

sont de plus en plus grands qu'il s'agisse de pays continents (Etats-Unis, Rus-
sie, Chine, Inde, Bresil...), de firmes multinationales ou transnationales ou 
de pays autrefois importants (mais moins importants aujourd hui) en voie 
d'integration constante depuis 50 ans comme ceux de TUnion Europeenne 
qui pourrait compter bientot pres de 30 pays ; 

b Les chocs exterieurs (fortes variations des cours du petrole, fortes fluctua
tions des cours de matieres premieres agricoles ou minieres) plus ou moins 
conjoncturels peuvent reduire ä neant en peu de temps des annees d'efforts 
rigoureux en matiere de gouvernance economique, souvent synonymes de 
sacrifice en matiere de developpement humain (sante, education, culture...) 
et done de perpetuation de graves situations de pauvrete ; 

c La capacite d'emprunt ou de renegociation de la dette (publique) exterieure 
qui oberent beaucoup les possibilites de developpement peuvent (elles aussi) 
se renforcer progressivement; 

d La meilleure maitrise de la politique de change et de credit interieur si une 
monnaie unique (ou du moins partagee) est finalement emise. 

En effet, la « bonne » integration economique et monetaire de plusieurs econo
mies nationales actuellement sous-dimensionnees doit permettre : 
1 Le renforcement general de la paix propice ä un meilleur developpement eco

nomique et humain par l'intensification des echanges et des experiences poli-
tiques et economiques partage(e)s, (ce fut la vision fondamentale des peres 
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fondateurs de l'Union Europeenne apres les tragedies, les massacres, les geno
cides et plus generalement les pertes humaines considerables de la 2nde guerre 
mondiale 1939-1945) ; 

2 L'elargissement du marche interieur, par la suppression progressive des barrie-
res internes, source d une meilleure rentabilite des productions de biens et de 
services realisees sur de plus grandes echelles ; 

3 La croissance economique plus rapide grace ä un processus de specialisation 
favorisant des complementarites et des synergies mutuellement benefiques, 
ainsi que la multiplication des opportunites d'emplois mieux remuneres ; 

4 Le developpement plus consequent des reserves des changes mises en com-
mun facilitant ainsi l'absorption des chocs economiques exterieurs de nature 
conjoncturelle. 

Mais une integration economique et monetaire, meme si eile est bien faite, se 
traduit toujours par des abandons progressifs de souverainete nationale dans de 
nombreux domaines, plus ou moins importants, au profit du developpement 
d'une souverainete partagee, c'est ä dire exercee de maniere collective quelle soit 
föderale, confederale ou hybride. 

Ces transferts de souverainete sont politiquement justifiables de maniere tres 
variable selon les pays ou les domaines concernes. Le poids de Thistoire et des 
traditions garde evidemment son importance notamment pour des pays afri-
cains dont l'independance reste encore une idee toute neuve, qui souvent reste 
ä consolider. 

Sans entrer dans ce debat hors sujet pour notre expose, un constat d'evidence 
s'impose : si des transferts de souverainete doivent etre entrepris, ils doivent etre 
expliques au moyen d une information adaptee aux decideurs politiques et eco
nomiques, aux groupements d'interets les plus divers et aux populations. 
A priori cette information adaptee peut couvrir un spectre tres large : 
- Approches historiques, politiques et culturelles ; 
- Approches geographiques et environnementales ; 
- Approches economiques, demographiques et sociales ; 
- Autres approches ... 

Tout au long du processus d'integration economique et monetaire et done pas 
seulement au commencement, il faut toujours garder ä l'esprit que ce besoin 
d'information adaptee restera une constante meme s il pourra evoluer dans son 
contenu et ses priorites en fonetion des projets entrepris, des questions abordees 
et des epreuves vecues successivement en commun. 
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Louverture croissante aux autres, caracteristique fondamentale du processus 
d'integration, peut generer une impression plus ou moins reelle de desarroi, de 
perte d'identite ou de protection ou bien encore d'abandon. L'information adap-
tee doit done rechercher en permanence le maximum de transparence ou de 
credibilite pour sans cesse renouveler le pacte commun, la confiance des deci-
deurs politiques et economiques, des groupements d'interets divers et des popu
lations. 

La confiance telle est sans doute la (ou une des) clef(s) essentielle(s) de la 
poursuite durable de 1'integration economique et monetaire. Or la preservation 
ou/et le renforcement du climat de confiance entre partenaires ä l'integration 
reste toujours fragile, notamment au debut du processus. 

En depit d'une information adaptee, cette confiance est d'autant plus difficile 
ä entretenir qu'il n'y a en general pas grande possibilite de choix pour s'integrer 
au plan economique et monetaire. Mais de la meme maniere qu'il est plus facile 
d'aimer I'Humanite avec un grand H que son voisin de palier, il faut souvent 
s'engager et poursuivre avec des pays voisins avec lesquels il peut y avoir eu des 
contentieux de toute nature plus ou moins regies. Concretement, la raison doit 
progressivement prendre le pas sur I'emotion pour pouvoir permettre ä tous 
d'avancer les yeux grands ouverts. Or e'est bien la raison eile seule qui reste sen
sible ä une information adaptee solidement argumentee. 

L'information statistique : un element priviiegie d'une information adaptee 

Linformation d'une maniere generale, nouvelle richesse economique du monde 
contemporain et element moteur du developpement et de l'innovation, peut etre 
caracterisee de diverses fa^ons : 
— Quantitative ou qualitative ; 
— Encyclopedique ou evenementielle ; 
— Mobilisable ou non selon les technologies utilisees pour sa mise ä disposi

tion ; 
— Assimilable ou non selon les capacites diverses des utilisateurs potentiels. 

Precedemment, nous sommes arrives ä la conclusion que le defi de l'integration 
economique et monetaire devait faire appel principalement ä la raison des parties 
au processus. En reprenant les caracteristiques precedentes, il est facile d'observer 
que la raison est plus facilement accessible ä : 
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- rinformation de nature quantitative, Tinformation de nature qualitative pre-
tant plus le flanc ä la subjectivite de chacun et done ä sa libre interpreta
tion ; 

- Tinformation de nature encyclopedique avec l idee de couvrir l'ensemble d un 
domaine d'etude et non de s'arreter ä tel ou tel aspect certes interessant mais 
pouvant presenter un caractere plus ou moins aberrant; 

- l'information mobilisable facilement sans deformation notamment via les 
nouvelles Tic ; 

- l'information assimilable au moyen d'une grille d'analyse parfaitement oppo
sable ä tous. 

A cette enumeration, qu'il serait sans doute utile de completer ou d'approfondir, 
il apparait que l'information statistique jouit d une position tout ä fait privilegiee 
pour s'adresser ä la raison de toutes les parties. C'est une information de nature 
quantitative ä visee encyclopedique, parfaitement mobilisable et sans deforma
tion aueune au moyen des nouvelles Tic et assimilable par tous au moyen d'une 
grille d'analyse (concepts, methodes, nomenclatures ...) preetablie meme si son 
aspect parfois trop normatif (et done forcement redueteur) au regard des realites 
qu elle cherche ä representer est parfois decrie. 

De fait dans l'univers economique et monetaire globalise d'aujourd'hui, tout 
est matiere ä statistique, y compris les opinions sur le passe, le present et l'avenir 
afin de pouvoir mieux apprecier en permanence l'optimisme ou le pessimisme 
des acteurs economiques concernes. II suffit par exemple d'observer chaque 
jour les analyses emises sur les marches financiers internationaux pour se ren-
dre compte qu'ils sont tres souvent en train d'attendre teile ou teile statistique 
toujours importante qui doit sortir le jour meme ou le lendemain voire dans un 
proche avenir. 

Cependant, l'information statistique qu elle concerne le domaine econo
mique, social ou environnemental (voire d'autres domaines) cherche toujours 
ä fabriquer en permanence de la « vraisemblance » acceptable par tous. Bien 
quelle ne reussisse pas toujours parfaitement ä atteindre cet objectif, celui-ci 
reste tres important pour la reussite d un processus d'integration economique 
et monetaire, dans la mesure ou cela permet aux differents partenaires I'utilisa-
tion d'une meme langue, d'un meme systeme de reperage et d un meme systeme 
d'aide au pilotage de la realite economique, sociale et environnementale. 

En effet, l'information statistique est particulierement adaptee pour garder la 
memoire des evolutions des faits economiques et monetaires passes (series tem-
porelles comparables harmonisees), pour renseigner precisement sur la situation 
economique et monetaire presente (indicateurs et analyse conjoncturels harmo-
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nises) et pour contribuer ä explorer les perspectives economiques et monetaires 
futures (modelisation et previsions economiques harmonisees). 
Pour les pays participants au meme processus d'integration, tous ces elements 
concourent ä forger un passe economique commun, ä analyser la situation eco-
nomique presente ä la meme aune et ä debattre ensemble de l'avenir economique 
commun en prenant appui sur les memes bases les plus solidement etablies. 

LE GAS DE L'UNION EUROPEENNE (UE) 

L'Union Europeenne actuelle est le resultat de plus de 50 annees d un processus 
d'integration economique et monetaire sur le point d'aboutir ä l'horizon 2009 
ä une union encore plus integree politiquement cette fois, via le projet de Traite 
Constitutionnel Europeen (TCE) actuellement soumis Ä la ratification des 25 
Etats membres soit par la voie parlementaire soit par referendum, apres sa signa
ture ä Rome par les Chefs d'Etat et de gouvernement ä la fin de l'annee 2004. 
Pour memoire, ce processus s'est deroule en plusieurs etapes, dont les principa-
les sont: 
- la Communaute Economique du Charbon et de l'Acier (CECA) en 1951 pour 

souder en quelque sorte les economies ouest-allemande et fran^aise ; 
- le (ier) Traite de Rome et le Traite Euratom en 1957 avec la naissance du Mat

che commun ; 
— I'Acte Unique en 1986 avec l'integration des 3 communautes (CECA, CE, Eura

tom) et la naissance du grand marche ; 
- le Traite de Maastricht en 1992 qui devait aboutir au lancement de l'Euro en 

1999;  
— le Traite d'Amsterdam en 1997 et l'adoption du Pacte de Stabilite ; 
— le Traite de Nice en 2000 preparant le grand elargissement ä 25 intervenu en 

mai 2004. 

Tout au long de ce processus, I'information statistique harmonisee, sous l im-
pulsion de l'Office Europeen des Statistiques (Eurostat) la direction generale 
specialisee de la Commission Europeenne (50 ans en 2003), a connu un develop-
pement parallele tout ä fait considerable. Ce developpement a permis justement 
d'eclairer de mieux en mieux les politiques conduites dans les nouveaux domai-
nes partages au niveau europeen tout en balisant le terrain pour les domaines 
restant sous la responsabilite politique principale des Etats membres dont I'edu-
cation, la formation professionnelle, I'emploi, la protection sociale, la sante... 

Chronologiquement, le developpement des statistiques a concerne celles de 
l'industrie siderurgique, de l'agriculture, du commerce exterieur, des transports. 
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de Findustrie en general puis de Tenvironnement pour toucher progressivement 
la quasi-totalite des domaines statistiques notamment les balances de paiements 
ainsi que tous les services, notamment ceux lies ä l'expansion de la nouvelle eco
nomic. 

Au cours des annees 1990, Fadoption de la 4EMC ressource (aujourd'hui deve-
nue la i"een montant global) du budget de l'Union Europeenne basee sur le PNB 
des Etats membres a considerablement renforce le travail de validation recipro-
que (comite PNB des Pairs) des agregats des comptes nationaux en application de 
la methodologie du Systeme Europeen de Comptes ou SEC95 articulee ä celle du 
Systeme de Comptes Nationaux ou SCN93. En particulier, la validation des PIB 
a servi et sert ä la mesure du respect des criteres du Facte de Stabilite en matiere 
budgetaire. 

A la demande de la nouvelle Banque Centrale Europeenne basee ä Francfort, 
en charge de la gestion de l'Euro et de la surveillance de l inflation dans la zone 
Euro, une tres forte pression s'est exercee et s'exerce toujours vers Eurostat et les 
organismes concernes des Etats membres (Instituts statistiques et organes per
tinents des Systemes Statistiques Nationaux, Banques centrales nationales...) 
pour la fourniture rapide et reguliere d un grand nombre d indicateurs econo-
miques, financiers et monetaires harmonises evidemment fiables, ä jour, rapide-
ment disponibles de maniere ä accroitre sans cesse la reactivite de la BCE sur le 
marche monetaire de la zone Euro et sur les marches des changes. 

Flus recemment encore, les debars politico-economiques importants sur la 
question du respect rigoureux ou non des criteres du Facte de Stabilite (ratio 
deficit public sur PIB inferieur ä 3%, ratio dette publique sur PIB inferieure ä 
60%...), contreparties dans le domaine budgetaire des criteres appliques (rythme 
d inflation inferieur ä 2%...) par la BCE dans le domaine monetaire ont abouti 
ä sa revision sensible au premier trimestre 2005 en raison notamment des diffi-
cultes budgetaires persistantes rencontrees par les plus puissantes economies de 
la zone Euro : TAllemagne, la France et Fltalie. Dans le domaine budgetaire, les 
informations statistiques harmonisees sur les finances publiques jouent bien evi
demment un role tout ä fait fondamental comme Font montre les vives polemi-
ques autour du respect de la methodologie d'elaboration de celles-ci par certains 
Etats membres de la zone Euro, soit au moment de leur entree dans la monnaie 
unique soit ä Foccasion du non-respect des criteres du Facte de Stabilite depuis 
leur adhesion. 

Auparavant, les statistiques du commerce exterieur avaient du s'adapter pour 
tenir compte de la suppression complete des frontieres commerciales internes 
de FUnion Europeenne. Cette evolution avait donne naissance de fait ä deux 
systemes d'information du commerce exterieur. Fun plus classique relatif aux 
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echanges des pays membres avec les pays non-membres de TUE (Extrastat) et 
l'autre plus novateur relatif aux echanges commerciaux entre pays membres de 
TUE (Intrastat). 

Tout ce travail considerable d harmonisation progressive d'un champ toujours 
plus etendu de statistiques au sein de l'Union Europeenne a necessite et necessite 
toujours une organisation importante du travail en commun, qui prend notam-
ment la forme de programmes statistiques pluriannuels debattus techniquement 
entre Eurostat et les Offices/Instituts Nationaux de Statistiques sous l'autorite 
du Commissaire aux Affaires economiques et monetaires, avant d'etre soumis ä 
l'arbitrage politique du Conseil Europeen representant les Etats membres et du 
Parlement Europeen representant les citoyens europeens. 

Sans ce travail, le processus d'integration economique et monetaire de l'Union 
Europeenne aurait sans doute etait beaucoup plus difficile et aurait probable-
ment dure plus longtemps meme s'il n'est pas encore acheve notamment dans 
le domaine de la circulation des personnes et des services dans TUE Ä 25 Etats 
membres. 

LE GAS DE L'UNION ECONOMIQUE ET MONETAIRE OUEST AERICAINE 
(UEMOA) 

La toute jeune UEMOA nee en 1994 est engagee avec ses 8 pays membres dans un 
processus d'integration un petit peu different de celui de l'Union Europeenne. 
En effet, l'integration monetaire est de facto realisee par la preexistence d'une 
monnaie unique le Franc CFA gere par une Banque Centrale sous-regionale uni
que la bceao, rattachee par une parite fixe au Franc fran^ais jusqu'en 1998 (IFF = 
100 FCFA) puis Ä l'Euro Ä partir de 1999 (1 Euro = 655,957 FCFA). Cette integration 
monetaire existait depuis les independances africaines des annees 60 au moyen 
d'une autre parite fixe avec le FF (IFF =50 FCFA) anterieure Ä la grande devalua
tion de 1994. 

L'existence d'une parite fixe entre le FCFA et l'Euro est ä double tranchant: 
1 d'une part, eile est un facteur de stabilite rassurant pour les Operateurs 

economiques et les investisseurs etrangers mieux ä meme de calculer ä moyen 
terme la rentabilite de leurs activites du fait de la disparition du risque de 
change; 

2 d'autre part, eile prive la BCEAO de la maitrise de la politique du taux de 
change qui pourrait etre utile compte-tenu des caracteristiques economiques 
fort differentes de la zone Euro et de la zone FCFA et la contraint Ä veiller Ä la 
defense de cette parite au moyen des autres armes monetaires et financieres ä 
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sa disposition parfois utilisees de maniere penalisante pour un financement 
optimal de l'economie sous-regionale. 

Nonobstant ce constat, l'integration teste ä approfondir entre des economies 
nationales ouest Africaines souvent plus concurrentes que complementaires en 
raison du developpement insuffisant et de la faible diversification de leurs appa-
reils productifs respectifs. Avec une telle evolution historique recente, il apparait 
clairement que l information statistique harmonisee concerne principalement 
les domaines monetaires et financiers et secondairement le domaine economi
que stricto sensu. 

Pourtant depuis plusieurs annees, dans le cadre de Fexercice de surveillance 
multilaterale decoulant de la mise en oeuvre du Traite, la Commission de I'UEMOA 

a entrepris le chantier de l'harmonisation de l'information statistique au sein de 
la sous-region grace aussi au soutien de financements exterieurs, notamment en 
provenance de l'Union Europeenne. Des progres sensibles ont ete realises dans 
les domaines des statistiques de finances publiques, de l'indice harmonise des 
prix ä la consommation des menages urbains, d une meilleure connaissance du 
secteur informel, d'une meilleure comparabilite des PIB nationaux. 

D'autres domaines auraient du ou devraient avancer plus vite comme 1 agri
culture mais l'information statistique y coüte eher ou encore le commerce exte-
rieur oü les resultats obtenus ne sont peut-etre pas encore ä la hauteur des espoirs 
entrevus dans le passe en depit d'outils techniques disponibles a priori interes-
sants. Des chantiers sont engages dans les domaines du suivi harmonise de la 
production industrielle et de l'analyse sous-regionale de la conjoncture, ainsi que 
de celui relatif aux indicateurs de competitivite et devraient se poursuivre dans 
la periode ä venir. 

En effet, l'information statistique harmonisee dans des domaines strategiques 
de plus en plus etendus peut considerablement eclairer les decideurs en mettant 
en evidence la possibilite de complementarite ou de synergies entre les differen-
tes economies nationales ouest africaines de maniere ä les faire petit ä petit ren-
trer dans des strategies de gagnant-gagnant favorisant les transferts et les partages 
de souverainete comme cela a pu etre observe dans l'evolution de TUE. 

La fabrication et la mise ä disposition de l'information statistique : Un chantier 
technique important du processus d'integration 
Pour fabriquer et mettre ä disposition des decideurs de l'information statistique 
harmonisee pertinente et utilisable dans le processus de decision economique 
aux niveaux sous-regional et national, il ne suffit pas de faire des questionnaires. 
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des enquetes, des traitements et des calculs et de communiquer les resultats qui 
sortent de tout le processus de fabrication traditionnelle des statistiques. 
En effet, il faut faire des efforts considerables en amont pour preparer le travail 
et esperer atteindre au mieux le resultat recherche : 
- harmoniser les concepts et les definitions pour etre ä peu pres sür d'utiliser un 

langage statistique commun au niveau de la sous-region meme si des raffine-
ments peuvent etre definis pour des besoins particuliers au niveau national ; 

- harmoniser les nomenclatures pour apprehender la realite des faits economi-
ques et monetaires en respectant les memes principes generaux de classifica
tion au niveau sous-regional quitte ä approfondir au niveau national la ou 
cela apparait necessaire pour mettre en evidence une specificite economique 
ou monetaire ; 

- harmoniser au besoin les methodologies d enquete, de collecte, de traitement, 
de presentation des donnees (et metadonnees) nationales ; 

- I'harmoniser les protocoles de transmission, de stockage et d'acces aux don
nees (et metadonnees) nationales et (sous-) regionales. 

De fait, tous ces efforts prealables un peu obscurs participent eux-aussi au pro
cessus d integration lui-meme et recevant I'appui determine des decideurs natio-
naux montre leur engagement veritable et permanent ä poursuivre l oeuvre 
commune. 

Quelques exemples dans le cas de l'Union Europeenne 
Au niveau de TUE, des efforts tres importants d'harmonisation ont ete realises 
dans le domaine des nomenclatures : 
- comme Celles du commerce exterieur avec l'adoption de la Nomenclature 

Combinee qui est la version europeenne harmonisee affinee du Systeme Har
monisee quitte ä ce que chaque Etat membre approfondisse pour ces propres 
besoins certaines positions les plus fines ; 

- ou Celles de la comptabilite nationale avec l'adoption de la Nomenclature 
d'Activites de la Communaute Europeenne (NACE rev.i) et de la nomencla
ture CPA associee des produits pour la confection des comptes de branches, 
des equilibres ressources-emplois et plus generalement des tableaux entrees-
sorties. 

Ou dans le domaine des bases de donnees harmonisees : 
- comme celle du commerce exterieur COMEX ; 
- ou celle d un tres grand nombre de series statistiques new cronos. 
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Quelques exemples dans le cas de l'Union Economique et Monetaire Ouest 
Africaine 
Au niveau de I'UEMOA, des efforts tres importants d'harmonisation ont ete rea
lises dans le domaine des nomenclatures notamment avec Fappui de l'observa-
toire AFRISTAT : 
- comme Celles des fbnctions de consommation et des produits de consomma-

tion associes en relation avec Tetablissement d un indice harmonise des prix ä 
la consommation ; 

- ou celles de la comptabilite nationale avec l'adoption de la Nomenclature 
d'Activites des Etats Membres d AFRISTAT (naema) et la Nomenclature asso-
ciee de Produits des Etats Membres d AFRISTAT (NOPEMA) pour la confection 
des comptes de branches, des equilibres ressources-emplois et plus generale-
ment des tableaux entrees-sorties. 

Ou des protocoles de transmission des donnees entre les pays membres et la 
Commission de I'UEMOA. 

De l'impact des crises « methodologiques » sur le processus d'integration 
Au fil du processus d'integration, il est possible de se rendre compte que tel ou 
tel pays membre ne respecte pas sciemment ou non (ou en tout cas ne semble 
pas appliquer strictement) les memes concepts harmonises, les memes nomen
clatures, les memes methodologies d'enquete, de traitement, de presentation des 
donnees (ou metadonnees) harmonisees ou bien les memes protocoles de trans
mission, d'archivage et d'acces aux donnees (ou metadonnees) harmonisees. 

Un tel constat doit conduire dans un premier temps ä une clarification pour 
savoir si ce comportement deviant par rapport ä la norme communement accep-
tee est du ä une incomprehension, ä une erreur d'application ou bien ä une tenta
tive plus ou moins deliberee de falsification des performances dans les domaines 
incrimines. Autant les deux premieres causes, incomprehension ou erreur d'ap
plication, quoique dommageables dans un premier temps sont normalement 
facilement reparables, il n'en va pas de meme de la troisieme ä savoir une tenta
tive plus ou moins deliberee de falsification qui elle met ä mal la confiance par-
tagee et done le processus d'integration lui-meme. 

Ceci peut deboucher sur une crise « methodologique » qui peut inciter la col-
lectivite des Etats membres et en general la Commission agissant en leur nom ä 
proposer une clarification des procedures ä appliquer et si necessaire une revision 
des criteres de performances exiges si la crise a pu reveler entre autres l inade-
quation de telle ou telle recommandation methodologique pour tel ou tel pays 
membre confronte ä une situation particuliere donnee, qui n'avait pas ete suffi-
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samment anticipee.Dans le cas de TUE, la revision en mars 2005 des criteres du 
Pacte de Stabilite a tenu : 
- en tres grande partie de la trop grande rigidite qui lui etait reproche ä savoir 

de s'appliquer integralement quelle que soit la conjoncture rencontree par les 
Etats membres et les charges extraordinaires que certains avaient ä supporter 
par rapport ä d'autres ; 

- en petite partie aussi d'une meilleure precision des elements effectifs ä prendre 
en compte pour apprecier les deficits publics de maniere ä limiter au maxi
mum la tentation de certains Etats membres ä jouer ä cache-cache autour des 
definitions, des concepts et des methodes harmonises. 

Le jaillissement contemporain des TIC : une opportunite technique 
considerable a saisir 

Souvent la contribution des TIC au developpement fait debat notamment les 
pays pauvres, en raison de leur coüt non negligeable et de la necessite d'une 
bonne maitrise technique des appareils, des logiciels et des reseaux utilises. Mais 
ce debat concerne le theme plus general de la societe de l'information dans ces 
pays et de l'acces des plus demunis. 

Concernant l'information statistique harmonisee au service du processus 
d'integration economique et monetaire, il est clair que nous avons du cote de sa 
fabrication et de sa mise ä disposition, un personnel a priori bien forme et par-
faitement ä meme d'utiliser au mieux ces Tic au moyen de recyclages reguliers 
tenant compte des evolutions technologiques recentes. II n'en va pas forcement 
de meme au niveau des differentes categories d'utilisateurs et il est done tout ä 
fait strategique que la mise ä disposition de l'information statistique harmonisee 
puisse se presenter sous des formes tres accessibles et facilement interpretables 
sans risque de contresens economique ou d'interpretation erronee. 

De plus, les TIC accelerent les echanges techniques et favorisent la transpa
rence entre les producteurs nationaux de l'information statistique harmonisee 
et peuvent done permettre une adoption plus rapide de concepts, nomencla
tures ou methodes harmonisees. Elles diminuent le besoin de nombreuses reu
nions techniques consacrees auparavant ä ces echanges pour centrer les reunions 
techniques persistantes sur les questions de validation definitive des concepts, 
nomenclatures ou methodes harmonises proposees tout au long du processus 
d'integration et l'accompagnant. 

Enfin, les TIC peuvent faciliter l'archivage partage et facilement accessible Ä 
moindre coüt de l'ensemble des donnees (et metadonnees) harmonisees, orga-
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nisant ainsi une memoire permanente commune et partagee du chantier de l'in-
formation statistique harmonisee. 

Cette capacite d'organisation structuree et puissante de la memoire statistique 
harmonisee commune est tout ä fait fondamentale pour la reussite du processus 
d'integration qui s'etale normalement sur de nombreuses annees et plus proba-
blement des decennies. 

Conclusions 

Les (sous-)regions africaines doivent pouvoir profiter pleinement du jaillisse-
ment recent des TIC pour remporter, au moyen d une information statistique 
harmonisee et en perfectionnement constant, le defi contemporain de l'integra-
tion economique et monetaire sans doute seule ä meme d'accroitre leur poids et 
leur influence dans un monde globalise peuple de grands acteurs economiques 
puissants et informes. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Les femmes et reconomie de Tinformation 

Opportune Santos 

« L'egalite1 entre les sexes ne signifie, en aucune fa^on similitude entre hommes 
et femmes mais renvoie plutot ä l'egalite de droits, de participation, de chances, 
d'acces et de controle sur les ressources. » 

Introduction 

Les technologies de rinformation et de la communication ont change notre 
fa^on de travailler, notre fa^on de vivre. L'intrusion de cette technologic dans 
la vie privee et/ou personnelle2 defie la notion de temps, et de l'espace. Pour 
prendre un exemple significatif, eile a rendu possible le travail a domicile pour 
certaines femmes professionnelles. Celles-ci peuvent dorenavant mieux partager 
leur temps entre le travail domestique et l'exercice d une profession grace ä la 
presence d un ordinateur et d une connexion Internet. 

Par ailleurs ä l'heure de la telephonic mobile, partout et ä tout moment cha-
que personne, qui le souhaite, peut etre facilement joignable. 

Le phenomene de la telephonic mobile contribue ainsi ä Famelioration des 
pratiques commercials de nombreuses femmes africaines : il leur fait gagner du 
temps, de l'argent et rend le travail moins penible. 

Ces situations ne rendent cependant pas compte de toute la realite de la rela
tion femme et TIC caracterisee par une double fracture : la fracture numerique 
Nord/Sud et la fracture homme/femme. Les femmes africaines, chacun le sait, 
contribuent au PNB dans une proportion significative depassant souvent 25 % 
sans que cela ne soit reconnue et valorisee. 

Levolution recente de leurs activites tend ä montrer qu'elles ont acquis de 
nouvelles competences et developpe de nouvelles opportunites en s'appropriant 

1 Commission economique pour l'Afrique, Indice de developpement et des inegalites 
entre les sexes en Afrique, Pi 

2 il n'est pas banal de le rappeler dans le contexte africain 
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peu Ä peu ies TIC. Elles apparaissent des lors comme le groupe cible ideal capable 
d'oeuvrer ä la fois pour la reduction de la pauvrete et de la fracture numerique. 

Notre preoccupation est de proposer une reflexion pratique en rappelant le 
vecu des femmes organisees ou isolees, en soulignant les contraintes et les limites 
des TIC et enfin en esquissant quelques perspectives pour les femmes. 

Une initiative organisee en faveur des femmes entrepreneurs africaines; le 
RIFED3 

L'IDEE DU RIFED 

Tout est parti d'un voyage d'etude en Asie pour une vingtaine de femmes africai
nes entrepreneurs avec Tappui du PNUD4 et de la CEA.5 

II y a eu le voyage lui-meme qui a permis de decouvrir et de constater que les 
femmes en Inde ou au Sri-Lanka vivant des conditions proches de celles que les 
femmes connaissent en Afrique, pouvaient mettre en oeuvre des strategies effica-
ces pour promouvoir leurs entreprises et/ou leurs affaires. 

Ii y a eu ensuite la restitution des acquis, l'occasion de collecter les impres
sions, de se remettre en question, d'exprimer des choix et de prendre des reso
lutions. Et c'est ainsi quest apparue l idee de creer plusieurs centres d'appui au 
developpement des entreprises pour les femmes ä l'instar de ceux qui existent en 
Asie. Pour ce faire, une etude prealable s'averait necessaire pour bien definir les 
contours d une telle initiative. 

Cette etude de faisabilite lancee en 1999 par la CEA a effectivement permis 
de verifier le niveau d'organisation des associations de femmes entrepreneurs 
en tant que structure professionnelle d'appui et de solidarite ä l'entrepreneuriat 
dans des contextes socio-economiques et politiques tres contrastes. L'evaluation 
qui a ete faite des services d'accompagnement offerts par les structures etatiques 
et les institutions non gouvernementales habilitees ä cet effet a revele de grandes 
insuffisances. Qui plus est, l'acces des femmes entrepreneurs ä un ensemble de 
facilites dont celle de l information ne semblait pas etre dans les priorites des dif-
ferents agendas et pourtant le document de Beijing +5 avait dejä declare qu'une 
composante fondamentale et necessaire du developpement est de veiller ä ce que 

3 RIFED : Reseau d'Information des Femmes Entrepreneurs pour le Developpement. 
4 PNUD : Programme des Nations Unies pour le Developpement. 
5 CEA : Commission Economique pour I'Afrique 
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les femmes jouissent de l'egalite des chances en matiere d'acces ä la science et ä 
la technologic. 

Malgre les coüts prohibitifs des communications (abonnement et connexion 
Internet, et des equipements), les conclusions et recommandadons de l'etude 
etaient favorables ä la mise en place des centres d'information et de forma
tion pour les femmes, dans l'ensemble des pays cibles en Afrique de l'Est et de 
l'Ouest. 

Un tel choix s'est impose par le dynamisme des femmes elles-memes et par les 
difficultes qu'elles rencontrent pour tirer le meilleur parti de leur ingeniosite. En 
effet, ä la faveur des progres accomplis au niveau de l'amelioration du Statut de la 
femme et des effets positifs de la mondialisation, les femmes entrepreneurs sont 
beaucoup plus presentes aux differents rendez-vous continentaux et internatio-
naux, saisissant ces nouvelles opportunites, pour echanger avec leurs consoeurs 
des autres continents, et pour mettre en place des strategies d'appui ä des activi-
tes commercials et/ou au developpement de leurs affaires. Depuis une dizaine 
d'annees il n'est plus surprenant de rencontrer des femmes africaines dans des 
foires et salons internationaux exposant ou vendant des produits artisanaux, du 
tissu ä des prix souvent peu remunerateurs, parce que ces produits bien que 
parfois originaux n'avaient aucune valeur ajoutee en termes de finition, d'em-
ballage, de creativite. Tres souvent, ces produits ne respectent pas les normes de 
securite et de qualite. Par ailleurs, les strategies de vente paraissent inadequates : 
les femmes se contentent de ventes ponctuelles, et sans aucune perspective pour 
le moyen et le long termes et sans organisation durable susceptible de faciliter 
l'evolution de leurs affaires. 

Edifices par toutes ces nouvelles experiences et ces enjeux mondiaux qu'elles 
decouvrent, qu'elles tentent d'apprehender, et de maitriser, elles ont compris que 
la creation d'un reseau d'information est ä meme d'apporter des debuts de solu
tion ä certains de leurs problemes. 

MISSION ET OBJECTIFS DU RIFED 

Le RIFED est une Strategie electronique au service des femmes pour leur develop
pement personnel et celui de leurs affaires. 

La mission premiere du RIFED est de contribuer ä la reduction de la pauvrete 
en Afrique, par le renforcement des capacites techniques et/ou des pouvoirs eco-
nomiques des femmes en s'appuyant davantage sur les technologies de l'informa
tion et de la communication. De cette mission decoulent des objectifs : 
- de formation et d'information ; 
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- de recherche et de mise ä disposition des opportunites de formation, d'echan 
ges economiques techniques et commerciales ; 

- de renforcement des capacites de production des entreprises ; 
- de mise ä la disposition de ses membres d'une base de donnees. 

CONTEND DU PROGRAMME DU RIFED 

Le RIFED apparait, en definitive, comme une initiative qui se preoccupe avant 
tout de mettre I'information ressource economique ä la portee des femmes entre
preneurs, sachant par ailleurs que cette ressource existe en abondance et qu'une 
des contraintes essentielles est de la trouver au bon moment. 

Ainsi con^u le RIFED voudrait eviter aux femmes de rechercher I'information 
par elles-memes : elles n'auront plus Ä cliquer et « recliquer » en vain. Le RIFED 
leur propose un produit fini pret ä etre consomme. 

Le reseau est un relais technique entre les femmes et/ou les entreprises mem
bres et le monde des affaires, il organise des activites d'interet commun et facilite 
la communication entre ses membres. 

Le RIFED est compose d une liste electronique des membres, d un site Web 
relie ä une base qui est le lieu de capitalisation de toutes les informations utiles 
et pertinentes relative au secteur de predilection des femmes (petites industries 
agro-alimentaire, textile et artisanat) 

Les opportunites existent, les trouver et les saisir ä temps constituent une 
autre defi. Les femmes entrepreneurs africaines sont de plus en plus conscientes 
que pour etre performantes et competitives sur les marches nationaux et inter-
nationaux, elles doivent etre d une part bien informees et d autre part capables 
d'obtenir des appuis techniques tel que la formation adaptee, des appui-accom-
pagnements, soutenus et parfois personnalises. 

Les structures d'encadrement en s'appuyant sur leurs sites Web et leurs bases 
de donnees, et sur la liste electronique de leurs membres comme le RIFED le fait 
seront en mesure d'offrir des ressources, des competentes, des astuces en ligne 
sur ; 
- La gestion des affaires, les informations fiscales, les plan d'affaires, les conseils 

juridiques en ligne et parfois personnalises ; 
- le renforcement des capacites de production et ou de transformation sur la 

base des conseils dans le domaines des techniques appropriees sur le plan de 
l'equipement industriel ( choix du materiel approprie identification des fabri-
cants) : 
- La recherche de nouveaux marches local, sous regionaux et internatio-

naux ; 
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- Sur les salons et foires internationaux auxquels les membres pourraient 
prendre prendre ; 

- La recherche de financement, la gestion des transfert de Fonds ; 
- Le e-commerce. 

L'integration des TIC dans la gestion des affaires 

Les femmes peuvenr-elles vraiment utiliser les TIC? II semble que non, des ana
lyses ont abondamment explique et donne differentes raisons. Elles sont d'ordre 
economique, social, psychologique et politique. Malgre ces freins, il y a des utili
sations spontanees qui se sont imposees aux femmes comme des solutions reelles 
ä leurs difficultes de communication. Regardons autour de nous tout simple-
ment: quels sont les canaux que les femmes utilisent au quotidien? 

LE COURRIER ELECTRONIQUE 

Appele aussi « courriel » qui prend appui sur I'lnternet, la liste electronique, le 
site Web. C'est un excellent moyen de communication malgre les coüts trop 
eleve d acquisition du materiel de base. 

Le taux de penetration I'lnternet reste intimement lie ä celui du telephone qui 
est dejä bien faible. Les femmes qui disposent de ce moyen de communication 
ou qui l utilise frequemment sont en rapport avec des reseaux il en existe plu-
sieurs qui se proposent de faciliter les echanges sur divers sujets dont les droits 
des femmes, la sante des femmes, l'entrepreneuriat des femmes etc. 

Les reseaux en portant leur choix sur ce type de moyen de communication 
compte en grande partie sur l'acces individuel de quelques femmes ä I'lnternet. 
Le RIFED par exemple encourage certaines femmes entrepreneurs Ä utiliser I'ln
ternet parce que la nature de leurs activites et l'importance de leur chiffre d'affai
res montrent qu'elles peuvent passer ä une vitesse superieure et tirer un meilleur 
profit d un Statut d'entreprise formel au lieu de s'accrocher au secteur informel. 

Les reseaux tels que le RIFED, FEMNET,6 et la Toile des femmes comptent sur 
les associations de femmes pour faciliter l'acces d un plus grand nombre de fem
mes ä I'lnternet. Au nombre de ces associations on peut citer les associations 
de femmes chefs d'entreprises et/ou d'affaires, les cooperatives et les Ong d'en-
cadrement, notamment celles qui menent des activites dans les domaines du 

6 FEMNET : Reseau Femme Communication et Developpement en Afrique 
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micro credit, de la vulgarisation des droits des femmes, ou encore des institu
tions comme les Chambres et de l'Industrie. 

Les formules d'acces ä l'Internet par les cyber espaces prives existent et se 
multiplient dans les grandes villes africaines. Cependant, leur nombre reste 
insuffisant et ces cyber espaces demeurent finalement des endroits pas toujours 
facilement accessibles. Ces services des cyber espaces sont non seulement payants 
mais apparaissent de plus en plus comme des lieux beaucoup plus investis par les 
hommes et les jeunes excluant implicitement les femmes. 

Des formules interessantes sont alors proposees aux femmes comme des alter
natives ; il s'agit notamment d'encourager la creation de telecentres et de nou-
velles antennes RIFED pour femmes dans les villes principales et secondaires de 
Finterieur des pays pour democratiser I'acces femmes ä l'Internet. 

LA TELEPHONIE MOBILE 

Quant ä eile demeure une solution coüteuse meme apres les efforts sensibles faits 
dans plusieurs pays pour en reduire les coüts et les tarifs de communication. Elle 
offre des avantages incontestables aux femmes de tous les niveaux, alphabetes 
et analphabetes et de tous les milieux. L'impact de 1'utilisation de la telephonie 
mobile sur le chiffre d'affaires des femmes entrepreneurs devra faire l'objet d'une 
etude afin que Ton puisse apprecier les changements induits par ce moyen de 
communication. 

Les trois exemples proposes permettent d'illustrer et d'apprecier les perfor
mances et le degre d'appropriation de ce moyen de communication par les fem
mes : 

Exemple i 
La telephonie mobile influence l'offre et la demande sur les marches locaux. 
Selon le service de gestion des marche de la municipalite de Lome. Les marches 
de Lome, au Togo drainent par jour une population plus de quarante mille per-
sonnes. 80 ä 90% de cette population qui frequente et passe une grande de leur 
temps sur les marches sont des femmes. Ces femmes pour la plupart analphabe
tes ou d un niveau d'education tres faible, ont adopte le telephone mobile. Cela 
leur permet de mieux speculer sur les prix, d'elargir leur rayon d'activites au delä 
des frontieres. Elles se deplacent moins, gagnent du temps et sont surtout moins 
epuisees ä la fin de leur journee. 
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La « nanette »7 « petite nana benz » importatrice de tissu pagne et grossiste 
peut dorenavant centraliser les commandes des demi-grossistes et des detaillan-
tes par telephone mobile. Elle est egalement en contact avec « ses clientes » des 
pays etrangers qui commandent et s'assurent de la disponibilite de la marchan-
dise avant de quitter leurs pays. 

Le telephone mobile cesse d'etre un objet de prestige pour devenir un outil de 
travail au service de la nanette et de la fille portefaix.8 

Exemple 2 
La telephonic mobile rapproche la productrice du consommateur et influence 
positivement le revenu de la femme. 

La femme rurale productrice de tubercules, par exemple avait jusque la subi 
la loi des revendeuses intermediaires qui vont de province en province acheter 
les tubercules ä des prix tres bas pour les revendre beaucoup plus eher. Grace au 
telephone mobile elle peut desormais interroger des personnes se trouvant sur 
les marches de la capitale pour connaitre les cours et fixer un prix plus remune-
rateur et plus equitable. Ce changement de Strategie a un impact positif sur les 
revenus de la productrice qui ameliore le niveau de vie de sa famille et renforce 
ses moyens de production. 

Exemple 5 
La telephonic mobile au secours du commerce sous regional des femmes d'affai
res de l'Afrique de l'Ouest. 

Le commerce sous regional des fruits et legumes qui s'est installe entre les 
femmes du Sahel et Celles de la cote ouest africaine adopte une demarche « inte-
grateur ». Ce type de commerce qui s'improvise ä chaque saison sans aucun 
appui (des Etats et des organisations sous regionales). Chaque annee les femmes 
se mettent sur les routes, « squattant » les camions des grands transporteurs de la 
sous region pour convoyer leurs fruits et legumes qui sont des denrees perissables 
qu'elles retrocedent ä d'autres femmes dans les differentes capitales. 
a La telephonic mobile plus que tout autre canal a trouve une niche aussi dans 

ce circuit commercial, elle est entree dans les habitudes, facilitant toutes sortes 
d'arrangements et de transactions. 

7 Les nanettes designe la deuxieme generation des nana benz e'est - ä dire leurs filles, ces 
dernieres qui ne se cantonnent plus qua la vente du tissu pagne. 

8 La fille portefaix e'est celle dont l'activite consiste ä transporter les marchandises 
d un point ä i'autre du marche toute la journee. Generalement eile est saisonniere et 
regagne son village apres quelques mois d'activites en ville. 
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b La telephonic mobile lä ou il n'y a pas de telephone fixe elle le remplace vala-
blement surtout dans beaucoup de families. La telephonie mobile pour les 
personnes qui peuvent y acceder rapproche et resserre les liens familiaux. Cela 
ne signifie pas que tout est devenu accessible. 

c Lutilisation des TIC en Afrique connait des avancees positives. Les femmes. 
essayent de titer les avantages et de saisir les nouvelles opportunites au niveau 
de leur travail professionnel et sur la plan social. Les obstacles ä l'acces ä l'eco-
nomie de l'information des femmes subsistent ä plusieurs niveaux. 

Les contraintes liees Ä l'acces et/ou l utilisation des TIC par les femmes 

Les contraintes existent et sont de plusieurs ordres. Elles ont pour effet de mar-
ginaliser les efforts notables pour une appropriation effective et generalisee des 
TIC par les femmes. 

Les contraintes d'ordre personnel : sont liees d une part au manque et/ou au 
faible niveau d'education, et d'autre part ä la technophobie. Les femmes africai-
nes sont generalement plus technophobes que les hommes mais il s'agit en realite 
d un sentiment passager, une fois que la resistance entretenue par la peur de ne 
pas etre capable est vaincue, cette crainte disparait. 

Les contraintes d'ordre financier sont celles qui ont trait ä l'inaccessibilite 
aux infrastructures de base ä cause des coüts d'acquisition tres eleves. Ces infras
tructures se composent des equipements de base des logiciels, des connexions, 
la contrainte financiere parait plus difficile ä surmonter tant que les Etats ne pas 
decident pas d en faire une priorite en adoptant des mesures de nature ä reduire 
les coüts par une politique adequate de defiscalisation. 

Les limites sociales se traduisent par I'absence quasi totale de politique de 
developpement de services de proximite prives et/ou communautaires. II en 
resulte que toute une frange de la population se trouve prive de l'acces aux faci-
lites offertes par les TIC. 

Somme toute, routes ces contraintes qu'elles soient financieres techniques ou 
sociales, ne paraissent pas insurmontables, elles traduisent routes un manque de 
volonte politique reelle des decideurs ou un choix anachronique de gouvernants 
qui pensent sans doute qu'ils peuvent privet encore les femmes et les hommes de 
leurs pays des progres et des facilites technologiques. 

Les femmes se doivent d'integrer les spheres de decision pour influencer favo-
rablement les decisions et les strategies. Elles doivent egalement s'engager dans le 
plaidoyer pour la prise en compte du genre dans les politiques de TIC. 
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Conclusion 

Les experiences des femmes et particulierement des femmes entrepreneurs dans 
le domaine de rappropriation de la telephonic mobile, les experiences reussies 
de la tele medecine, de la tele education sont tres edifiantes et porteuses d'espoir 
quant ä la capacite d'adaptation des femmes aux TIC des lors que les conditions 
favorables sont creees. 

On peut alors affirmer sans se tromper que la reduction de la fracture numeri-
que et partant de la pauvrete, ne pourra se faire sans la contribution des femmes. 
Ii suffira de mettre en application les differentes recommandations et resolutions 
visant Ä creer un environnement favorable au developpement des TIC avec I'ac-
cord et le soutien des dirigeants. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Statistical Information and the African Banking Sector 

Sheku A.F. Bangura1 

Introduction 

The theme, information as an economic resource, and in particular, as it relates 
to specific sectors, is the focus of this chapter. These days, our economies can 
only function efficiently if the public, markets and policy-markers are appro
priately informed about developments in various sectors. The appropriateness 
of the overall objectives of CODI-IV, which are to increase the understanding of 
the key role of data and information in planning and implementing government 
and its sectoral programmes and examining and investigating the opportunities 
offered by the information economy in relation to the African continent, need 
not be overemphasised. 

In this chapter, my focus will be on the banking sector. I will attempt to dem
onstrate how statistical information is critical for banking and more broadly, for 
monetary and financial activities and highlight the limitations and challenges 
faced in providing them. 

Sector Definition, Structure, Objectives and Stylised Facts 

In order to characterise the role of statistical information in the banking sector, 
it would be useful to appreciate in a succinct manner the structure of the sec
tor, its objectives and some stylised facts about how the banking industry has 
evolved in recent years including the challenges they pose for attainment of sec
tor objectives. 

1 Author is Principal Economist and Head, Statistical Division at the West African 
Monetary Institute in Accra, Ghana. Views expressed in this chapter are personal to 
the author and not the official position of the Institute. Please address any questions, 
comments or suggestions to the author at sbangura@wami-imao.org. 

mailto:sbangura@wami-imao.org
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According to the Monetary and Financial Statistics Manual (2000), the banking 
sector consists of all resident corporations mainly engaged in financial interme
diation in any given economy.2 These corporations consist of the central bank, 
which is the national financial institution that exercises control over key aspects 
of the financial system and other depository corporations (such as commercial 
banks, merchant banks, savings banks, credit unions, credit cooperatives, rural 
and agricultural banks, etc), which are principally engaged in the allocation of 
savings to investment opportunities (financial intermediation) in the interest of 
making profits. Although the focus of this chapter is on the banking sector, there 
is the broader concept that cannot be omitted in a discussion of this nature, the 
financial sector, which in addition to the banking sector, includes other financial 
corporations (such as insurance corporations and pension funds, brokers, public 
exchange and securities markets etc).3 However, in the context of our continent, 
the banking industry in most countries carries the greater share of the financial 
system and largely influences financial intermediation. 

The task of financial intermediation is well promoted in a stable operating 
environment for the institutional units engaged in such activity. Therefore, the 
central bank, which is the monetary authority that oversees the banking sector, 
has as its principal responsibility the job of ensuring monetary and financial sec
tor stability in order to create the enabling environment for financial intermedia
tion.4 For the depository corporations that mainly deposit in money banks, their 
principal objective is undertaking financial intermediation to make profits and 
increase their shareholders' value. For both fields of activities, sound and broad 
statistical bases are needed. As Jean-Claude Triebet (2004) put it, the importance 

2 Where financial intermediation is defined as a productive activity in which these 
corporations raise funds by incurring liabilities on their own accounts for the purpose 
of channelling the funds to other institutional units by way of lending or otherwise 
acquiring financial assets. 

3 Definitions of these institutional categorisations are covered in detail in the Monetary 

and Financial Statistics Manual (2000). 
4 By definition, monetary stability is a synonym for price stability, where price stability 

refers to a stable price level or low level of inflation. According to Mishkin (1991), 
financial stability is defined as the prevalence of a financial system, which is able to 
ensure in a lasting manner, and without disruption, an efficient allocation of savings 
to investment opportunities. Padoa-Schioppa (2002:21) offered a similar definition of 
financial stability, stressing the shock resilience and payment-processing dimension. 
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of official monetary, financial and other economic statistics should not be under
estimated in the banking field.5 

The importance of statistics for banking or more broadly monetary and finan
cial activities have gained more attention because of the structural changes the 
banking industry has been going through over the last three decades. These 
changes have posed costs, threats and challenges to the safeguard of the banking 
sector or more broadly, financial sector stability. 

The world seems to be continually beset by banking crises of one nature or the 
other. The problems of the 1980s and 1990s have been described as more severe 
than at any time before. In 1996, the IMF estimated that about 130 countries had 
experienced banking crises since 1980. This situation may have improved now 
given the various efforts at understanding their causes and developing frame
works to detect and address them before they set in. 

Still, difficulties exist in detecting banking crises because of the increasing 
international nature of banking business, increasing integration of international 
financial markets, deregulation and openness to international competition, tech
nological improvements and consolidation of banks. Although there is a plus 
side to these developments, they create a new problem, contagion. Several empir
ical studies have highlighted these concerns, to mention two, Kaminsky and 
Reinhart (1998) and Sachs, Tornell and Valasco (1996). 

The Importance of Statistical Information for Banking and Financial 
Sector Activities 

In demonstrating the importance of statistics in banking and broadly, monetary 
and financial activities, I shall cover how statistics are used to achieve the objec
tives of the various players in the sector, given the new environment — the mon
etary authority (central bank), the depository corporations and the public. 

Role of Statistics in Central Banking 
As noted above, the central bank is the key authority that oversees the banking 
sector and is concerned with the overall stability of the financial sector and the 
efficiency of financial intermediation of the banking sector, in particular. It pur
sues these objectives by implementing monetary policy and undertaking bank-

5 Trichet, J-C (2004). Euro area statistics and their use for ECB policy making: Opening 
address. Delivered at the second ECB conference on statistics, 22-23 April 2004. 
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ing supervision. Sound statistics provide the backbone for carrying out these 
activities. 

Monetary Policy Formulation and Implementation 

To decipher the role monetary policy can play in influencing the economy, mon
etary policy makers need to understand how the economy works. For this, central 
bank economists develop models and use statistical data to estimate parameters 
of the models. Only on the basis of a thorough understanding of the economic 
relationships and interdependencies can a decision be made on the right instru
ments to influence the economy. Once an understanding of the workings of the 
economy is established, relevant cyclical information to make the right decision 
comes into play. Such information tells us where we stand, the decision to take 
and the timing of such decisions. 

For this, the economic and financial statistics supporting the economic anal
ysis include, for example, the main aggregates of the national accounts, gov
ernment finance statistics, short-term business and labour market indicators, 
exchange rates, interest rates, the balance of payments, and financial market 
statistics. All of these statistics help to assess the dynamics of the real economy 
activity and the likely development of prices over the shorter horizon. 

A comprehensive monetary analysis focusing on money and liquidity con
siderations in the economy is also important for monetary policy purposes. Key 
liquidity indicators such as central bank credit to financial institutions, depos
its as a share of monetary aggregates, and loans to deposit ratios, are important 
for liquidity management. For example, a large increase in central bank credit 
to banks and other financial institutions as a proportion of their capital or their 
liabilities often reflects severe liquidity problems in the financial system. In addi
tion, a decline in the ratio of deposit to broad money may signal a loss of confi
dence and liquidity problems in the banking system. It could also indicate that 
non-bank financial institutions are more efficient in that they offer more finan
cial products. All of these statistics could be sourced from the detailed consoli
dated balance sheets of the banking system. 

Monitoring of Financial Soundness 

The soundness of financial institutions is a key part of the infrastructure for strong 
macroeconomic performance and effective monetary policy at the national level. 
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Hence, central banks and governments are paying increasing attention to moni
toring the health and efficiency of the financial institutions and markets as well 
as to macroeconomic and institutional developments that pose risks to financial 
stability. 

Recent efforts at developing indicators of financial system soundness are 
instructive demonstrations of the importance of statistical information for the 
banking sector. The microprudential indicators that are based on the so-called 
CAMEL framework are well supported by both the theoretical and empirical lit
erature on financial system instability or soundness.6 They are a core set of sta
tistical information reflecting the health of financial institutions and provide 
incentives to encourage prudent behaviour on the part of individual participants 
or institutions in the financial system. They provide support to the internal gov
ernance of financial institutions, public sector oversight and market discipline. 
These statistics provide a measure of the financial strength of the banking sector 
as well as the basis for assessing the vulnerabilities of the sector. They include 
the capital adequacy indicators, asset quality indicators, management soundness 
indicators, earnings and profitability indicators, and liquidity and market risk 
indicators that are largely derived from the balance sheets of banks. Though not 
exhaustive, the specific uses of some of these indicators in assessing the banking 
sector soundness are elaborated below. 

Measures of Financial Sector Strength 

Information on capital adequacy and availability helps in determining the 
robustness of financial institutions. The most commonly used indicator is the 
aggregate risk-based capital ratio (that is, the ratio of capital to risk-adjusted 
assets). A declining trend in this ratio may signal increased risk exposure and 
possible capital adequacy problems. In addition to capital adequacy, it may be 
useful to monitor indicators of capital quality. The theory is that, in many coun
tries, bank capital consists of different elements that have varying availability 
and capability to absorb losses. If these elements can be reported separately, they 

6 See Davis, E. Philip. (1999). Financial data needs for macroprudential surveillance 
- What are the key indicators of risks to domestic financial stability? Centre for 
Central Banking Studies. London: Bank of England; and International Monetary 
Fund. 2000a. Macroprudential Indicators of Financial System Soundness. Occasional 
Paper 192, Washington DC, April, for a concise review of the theory and empirics of 
financial instability and related indicator variables. 
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can serve as more reliable indicators of the ability of banks to withstand losses 
and help in putting overall capital ratios into context. 

Measures of Financial Sector Vulnerability 

The literature points to the importance of the quality of assets held by financial 
institutions as a measure of solvency. In fact, the reliability of capital adequacy 
depends on the reliability of asset quality indicators. As Diamond and Dybvig 
(1983) noted in their analysis of bank runs, imperfect information regarding 
banks' assets may cause panic runs on banks even if they are solvent. From the 
perspective of the lending institution, indicators such as sectoral concentration 
of credit in the economy, foreign currency-denominated lending, profile of non-
performing loans, loans outstanding to loss-making public sector entities, risk 
profile of assets, etc are important statistical information for monitoring the 
asset quality of the banking sector. 

For instance, a large concentration of aggregate credit in a specific economic 
sector or activity, especially commercial property, may signal an important vul
nerability of the financial system to development in that sector. Evidence from 
many financial crises indicates that downturns in particular sectors of the econ
omy have spilled over into the banking system through concentration of loans 
by financial institutions to those sectors. 

Information on nonperforming loans are also useful as increasing trends in 
the ratio of nonperforming loans to total loans may signal deterioration in the 
quality of credit portfolios and consequently, in the banking institutions' cash 
flow, net income and solvency. This information may be supplemented with 
information on nonperforming loans net of provisions for loan losses. It is pos
sible to determine the level of effort or the ability of financial institutions to cope 
with high nonperforming loan portfolios by monitoring information on recov
ery rates using the ratio of cash recoveries to total nonperforming loans. 

Statistical Information for Deposit Money Banks (DMB) 

As earlier noted, the objective of deposit money banks is to engage in financial 
intermediation with the aim of profit making and increasing their sharehold
ers' value. They certainly need information about their operating environment, 
in this case, the stability of the macroeconomic environment and sectors of the 
economy to invest in. The bank needs proper information on their internal man-
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agement, profitability and earnings, their asset quality and capital adequacy as 
they comply with prudential benchmarks to stay in business and guide their 
business decisions. 

Use of Macroeconomic Indicators - General Economic Statistics 

The operation of a financial system is dependent on the overall economic activ
ity and financial institutions are significantly affected by certain macroeconomic 
developments. A lot of empirical studies dating far back to Fisher (1933) and 
in the wake of the Mexican crisis in 1994 and the Asian crisis in 1997, Demir-
guc-Kunt and Detragiache (1998), Kaminsky and Reinhart (1996), and Hardy 
and Pazarbasioglu (1998) point to falling growth rates, deterioration in the bal
ance of payments, high inflation, volatile exchange rates, weak performance of 
export sectors and deterioration in terms of trade are sources of financial fragil
ity. Therefore, statistics on these indicators are very important for banking busi
ness. Low or declining growth rates for example, signals information on the 
debt servicing capacity of domestic borrowers and credit risk in the economy. A 
low ratio of international reserves to short-term liabilities is seen particularly by 
investors as a major indicator of vulnerability. Volatility in inflation makes the 
accurate assessment of credit and market risk difficult while volatility in interest 
and exchange rates are strong indicators of risks to the financial system. 

Use of Management Soundness Indicators 

In addition to statistical information on the macroeconomic environment, 
banks would need information to improve the quality of their management both 
for prudential purposes and for internal governance or evaluating their internal 
control systems. Indicators such as ratio of expenses to total revenue may show 
whether a bank is operating efficiently. A high expense ratio may mean a bank 
is not operating efficiently. Earnings per employee are measures of overstaffing. 
Another possible ratio of management soundness is the rate of expansion in the 
number of banks and other financial institutions, which indicate the level of 
competition in the banking system. 
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Information on Earnings and Profitability 

The key objective of a bank is profit making. Banks would therefore need to 
monitor profitability ratios such as returns on assets (net profit to average total 
assets) and returns on equity (net profit to average capital), which reflect the 
average return investors get from holding bank capital. Moreover, in order to 
get a clearer picture of the sustainability of profits and of the extent of risk-tak-
ing by banks, it is useful to look at the sources of profitability such as net inter
est income, commissions, trading, foreign exchange results and other operating 
income. Expense ratios can reveal sources of profitability problems. They can be 
calculated to reveal various kinds of expenses, such as staff expenses, administra
tive expenses, etc. These can be set against total income or total assets. In addi
tion to these current profitability ratios, forward looking indicators can also be 
constructed. For example, information on the customer base would signal degree 
of competitiveness of the institution and ability to foster financial deepening. 

Information from the Non-Bank Public 

The quality of the banking sector's loan portfolio is directly dependent on the 
financial health and profitability of their borrowers. Mishkin (1991) suggests that 
the well-known problems of debt contract, namely moral hazard and adverse 
selection, arising from information asymmetry between borrower and lenders 
can also account for the sharp contraction of credit and financial instability. 
Given that higher uncertainty about borrowers, which makes screening of bor
rowers by lenders difficult, increases adverse selection, information about the 
non bank public are therefore important for banking activities. 

As such, in assessing asset quality, it would be necessary to take into account 
the likelihood of the borrower to repay. Indicators such as debt-equity ratios can 
be used to monitor non-financial private sector borrowing. In addition, house
hold debt to GDP, which serves as a measure of leverage and the ratio of house
hold debt service and principal repayment, which measures the burden of debt 
and therefore the risk of default are important indicators that encourage banks 
to collect. 
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Information for the Non-Bank Public 

Similarly, to address information asymmetry problems, market-based assessment 
of the financial sector as implied by the prices (yield) of financial instruments 
and creditworthiness rating of financial institutions and large corporations are 
valuable information for the public and investors. A decline in the stock price of 
a financial institution relative to average stock prices may signal adverse market 
perceptions of the health of such institution. 

Data Sources and Limitations 

The interesting characteristic of the banking sector is that its institutions are 
both producers and users of statistics. Central banks are active producers of 
some official statistics such as monetary statistics, banking statistics, balance of 
payments statistics, and business cycle statistics of special interest for monetary 
policy. In the areas in which the central bank does not generate data but requires 
such data for policy purposes, they rely on national statistical institutes as in 
the case of real sector data and government finance data. Statistics for financial 
sector soundness and other depository corporation analyses are mostly derived 
from balance sheets or financial statements disclosed by financial institutions 
and corporations. 

A major limitation in the provision of these data is timeliness and quality. This 
cuts across most of the macroeconomic statistics in our economies. National 
accounts data are largely available annually, but with delays. For the compilation 
of monetary statistics, although central bank balance sheets are mostly available 
in time, inputs are drawn from the depository corporations, which in most of 
our countries are sent late. The quality concerns cut across most of the indica
tors and they border on coverage, out dated surveys of sectors, etc for macro-
economic data. This certainly has grave implications for decision-making. For 
a significant number of financial problems, available statistics have not been of 
sufficient timeliness and or quality to provide early and clear warning of emerg
ing difficulties. In this regard, the significance and quality of monetary, balance 
of payments and financial system data as well as the need for comprehensive
ness in the collection, methodological soundness of the compilation, accuracy of 
compilation as well as timely and informative public disclosure are now empha
sised as key to ensuring monetary and financial stability. 
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Approaches to Addressing the Effects of Data Limitations and Challenges 

Efforts have been made at the international level to address the limitations of 
available statistical information for banking and more broadly, monetary and 
financial activities. These have largely included the development of compila
tion guides for monetary and financial statistics, financial soundness indicators, 
national accounts, government finance statistics, balance of payments, consumer 
price indices, etc. The primary purposes of these guides are to provide guid
ance to compilers and users on statistical information, concepts, definitions, 
data sources and compilation techniques. 

While these efforts help in addressing some of the data quality issues, a major 
challenge for improving timeliness in the banking sector is the development of 
an efficient payment system. That is the ICT infrastructure facilitates the smooth 
functioning of banking business and ensures the provision of statistical informa
tion to the various players in a timely manner. In most countries, inter-banking 
transaction clearing are still done manually and this compromises the timely 
availability of a consolidated depository corporation balance needed to analyse 
credit developments in the economy. 

As most of the economies in the continent move toward monetary union, 
these challenges become greater as the need for information infrastructure to 
support a common monetary policy framework and facilitate cross border bank
ing business becomes increasingly important. 

Conclusions 

The wide range of statistics required for banking and monetary and financial 
activities are daunting. They drive policy makers, markets and the public alike. 
They are the raw material from which policy proposals and forecasts are con
structed. As such, they need to be of high quality if the product is to be of real 
use. Economic policy and business decisions are all driven and formulated using 
the building blocks of statistics. 

To be sure, it is crucial to identify the ultimate beneficiary of good economic, 
monetary and banking statistics. It is not the policy maker who uses them that 
needs them; nor is it the markets, which base their economic stance on them. 
The public ultimately reap the benefits or bear the brunt of good or bad policy
making based on accurate statistics. The public is a more active and direct user 
of statistics. Therefore, statistics has to be made accessible, understandable and 
useful as guides for the public in their everyday activities. 
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CHAPTER IO 

Library and Information Services in a Knowledge-Based 
Economy 

Abraham Azubuike 

Introduction 

Knowledge is the fuel of development. When properly put to work, it efficiently 
empowers human activity to produce innovative and transformative choices and 
actions. It is knowledge embodied in goods and services through innovation 
that make the difference between the most competitive and the least. The wide
spread emphasis on knowledge as the principal driver of economic growth and 
development in both developed and developing countries, has lead to the new 
phenomenon referred to as the knowledge economy. "Africa's most urgent need 
is knowledge for production and development,' was the central theme of the 
conclusions reached by a group of economists and development experts, after 
deliberating on strategies for Africa's development at the dawn of the millen
nium (ECA, 2000). This shows that Africa is not totally left out in the awak
ening. Consistent with the consensus on knowledge, the United Nations and 
other major international development agencies have initiated efforts to develop 
indicative frameworks for national knowledge strategies to inform country-level 
knowledge policy formulation and implementation. (World Bank, 1999; ECA, 
2001; UNDESA, 2003). The main objective of this report is to contribute to the 
deepening and extension of these efforts. 

From Data to Development by the Means of Knowledge 

To illustrate the evolving meanings and relationships of the various concepts 
related to knowledge production and use, the following definitions are offered, 
starting from the simple to the complex concepts. 

Data and information: Data and information are often used interchangeably in 
economics and information sciences, but operationally they differ in important 
ways. Data are neutral values or facts; while Information is an aggregation of data 
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about a social or natural entity (or entities) in a way that can convey meaning, 
and stimulate human understanding and action. This property makes informa
tion useful for decision-making. 

Knowledge: Knowledge is the capacity to recognize patterns and actionable val
ues in pieces of information or events, and the capacity to use the information 
productively in various and appropriate ways, including the ability to innovate 
- that is, to restructure things and processes so as to produce useful effects, prod
ucts and services. 

Innovation: Innovation has been defined as the creative process through which 
additional economic value is extracted from a stock of knowledge (OECD, 1995). 
It involves taking an idea through to a point where its applications are put into 
value-added practice. Innovation is not just a matter of technology, but also the 
management of change in ways that work in economic terms, and at the same 
time meet the needs and justified aspirations of humankind over the long term 
(Portnoff, 2003). 

The "Data" to "Development" continuum emerging in the above analysis may 
be represented as follows: 

Data *-* Information Knowledge <-* Innovation <-• Value Creation «-» Development outcomes 

While the sequence looks linear, the natural progression from data to develop
ment is iterative, and involves complex processes, especially at the macro-social 
and national levels — the important events being the transformation of informa
tion into knowledge, and the use of knowledge to generate value-adding innova
tion that results in positive development outcomes. 

THE VALUE OF KNOWLEDGE, AND ITS DEFICIT IN AFRICA 

The recognition of knowledge as a key economic resource is not entirely new. It 
started in a significant way more than four decades ago, with the publication of 
Fritz Machlup's 1962 work: The production and distribution of knowledge in the 
United States. This work characterized the knowledge industry, and determined 
that a developed country's economy is predominantly knowledge-based (Mach-
lup, 1962). Though, knowledge had always made contributions to economic 
effectiveness, for example, the traditional factors of production: land, labour 
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and capital, always required the effective application of knowledge of the right 
way to grow crops, use tools, and raise funds - but the new place of knowledge 
in economic activity has markedly increased in importance. It is now at the heart 
of value and wealth creation. Poor countries and poor people are left behind by 
rich ones, not only because they have less capital but also because they have less 
knowledge (World Bank, 1999). There are two major forms of knowledge: 
a Knowledge about techniques, usually called know-how or technical knowl

edge, enhances the capacity to act correctly, while a lack of, or inadequate 
possession of, results in knowledge gaps. 

b Knowledge about "how things are and behave," or phenomenological knowl
edge, relates to the attributes of natural and social entities, and is information 
related. Hence the richer the information possessed about an entity or a con
dition, the more knowledge about it one would have, while its insufficiency 
results in information problems (World Bank, 1999). For most development 
related cases, Africa suffers from inadequacy of both types of knowledge. 

What is a knowledge-based economy? 

A knowledge-based economy is one in which knowledge acts as the main engine 
of growth. Research has identified four preconditions of the knowledge econ
omy, as: 
a An economic and institutional regime, which provides incentives for the effi

cient use of existing and new knowledge, and the flourishing of entrepreneur-
ship. 

b An educated and skilled population, which creates, shares and uses knowl
edge well. 

c A dynamic information infrastructure to facilitate the effective communica
tion, dissemination, and processing of information. 

d An efficient innovation system of firms, research centers, universities, consul
tants, and other organizations to tap into the growing stock of global knowl
edge, assimilate and adapt it to local needs, and create new technology. 

Strengthening the above four pillars of the economy, will lead to an increase in 
the quantity and quality of the pool of knowledge available to it. This will con
sequently increase productivity, and thus economic growth and development 
(Chen and Dahlman, 2004). 
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Information in the economic growth and development equation 

A key element of a developing country's innovation strategy is to find the best 
ways to tap into the growing global knowledge base and to decide where and 
how to deploy the imported knowledge in its domestic R&D capability. Neoclas
sical trade economic research have indicated that imports are important channels 
via which developing countries are able to gain access to foreign technologies. 
Using the following analysis we show that imported goods are only proxies to 
information on how top produce the goods, and in so doing demonstrate place 
of information in economic growth equation. 

Assuming that the aggregate production of an economy is represented by the 
equation 

Y = AF(K,L) ( i )  

Where 
Y is the level of aggregate output 
K is the level of capital stock 
L is the size of the labour force 
A is the total factor productivity 
(defined as output growth not accounted for by the growth in inputs) 
Hornstein and Krusell (1996) 

A typical example of an explicit form of equation (1) is that of Cobb Douglas 
specification, 

Y  =  A K a K L a i  ( 2 )  

Where 
a K is the elasticity of output to capital 
a 1 is the elasticity of output to labour 

The equation (2) it can be seen that 

(3) 
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Note that the left hand side of the equation is economic growth (growth rate of 
aggregate output). This is to say that the equation above implies that there are 
three sources of economic growth: growth in the amount capital (contribution 
of capital), growth in the amount of labour (the contribution of labour) and 
growth in total factor productivity (Chen and Dahlman, 2004). 

Grossman and Helpman (1991) introduced growth theory into an open-econ-
omy setting and argued that goods embody technological know-how and there
fore countries can acquire foreign technology through imports. Thus increases in 
imports tend to lead to increases in total factor productivity: 

Y = A(r,e,m),F(K1L) (4) 

r is the level of domestic R&D 
e is the level of education 
m is the quantity of (manufactured goods) imports from other countries. 

The secret here is in "m = quantity of (manufactured goods) imports from other 
countries". One may argue that if, as the above postulate goes, goods embody 
technological know-how, information on how the goods are produced is the 
real entity for which goods are proxies. Hence, a country may pursue increase 
in total factor productivity, hence economic growth, through the importation of 
technological information, instead of their proxies (goods). 

The equation of economic growth in an open economy may be dramatically 
altered with the change of the element: "m = quantity of technological and pro
duction information imported from other countries". And, as information can 
be shared widely and converted to knowledge on how to make the same goods 
and similar goods, the importation of information should contribute signifi
cantly more to economic growth and development, than importation of goods. 

Further, as information can multiply exponentially in a population, if its use 
as a resource, achieves progress in any field, that progress is bound to spread in 
exponential proportions (Azubuike, 1985) 

Adams (1990) using the number count of academic scientific papers of vari
ous scientific fields to proxy for the stock of knowledge, finds that technical 
knowledge contributed significantly to the total factor productivity growth of 
us manufacturing industries for the period 1953-1980. He argued that as pub
lished academic information is the conventional way of acquiring fundamental 
stock of knowledge, it can be argued that their importation is a route to future 
economic growth. 
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The foregoing postulate that the availability of productive information and 
how it is used are key determinants of total factor productivity underlines the 
value of effective library and information services in economic growth and 
development, and especially in the knowledge economy. Libraries and infor
mation centres are the main repositories of academic and technical information 
resources - hence the core source of fundamental stock of knowledge. An effec
tive system of national library and information services for economic, scien
tific and technological development is therefore a most important element of a 
national knowledge system. Library and information services - including profes
sional knowledge services and financial information services - acquire, process, 
interpret, and ensure the availability of information and knowledge sources from 
within and outside their countries of location. 

Generally libraries and information services 
a harness information and knowledge by transforming ideas, data and other 

primary intellectual outputs through professional processing, storage and dis
semination; 

b contribute to the effectiveness of the education process and continuing devel
opment of a country's human capital by providing resources for the deepen
ing of learning and knowledge; 

c provide the catalyst for economic development at the local and national levels 
by providing access to new ideas, knowledge and information resources to the 
fullest extent, especially with regard to electronic resources; 

d bring about improved productivity and good decision-making of organiza
tions by providing the right information to information workers; and 

e bridge the digital divide along with the economic gap by providing access to 
ICT to disadvantaged populations such as the poor, the elderly, the physically 
disabled, and the unemployed, as well as small businesses, who cannot afford 
it. 

By serving the above functions libraries make important contributions to the 
process of transforming our society into an Information Society based on a 
strong foundation of knowledge which is universal, objective, timely and draw
ing from a variety of sources. In the Information Society, information services 
are needed at all levels and by every sector of the economy. Lack of information 
impairs the capacity of a community to produce minimum levels of goods and 
services for its basic needs. Hence for small or under-resourced communities, 
the use of community information resource centres to provide information and 
knowledge services as illustrated below is a logical alternative. 
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LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES AS CATALYSTS IN NATIONAL 

KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS 

Library and information services are vital components as well as catalysts for the 
effectiveness of other components of a national knowledge system. 

A national knowledge system is made up of knowledge functions, institu
tions, relationships, enabling policies and practices, and socio-cultural dynamics 
("FIRES") - a dynamic interconnection of knowledge-related components - which 
combine to manifest the characteristics of the knowledge-based economy and 
culture at the national level. The challenge of a knowledge-enabled development 
is therefore to ignite and harness the "FIRES" of the knowledge system to propel 
the innovativeness of the population to create and exchange value - locally and 
globally - for their individual and collective welfare and wealth. The elements of 
the "FIRES" functions mentioned above are enumerated on the table below. For 
detailed discussion of national knowledge systems please see ECA (2005). 

Table 10.1: The "FIRES "framework of a national knowledge system 

Dimensions of a 
knowledge System 

Elements of a national knowledge system 

F Functional 

Elements 

Library and information services, adult literacy, basic education and 

vocational training; higher education and basic research, including 

social research, science and technology: industrial research and 

development; communication of information; information and 

communication technology; indigenous knowledge; intellectual 

property rights (ipr); commercialization of ideas and innovation; 

and foreign direct investment 

1 Institutions Schools and colleges; universities; firms; national academies; 

libraries and information centres; research centres; government 

ministries; regulatory agencies; funding agencies; and international 

organizations 

R Relationships Knowledge networks and knowledge sharing; production networks 

and partnerships; public-private-people partnerships; and interac

tion among institutions and governments 

E Enabling policies 

and practices 

ict Infrastructure and policies; information access policies; science 

parks and industrial clusters; and economic and institutional poli

cies 

S Socio-cultural and 

political dynamics 

Social capital; cultural values; civil society; good and open gover

nance of institutions; and positive political dynamism 

Source: ECA (2005) 
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A KNOWLEDGE-LED APPROACH TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE 
MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS 

Adequate availability and effective use of the knowledge and information are also 
key to poverty reduction and the other elements of the current global develop
ment strategy enunciated in the Millennium Development Goals (UNDP, 2000). 
Hence, Africa must make knowledge its core instrument for progress, as only 
knowledge-based development programmes can reach the root causes of under
development. For example: 
a To eradicate extreme poverty and hunger: we must provide more opportuni

ties for people to use knowledge and information to increase agricultural pro
ductivity, and gain the capacity to avoid or come out of poverty, 

b To achieve universal primary education: the knowledge of the value of educa
tion must permeate the fabrics of the entire society. 

c To promote gender equality and empower women: we must have the knowl
edge and appreciation of the gains of universal equity. 

d To reduce child mortality: we need the knowledge of simple hygiene, and 
where and how to obtain health information and services. 

e To improve maternal health: we must empower women with knowledge about 
their health, their human rights, and what options they have to improve their 
well-being. 

f To combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases: we will have to generate and 
share greater amount of knowledge about the causes and epidemiology of the 
diseases, and how to prevent their development and spread. 

g To ensure environmental sustainability - including access to safe drinking 
water, and improved human habitat: we will have to understand the bio
sphere and how our quality of life depends on our interaction with nature, 

h To develop a global partnership for development: leaders and the led, will 
have to understand how to operate in the open trading and financial systems, 
practice and demand good governance, act to ensure decent work for the 
youth, know how to increase access to essential drugs, as well as understand 
and deploy information and communications technology effectively. 

The achievement of these goals requires the adoption of a new approach to 
development, a development paradigm that imbues people and their leaders 
with heightened awareness and know-how in very specific and general ways. 
Development as usual, the neoclassical strategies - aptly described by Joseph 
Stiglitz as "development as a technical problem requiring technical solutions" 
- will not suffice for these enormous challenges (Stiglitz, 1998). A more sustain-
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able, equitable, and democratic growth and development require a holistic and 
participatory approach ensured by placing emphasis on knowledge in its simple 
and complex forms. 

Community Information Resource Centre (CIRC) may serve well at the grassroots 

Information for development goes beyond traditional libraries. Where resources are 
inadequate to provide for the broad range of information services, and private initiatives to 
fill the gaps are limited, the establishment of a community information resource centre - a 
multipurpose information and knowledge centre for the local community - is recommend
ed. A CIRC can provide library services; local knowledge repository: audiovisual services; 
meeting arena; telecentre services; and specialized information services, for example, on 

HIV/AIDS, youth employment, and poverty alleviation. 

As a tool for development, a CIRC can be an innovative post-literacy means of focusing 
on daily problems of the local community, and represent a form of social movement. 

Developed in conjunction with the people, and sustained by them, a CIRC reflects real 
information needs of its clientele, in form and content. Access to services at CIRCS is more 
of participation in exploration of ideas and information, as clients tend to come in contact 
with information materials in groups, hence share their questions and understanding with 
one another. In other words, the development of knowledge becomes a process. In this 

case, the definition of knowledge as a process of questioning and reflection is different 
from knowledge as a finished product ready to be transferred, or used. 

CIRCS of varying degrees of comprehensiveness have been established in Mozambique, 
Tanzania and Ethiopia with the support of CODE, a Canadian NCO and Oxfam's Horn of 

Africa Programme. (Adapted from Mchombu, 2004) 

STATUS OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION IN AFRICA 

Having illustrated how knowledge and information determine the course of 
economic growth and development, and the way information forms the thread 
with which knowledge possessed by individuals and organizations is woven, it 
can confidently be said that reliable access to information is the key to prog
ress. Access to the right information for all groups in the community (includ
ing women, the youth, policy makers, researchers, and rural and urban poor) 
is therefore necessary for reaching our development goals. However, the level 
of information access in a country depends to a great extent on its informa
tion infrastructure and services - the national capacity: to make knowledge and 
information accessible, for transfer of knowledge; and to put knowledge to work 
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(Xuechen, 1983). To effectively facilitate access, a system of information infra
structure and services must have the following elements: 
a a nucleus of physical information resources, including libraries, documenta

tion centers, and: specialized information analysis and services centers in the 
various economic sectors; 

b a steady supply of qualified information professionals and support person
nel; 

c a corpus of professional knowledge-based consultancy services, including 
those run by lawyers, scientists, technical consultants, financial advisers, etc; 

d active linkages among significant decision-making bodies, government agen
cies, economic sectors, trade bodies and groups, educational institutions, 
research and development centres, and firms; 

e legislatively mandated funding system that guarantees that information 
resources are acquired and made available to all users, and monitored by a 
two-way communication process between service providers and other stake
holders; 

f an organizational system that brings together and energizes these resources, 
professionals and linkages; and 

g national policies that promote the systematic development of facilities and 
services. 

Having an access framework such as described above, is the road to the Infor
mation Society. This road is not, however, a smooth one for many African com
munities, as information providers and users in most African countries are faced 
with numerous difficulties in the delivering and obtaining relevant information 
due to inadequacy of facilities, resources and services. This situation may be 
summarized as follows: 
a Libraries and information services across Africa are undergoing rapid decline 

due to gross insufficient funding. 
b The costs of maintaining effective libraries are often underestimated, hence 

inadequate funding lead to lack of the capacity to use ict to expand access to 
information. 

c International donor and multilateral involvement in their development is 
rapidly disappearing, because as public goods, it is rarely possible to use them 
to show quick results needed by donor agencies. 

d Professional information capacity in many African countries is not develop
ing in congruence with rapid developments in information processing. 
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e The dependence on information sources from the developed nations means 
that the costs of acquisition of research publications and high quality data
bases have become very prohibitive. 

f Poor facilities constitute strong barriers preventing many libraries from using 
high quality information sources sponsored by a few donor organizations 
which continue to persevere in assisting them (Arnold, 2002; ECA, 2003b). 

INFORMATION POLICY ENVIRONMENT IN AFRICA 

A national information policy is defined genetically as: "...a set of interrelated 
principles, laws, guidelines, rules, regulations, and procedures, guiding the over
sight and management of the information life cycle: the production, collection, 
distribution/dissemination, retrieval, and retirement of information" (Duran, 
1991). It can be viewed as the embracing framework to put into practice the 
basic notion that social and economic systems will function more efficiently if 
the right information resources are available to individuals, households, civil 
society, businesses and government agencies whenever they are in need of them 
(Lamberton, 1974). 

Placing libraries and other repositories of knowledge prominently in this 
framework is the pragmatic starting point. But studies show that in Africa, 
libraries are not in the mainstream of issues addressed, as policy directions tend 
to neglect information content and its delivery (Arnold, 2002). In spite of the 
difficulties in their operating environment, libraries in Africa have a growing role 
to play in organizing and providing widespread and mediated access to globally 
available digital resources, in order to enhance the acquisition of knowledge for 
development. 

In general, national information policies in most African countries are not 
holistic in design and not strategically linked to development needs of the vari
ous sectors of the populations and economic sectors. Creating the enabling envi
ronment for increasing access to information and knowledge sources through 
broad-based policy formulation and implementation should be a national prior
ity, as fragmentation of policy instruments, lead to ineffective coordination and 
strategies. The national information policies in other regions reveal more robust 
trends, such as a number of South American countries, which pay adequate 
attention to the role of the library, the promotion of books, reading and infor
mation content; and North American countries that pay attention to access to 
government information, freedom of the press, and intellectual freedom. 

Since a government passes legislations and formulates public policies on issues 
and problems it values, the starting point for every interest group should be to 
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ensure that government has a 20/20 vision of the country's knowledge and infor
mation needs before it determines policy action to take. A national information 
policy should be based on following concerns and dimensions: 
a What information should be available to ensure economic growth and human 

development; 
b How information can best be described, analyzed, organized, and made avail

able for best effect; 
c How certain policies and practices of various stakeholders affect access to 

information; 
d How best to deploy ICT to aid research, scholarship, learning, governance, 

and the public well-being; 
e The options available to information providers and funding agencies given 

the prevailing economics of information acquisition and use; 
f The effect of inter-organizational relationships on information sharing, and 

information diffusion and assimilation; and 
g The socio-cultural and political dynamics operating in the country that may 

constrain policy change. 

These issues are usually covered with separate sets of policy instruments, which 
may be categorized into four broad groups: 
a Policies to ensure adequate provision and access to information for funda

mental knowledge, such as would support disciplinary academic, scientific 
and technical education and research carried out in institutions of learning of 
all levels and specialization. This would include national policies for libraries 
and documentation services of all kinds, including special information analy
sis centers; life-long learning; and information literacy. 

b Policies to ensure public access to government, civil and commercial informa
tion to reduce information asymmetry among stakeholders engaged in public 
and commercial affairs. Such policies would support broader participation in 
democratic processes, greater awareness and access to development resources, 
and equal opportunities for participation in entrepreneurial and commercial 
activities. These include policies and laws relation to public access to govern
ment and organizational information, government communication, censor
ship, and freedom of speech. 

c Policies to enable the building and provision of access to physical and virtual 
facilities and infrastructure necessary for acquisition, processing, storage and 
communication of information across space and time. This category includes 
policies on ICT infrastructure, regulation and capacity building; and 
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d Policies related to organization, enforcement and access to rules and regu
lations governing commercial competition, quality standards, and rights to 
tradable ideas. This group includes intellectual property rights covering copy
rights, patents, trademarks, brands and trade secrets, as well as technical stan
dards of tradable goods. 

Of these four categories, good progress is being made in the area of building and 
providing access to physical and virtual information facilities and infrastruc
ture. With the support and urging of ECA and other international organizations, 
more than half of the countries in Africa have completed their National Infor
mation and Communication Infrastructure (NICI) policies, strategies and plans, 
and almost more than two-thirds of the remaining half have been making good 
progress towards the completion of theirs (For more information on the status of 
NICI plans and strategies, please see Policies and Plans on the Information Society: 
Status and Impact (ECA, 2003a). 

In the area of intellectual property protection and access policies, the pres
sures of globalization of trade have provided strong stimuli for many African 
nations to start paying serious attention to them, but the practical effects have 
yet to be appreciably felt in the economic sphere. 

An analysis of the national information policies indicates that highly indus
trialized countries such as Japan, the United States of America, the United King
dom, and France address the need for information for research and development 
with great attention. Amongst the African countries, Algeria was found to stress 
the need to co-operate on issues concerning national information while the 
countries in South America stress the role of libraries in the provision of infor
mation in general. National information policies in many countries include leg
islation on national and/or public library services, however, in most cases they 
are fragmented in disparate instruments, leading to limited coordination and 
ineffectual strategies for sustainability and impact. See The Value of library ser
vices in development (ECA, 2003b) for detailed policy guidance of this issue. 

The North-South technical information divide problem appears to be well 
known in countries of Africa. Many of the countries suffer from a shortage of 
books and available information sources and a general poverty of information 
due to the fact that only a small number of book and research articles are pub
lished in Africa annually (Lor, 1996). Similar divide exists for Internet content. 
These problems has sufficiently high implications for economic development, 
but no legislation or measures seem to be in place in most countries to amelio
rate the effects. 
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Public access to government information is an issue that is generally addressed 
in national information policies, but not usually backed by law. Access to infor
mation may be facilitated or restricted by a government. In many countries, the 
right to information is a constitutional right. Abuses of information by infring
ing on the privacy of individuals, and issues such as decency are other issues that 
call for restrictive legislation. These issues are also relevant to the information 
industry, such as the press (Malley, 1990). Public access to information policies 
- supported by freedom of access to information laws - are in their infancy in 
Africa. Of the few countries that have enacted related laws, only South Africa is 
actively engaged in the required public awareness efforts. 

An analysis based on the generalized criteria discussed above found that only 
ten African countries have broad-based national information policies (Arnold, 
2002). Of course this situation must have changed drastically within past few 
years, especially in the light of the widespread realization of the value of infor
mation and knowledge. A major research project is needed to fully map out the 
policy situation in this area. 

Conclusions and Recommendation 

All human communities have always developed, acquired and used knowledge 
for their survival and progress. However, due to globalization and increased 
competition brought about by greater openness of the world trading system, in 
recent times, it has been realized that knowledge determines who gets richer and 
who gets poorer. This realization has led to the call for governments to design 
knowledge strategies to enable their citizens acquire and use knowledge more 
effectively to improve their well-being and their capacity to generate knowledge-
intensive competitive products and services for local and world markets. 

African countries should heed the call at the World Summit on Information 
Society (wsis) Geneva 2003, for all stakeholders to work together to improve 
access to information and knowledge through building of capacity for and cre
ating the enabling environment at all levels by developing national policies and 
laws to ensure that libraries and other information institutions can play their 
full role of content providers in the Information Society. In this regard, govern
ments in Africa could adopt a holistic framework of national information policy 
to ensure completeness of their Information Society strategies. 
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CHAPTER II 

L'information en tant que ressource economique 

Moubarack L. O. 

L'information est intrinsequement liee ä la personne humaine, aux groupes 
humains, ä la societe, et constitue le fondement sur lequel repose leur capacite 
ä apprehender, interpreter, comprendre et transformer le monde. Aussi loin que 
Ton puisse remonter dans I'histoire, l'information a toujours ete un facteur cri
tique suscitant la curiosite, alimentant la reflexion, motivant la prise de decision 
et finalement rendant possible Taction. 

Depuis la fin de la seconde guerre mondiale, l'information a pris une enver-
gure sans precedent suite au developpement des mass media qui ont facilite sa 
diffusion ä grande echelle, puis ä l'apparition de l'informatique qui a induit 
l'automatisation de son traitement, puis ä l'extension des reseaux de telecommu
nications qui ont permis d'accelerer sa circulation et d'etendre les frontieres de sa 
diffusion, et enfin ä la convergence de l'informatique, des telecommunications et 
de l'audiovisuel rendue possible par la numerisation de tous les types d'informa-
tions (texte, images fixes, images animees et sons). 

Desormais beaucoup plus facile ä creer, ä collecter, ä traiter, ä stocker, ä diffu
ser et ä utiliser dans les processus de la vie quotidienne, l'information est deve-
nue une ressource strategique pour tous les secteurs d'activite de la societe et plus 
particulierement pour l'economie. Elle possede la faculte quasi unique de pou-
voir s'utiliser, se reutiliser, etre transformee, etre partagee et echangee, sans pour 
autant perdre de la valeur mais au contraire en generant de la valeur ajoutee. 

II est cependant important de faire la distinction entre les donnees, l'infor
mation, les connaissances et le savoir. C'est ce que l'on appelle la hierarchie du 
savoir ou encore la pyramide du savoir telle que definie par Russell AckofF un de 
peres du Knowledge Management. 

Les donnees ne sont que des elements d'information elementaires qui en 
tant que tels n'ont pas de signification et done ont peu voire pas de valeur. Ce 
n'est qu'une fois qu'elles ont ete interpretees par le cerveau humain, qui est seul 
capable de leur confier une signification, que les donnees deviennent veritable-
ment de l'information. Cette information strueturee, analysee et inseree dans un 
contexte plus large, permet de construire la connaissance. Information apprise 
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et directement significative pour I'individu, la connaissance devient ainsi un ele
ment fondamental de la competitivite. Cela etant, ce qui fait veritablement la 
difference entre les acteurs de la societe et plus particulierement les acteurs de 
Teconomie, c'est leur capacite ä utiliser les connaissances dans la realite quoti-
dienne en en tirant le meilleur profit. Ainsi utilisees, les connaissances se trans-
forment en connaissances appliquees, en savoir et en savoir-faire enrichis par 
Fexperience. 

De ce fait, on peut legitimement considerer que c'est le savoir qui est la verita
ble ressource strategique de l'entreprise car, comme le disait le savant Louis Pas
teur, « le hasard dans les decouvertes scientifiques ne sourit qua ceux qui y sont 
prepares ». En effet, il ne suffit pas de disposer dune information aussi precieuse 
soit elle pour en tirer ipso facto un avantage competitif. Ce qui fait reellement la 
difference, c'est la capacite ä analyser, ä utiliser, ä exploiter, ä tirer le meilleur pro
fit de cette information en la pla^ant dans un contexte determine, en la mettant 
en relation avec d'autres informations, et en I'utilisant dans des processus divers 
et varies. Cette capacite ä tirer le maximum de profit d une information repose 
essentiellement sur les competences apprises et sur les aptitudes des individus. 

Avant d'entrer dans le vif du sujet, il importe de clarifier quelques 
expressions qui tournent autour du concept d'information. 

Dans la litterature, on rencontre plusieurs termes : « bien informationnel» qui 
renvoie au role de l'information comme ressource et qui est l'objet de la presen
tation, « technologies de l'information et de la communication (TIC) », « industrie 
de l'information », « societe de l'information », « economic de l'information ». 

Les tic peuvent se presenter sous la forme de biens d'information (produits 
ou services d'information) produits par l'industrie de l'information qui est un 
secteur de l'economie ; dans un contexte, celui de pays developpes, qui est celui 
de la societe de l'information, societe dans laquelle l'information est le moteur 
de la societe. 

Plus precisement; un bien informationnel est un bien numerisable, et done 
transferable, ayant une valeur pour des consommateurs. La litterature, la docu
mentation technique, la musique, les films, les ordinateurs, les logiciels, les bases 
de donnees, les programmes tele, les pages Web, la voix, etc. sont des biens 
informationnels. L'information peut egalement se presenter sous forme de pres
tation (par exemple I'installation d'un reseau informatique pour une entreprise) 
et done de service. 
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Les Technologies de l'information et de la communication (TIC) resultent de la 
convergence de rinformatique des telecommunications et de l'audiovisuel. Elles 
vont des technologies anciennes (radio, telephone fixe et television) aux techno
logies « modernes » que sont les ordinateurs et leurs applications, les kiosques 
ä ecran tactiles, le telephone mobile, les assistants personnels, les satellites, les 
technologies sans fil et l'Internet. Elles se caracterisent principalement par la 
numerisation de l'information. Dans le monde d'aujourd'hui, les TIC sont Ä la 
base de l'abondance d'informations en termes de stock et de flux. Cependant, 
leur apport majeur est lie au fait qu'elles permettent un traitement ultra rapide, 
une distribution efficiente ainsi qu'un acces aise et bon marche ä l'information. 
De plus, la rapidite avec laquelle les prix des TIC baisse et leurs capacites aug-
mentent est sans precedent dans l'histoire du progres technologique comme le 
prouve la loi de Moore (etablie par Gordon Moore) qui montre que la puissance 
des microprocesseurs double tous les 18 mois sans augmentation de coüt. 

L'industrie de l'information, dont les limites sont difficiles ä definir avec preci
sion, indue, aujourd'hui, les medias, rinformatique, les telecommunications, 
l'industrie du livre, les jeux videos et la production de toute une serie de biens 
et produits d'information directement ou indirectement lies ä ces secteurs. Elle 
emploie, depuis plusieurs decennies, la majeure partie de la population active, 
dans les pays de I'OCDE, et est le secteur qui genere le plus de richesses. 

La « Societe de l'information » designe une societe dans laquelle les technologies 
de l'information jouent un role central. Elle est en general placee dans la conti-
nuite de la societe industrielle. Les concepts de societe de la connaissance ou de 
societe du savoir sont parfois preferes ä celui de societe de l'information. 

L'economic de l'information concerne l'analyse de la logique economique des acti-
vites developpees sur les grands reseaux de communication, notamment Internet, 
et l'analyse des impacts des technologies de l'information et de la communica
tion sur l'ensemble du systeme economique. Sont ainsi etudies les effets sur les 
organisations (relations inter-firmes, organisation interne des firmes), les mar
ches (efficience des marches, commerce electronique, formes de concurrence, 
regulation sectorielle) et les nouvelles formes de diffusion-adoption des servi
ces et produits au travers des evolutions des usages des entreprises comme des 
consommateurs. 

Dans l'economie industrielle classique, les facteurs de production (et done les 
ressources) sont la terre, les ressources naturelles, la main d'oeuvre et le capital. 
Ce sont eux qui forgent la productivite et la competitivite des entreprises et des 
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nations, et leur donnent des avantages comparatifs. Aujourd'hui, dans l'ere post
industrielle, ces facteurs de base conservent leur importance dans la fonction 
de production, mais ils baissent en valeur et cedent la place ä Tinformation, au 
savoir et au savoir-faire qui deviennent les nouveaux leviers de la competitivite 
globale et permettent de gerer rationnellement 1'usage de toutes les ressources 
pour optimiser la production. De surcroit, l'ouverture des marches et l'exacerba-
tion de la concurrence provoquees par la mondialisation ont pour consequences 
de forcer les entreprises ä rechercher l'innovation permanente pour develop-
per une position competitive soutenable. Et, elles ne peuvent innover que si 
elles sont capables d'acceder ä l information et au savoir, et qu'elles developpent 
des capacites internes pour les utiliser, de diverses manieres, en vue de creer 
un environnement d'apprentissage continu inherent ä l'innovation. C'est pour 
cette raison que l information est desormais consideree comme une ressource et 
qu elle suscite la curiosite des economistes qui s'interrogent sur son role et sur 
son impact reel dans l activite economique. 

Lob jet de la presentation est de passer en revue les themes en debat sur ce 
sujet et d'esquisser des pistes permettant ä l'Afrique de s'inserer dans le train 
de ce que certains appellent dejä « la revolution informationnelle ». L'expose 
comprend trois parties. La premiere partie s'interesse aux dimensions macro-
economiques de l information et vise ä montrer comment l information peut 
favoriser l'acceleration de la croissance economique. La seconde partie concerne 
les aspects microeconomiques et analyse la contribution de l information dans le 
nouveau paradigme de l avantage competitif, en declinant les consequences que 
cela implique pour les entreprises et les roles nouveaux assignes dans ce domaine 
ä l'Etat-stratege. Enfin, la derniere partie examine les opportunites et possibilites 
ofFertes ä l'Afrique pour fonder son developpement futur sur l'information et le 
savoir, ainsi que les moyens ä mettre en ceuvre ä cet effet. 

Partie 1 : Dans un monde devenu globalise, rinformation s'est 
imposee comme un determinant-cle de la croissance economique et du 
developpement 

Dans cette premiere partie, qui s'interesse aux effets macroeconomiques de Tin-
formation, il est discute les liens theoriques et empiriques entre l information 
d une part, la croissance de l'autre. Une revue de la litterature presente les the
ses et modeles en presence, en se focalisant notamment sur l'analyse de la pro-
ductivite globale et sectorielle. On s'interroge ensuite sur la problematique de 
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l'emergence ou non d'une « nouvelle economic » liec ä rinformation ct aux tech
nologies derivees. 

INFORMATION ET CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE 

Dans la litterature economique, l'etude de la relation entre information et crois
sance economique s'interesse generalement aux effets de l'introduction des tech
nologies de Tinformation et de la communication (TIC) sur la productivite. 

Le prix Nobel Robert Solow constatait en 1987 que : « on voit des ordina-
teurs partout, sauf dans les stadstiques de productivite ». II voulait dire par la 
que le developpement de l informatisation aux Etats-Unis ne s'accompagnait pas 
d'une augmentation de la productivite. C'est ce que Ton appelle le « paradoxe 
de Solow ». 

Get elan de scepticisme, concernant l'apport des TIC, a ete battu en breche 
dans les annees 1990 par la croissance surprenante de l'economie americaine 
dont tous les economistes reconnaissent qu elle n est pas sans lien avec la diffu
sion des TIC. Gordon (2000) a ainsi pu montrer que la productivite du travail 
aux Etats Unis a gagne +1,6 points entre la periode 1972-95 et la periode 1995-
1999 (cf. tableau 1) 

Tableau 11.1 : TIC et gains de productivite du travail 

1870 -1913 1913 -1972 1972 - 199s 1995-1999 
Difference entre 
les 2 demieres 

periodes 

Production 4.4 3.1 2.8 4.9 +2.1 

Heures de travail 3.2 1.3 1.7 2.2 +0.5 

Productivite horaire 1.2 1.8 1.1 2.7 + 1.6 

Source : Gordon (2000) 

Les economistes s'accordent pour expliquer la hausse de la productivite du tra
vail de trois manieres : 
- le « capital deepening » qui a pour effet de mettre ä la disposition des tra-

vailleurs un capital superieur en quantite et en qualite ; 
- l'amelioration de la qualite du facteur travail, notamment le relevement de la 

qualification de la main d'oeuvre; 
- les gains de productivite globale des facteurs (PGF) qui resultent du progres 

technique, des innovations, ou encore de la reorganisation du mode de travail 
dans I'entreprise. 
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Cela dit, deux questions continuent de les diviser : 
a les gains de productivite du travail provoques par les TIC sont-ils permanents 

ou temporairesi 
b s'il existe des gains de productivite globale des facteurs (PGF), se limitent-ils 

aux secteurs producteurs de TIC ou se diffusent-ils egalement aux secteurs util-
isateurs? 

Stiroh (2000) pense que l'acceleration de la productivite du travail aux Etats 
Unis est de nature structurelle, au contraire de Gordon (2000, 2002) et Basu-
Fernand-Shapiro (2000) qui penchent pour des effets uniquement cycliques. 
Concernant la PGF, les auteurs sont unanimes lorsqu'il s'agit de constater que 
le secteur producteur de TIC enregistre immanquablement des gains de PGF. lis 
divergent toutefois sur l impact de la diffusion des TIC sur revolution de la PGF 

des secteurs qui les utilisent comme consommations intermediaires ou comme 
outils de gestion. 

Gordon (2000) pense que l'essentiel de la croissance de la PGF americaine 
(sur la periode 1995-99) est concentre uniquement dans le secteur des TIC, tan-
dis que Litan-Rivlin (2000), travaillant sur un modele microeconomique, ont 
reussi ä demontrer l'existence de gains de productivite dus ä l'invention de nou-
veaux processus, de nouvelles procedures et ä une reorganisation de la structure. 
Haacker-Morsink (2002), travaillant au niveau macroeconomique, etablit que la 
Hausse des depenses en produits des TIC dans les pays industriels, dans la periode 
1995-2000, entrainerait un gain de 1/3 de point de pourcentage de PGF par an. 

Par ailleurs, le rapport mondial sur la technologic de l'information, edition 
2004-2005, publie par le World Economic Forum, a decouvert que les gains de 
productivite les plus eleves lies Ä l utilisation des TIC sont enregistres dans les pays 
ayant un PIB par tete inferieur ä 5000 dollars. En outre, le rapport note que les 
obstacles au commerce sont parmi les facteurs les plus importants concernant le 
degre d'usage des TIC. 

Les postulats poses par les theoriciens de la croissance endogene, dont Paul 
Romer est le chef de file, seraient ainsi verifies. La le^on ä en tirer, c'est que 
les gouvernements doivent desormais promouvoir la croissance en donnant des 
incitations aux agents qui sont actifs dans les secteurs productifs de savoir, inten-
sifs en capital humain et inseres dans les reseaux mondiaux d'echanges d'idees. 
Cette regle de politique est particulierement appropriee pour les pays pauvres. 
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UNE « NOUVELLE ECONOMIE » EN CONSTRUCTION? 

Certains economistes demeurent sceptiques sur I'apport reel des TIC. Gordon 
(2000) et Bostworth-Triplett (2000) trouvent que les TIC ne possedent pas 
un impact structurel sur I'economie suffisamment important, compare ä celui 
engendre par les deux premieres revolutions industrielles (celles de l'electricite et 
du transport), pour que Ton puisse parier de « revolution numerique ». 

Malgre cet elan descepticisme, les faitssemblent demonter quon assiste bei et 
bien ä l'emergence d'une « nouvelle economie » qui engendrerait une croissance 
economique forte, tiree par les nouvelles technologies, dans un contexte de faible 
inflation. Pour Haacker-Morsink (2002 :15), « les gains d'efficience economique 
globale associes Ä la revolution des TIC sont substantiels et similaires en magni
tude aux gains dus ä la reorganisation de la production engendree par Fadoption 
de l'electricite au debut du vingt-et-unieme siecle ». 

Cette « nouvelle economie » mondialisee, dont les TIC ne representent qu'une 
partie, qui rend virtuellement caduques les notions de frontieres et de temps, 
stimule et prend, tout ä la fois, appui sur la predominance progressive de I'eco
nomie mondiale par le secteur des services et sur la liberalisation des echanges de 
biens, de services et d'idees. Elle se manifeste dans l'acceleration des decouvertes 
scientifiques et dans les innovations technologiques. Elle se traduit dans Tinte-
gration des marches financiers, dans la rapide expansion du commerce electroni-
que qui etait estime ä 1700 milliards de dollars en 2004, dans le « reingeneering » 
des modes de production des entreprises qui dependent davantage des investis-
sements et des actifs intangibles (qualifications, organisation, innovations, logi-
ciels et reseaux) pour bätir leur competitivite et leur croissance. Elle engendre la 
creation de nouvelles industries et de nouvelles entreprises (en particulier celles 
qu'on nomme les Start-Ups) et ouvre aussi d'enormes opportunites d'emplois 
nouveaux, qualifies et non qualifies, directs et indirects. En 2001, rien que le 
secteur des TIC stricto-sensu employait 17 millions de personnes dans les pays 
de I'OCDE. 

Eu egard aux benefices ainsi offerts par les TIC, plusieurs pays cherchent Ä faire 
de l'information le moteur de leur developpement en se dotant d une vision clai-
rement exposee. Ainsi, la Finlande a ete classee, par la revue The Economist, au 
premier rang des pays les plus competitifs dans le monde, en raison de sa capacite 
Ä innover et Ä promouvoir le developpement de l'industrie des TIC, en s'appuyant 
notamment sur une collaboration active entre le gouvernement, le secteur prive, 
les organismes de recherche et les citoyens. Le Canada, qui est devenu un lea
der mondial du commerce electronique, se fixe desormais pour objectif d'etre le 
premier pays du monde ä bätir une « cybereconomie » au vingt-et-unieme siecle. 
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Singapour se projette comme une « He intelligente », tandis que la Malaisie s'est 
dotee de son « Multimedia Super Corridor », que Finde est devenue un grand 
exportateur dans le domaine des TIC, et que I'lrlande a rambition de devenir le 
« e-hub » europeen. 

Partie 2: Du fait de son caractere multidimensionnel, rinformation 
renforce de plusieurs manieres la competitivite des entreprises et des 
nations 

Si Timpact macroeconomique des TIC divise toujours les economistes, il n'en est 
pas de meme en ce qui concerne le niveau microeconomique. Un large consen
sus existe pour dire que rinformation et les TIC jouent un role-cle dans le nou-
veau paradigme de la competitivite et que les entreprises doivent s'adapter ä cette 
nouvelle donne. Les pouvoirs publics doivent egalement accompagner le proces
sus en facilitant la mise en place d'un environnement favorable ä la diffusion de 
l'information et des TIC. 

LE ROLE DE L'INFORMATION DANS LE NOUVEAU PARADIGME DE LA 
COMPETITIVITE 

Des changements enormes sont intervenus dans le concept de competitivite des 
entreprises et des nations, avec I'importance grandissante prise par les facteurs 
intangibles (savoir-faire, innovation technologique) par rapport aux facteurs tan
gibles (matieres premieres), transformant radicalement le mode de fonctionne-
ment des entreprises. 

La competitivite se gagne done desormais, non pas en developpant des avan-
tages comparatifs de prix, et en misant sur l'abondance des ressources naturelles, 
mais en innovant sur les produits et les processus, comme sur les services appor-
tes aux clients. Elle se gagne surtout par une meilleure gestion des connaissances 
et des competences, par une plus grande flexibilite et par une gestion des affaires 
ä la vitesse de la pensee », pour reprendre l'expression de Bill Gates. 

A cet egard, l'information possede plusieurs vertus, mises en evidence par 
Michael Porter (Porter, 1985 : 75-98), qui en font un determinant essentiel des 
avantages competitifs. Elle entre d'une maniere de plus en plus importante dans 
la composition des produits et des services de l'entreprise (baisse des coüts de 
production par l'automatisation des täches routinieres, differenciation plus 
poussee des produits en usant des techniques de production assistees par ordi-
nateur, adaptation plus fine aux besoins des consommateurs mondiaux) et lui 
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donne ainsi de nouvelles capacites pour developper sa position concurrentielle 
dans les activites existantes. Elle lui cree egalement de nouvelles opportunites 
d'affaires, en lui permettant de lancer de nouveaux produits devenus technique-
ment faisables ou de transformer ses exces de capacites dans un domaine donne 
en services aux autres entreprises. 

L'information peut aussi servir pour la prise en charge des taches de gestion 
(administration, finances, ressources humaines, production, stocks, etc.) ou pour 
conduire des echanges d'information et des interactions riches avec les clients et 
les differents partenaires de l'entreprise. Elle est enfin un puissant instrument de 
marketing de l'entreprise et des biens et services quelle produit, par le biais du 
commerce electronique qui permet la vente de biens et de services ä travers le 
canal Internet et qui peut se faire ä destination du grand public (B to C), entre 
les entreprises (B to B) ou avec l'Etat (B to G). 

Enfin, l'information reduit l'incertitude et permet au chef d'entreprise de 
prendre de meilleures decisions et de faire des choix eclaires. Et, en definitive, la 
capacite de l'entreprise ä produire, ä exploiter et ä echanger de l'information est 
devenu un facteur determinant de sa competitivite. 

Facteur de competitivite, l'information represente ainsi une chaine virtuelle 
de la valeur ä cote de la chaine materielle de la valeur qu elle peut constituer 
lorsqu'elle est utilisee comme « input » pour la realisation de produits et ser
vices d'information. Pour que cette chaine virtuelle de la valeur se materialise, 
l'entreprise doit obligatoirement mettre en place toute une serie de dispositifs 
bases sur la veille, la gestion des connaissances (Knowledge Management), mais 
aussi L intelligence economique et le « benchmarking » (voir encadre II.I), le tout 
s'appuyant notamment mais pas exclusivement sur des systemes de gestion de 
l'information. 

Dans ce nouveau contexte de la competitivite, axee sur ce que d'aucuns nom-
ment « I'economie en reseaux », les PME/PMI, en s'appropriant les TIC, ont de 
nombreuses opportunites pour ameliorer leur productivite, revoir leur position-
nement dans la nouvelle chaine de valeur, se rapprocher d'entreprises geographi-
quement eloignees, echanger des informations et des connaissances, gagner des 
marches de sous-traitance au niveau mondial, mieux connaitre leur marche et 
s'en faire connaitre grace au commerce electronique. 

CONSEQUENCES POUR L'ENTREPRISE 

L'imperatif de prendre en compte la nouvelle ressource que constitue l'informa
tion implique des changements majeurs pour l'entreprise. 
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L'integration de rinformation dans l'entreprise demande des moyens techni
ques (ordinateurs, machines intelligentes, intranet, extranet, Internet, depot de 
donnees, exploration de donnees, systeme d aide ä la decision, etc.) et humains 
(chercheurs, observateurs, analystes, specialistes de rinformation, redacteurs, 
etc.), et des moyens financiers relativement importants. 

Et, il ne s'agit pas pour les industries d'investir uniquement dans les TIC pour 
gagner eventuellement en productivite. II leur faut concomitamment reinventer 
entierement leur organisation et leurs modes de fonctionnement, former conti-
nuellement les travailleurs Ä l usage des TIC, et mettre au point de nouveaux 
produits. L'OCDE a calcule qu'il faudrait investir 9 dollars supplementaires pour 
chaque dollar investi dans les TIC, pour esperer beneficier reellement de gains de 
productivite. 

Au niveau de la Strategie, le nouveau paradigme de la competitivite pousse 
les entreprises ä se concentrer sur leurs competences distinctives et ä externaliser 
routes les autres activites. De plus, elles n'hesitent plus ä delocaliser des segments 
entiers de production dans certains pays qui possedent des avantages competitifs 
particuliers. 

Ce mouvement d'externalisation/delocalisation (« outsourcing») engendre un 
monde des affaires veritablement planetaire, fonctionnant ä feu continu et vir-
tuellement sans frontieres. Par ailleurs, la relation-client se place desormais au 
coeur des preoccupations de l'entreprise qui doit notamment mettre en place un 
site Web pour communiquer avec les clients et prendre en compte de maniere 
immediate et pro-active leurs attentes. II lui faut egalement rendre son offre de 
produits plus individualisee, pour repondre de maniere precise aux besoins dif-
ferencies de ses clients. 

L'information et les TIC bouleversent aussi l'organisation au sein de l'entre
prise. La vitesse de pensee et d'execution, ainsi que la reactivite et la flexibilite, 
devenant des imperatifs, des changements doivent forcement intervenir dans 
les organigrammes, en mettant en place des hierarchies plus plates et un style 
de management participatif qui fait fi de la position hierarchique du personnel. 
Les flux d'information doivent egalement circuler le plus rapidement possible au 
sein de l'entreprise ; ce qui suppose une remise ä plat complete du dispositif de 
communication interne, avec notamment un usage prononce de l'Intranet et la 
mise ä la disposition du personnel des bases de donnees essentielles concernant 
l'entreprise et son environnement (stocks de production, etat des commandes et 
des livraisons aux clients, etc.). 
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Encadre n.i : la gestion de Information dans I'entreprise 

Dans la soci^ de rinformation, dans laquelle le savoir est un dement cid de la compd-

titivite des entreprises, la quete de rinformation est une activite essentielle qui implique la 

mise en place par les entreprises de plusieurs outils : 

La veille 

La veille peut etre ddfinie comme un processus continu et dynamique englobant 

l'ensemble des activus d'identification, d'acquisition, d'analyse et devaluation des 

informations permettant de faire des choix ou de prendre des decisions. Elle se decline en 

toute une sähe de spdcialitds en fonction de I'objectif recherche : 

- La veille technologique s'intdresse aux acquis de la recherche scientifiques et tech

niques (brevets, publications, savoir-faire), aux activity de recherche en cours, aux 

produits et services (dans leur conception et design), aux procddds de fabrication, aux 

matdriaux et filidres, aux systdmes d'information et permet de savoir qui fait quoi, oü, 

et avec quelles normes ; 

- La veille concurrentielle porte son attention sur les concurrents actuels ou potentiels 

et se consacre ä l'analyse de leur Strategie et des avantages compdtitifs. Son champ 

d'activitd comprend aussi bien les entreprises concurrentes, les partenaires, les 

fournisseurs, les utilisateurs, que les produits ou encore les procddds. 

- La veille commercial concerne les clients, les marches, les fournisseurs et le marchd 

du travail; 

- La veille stratdgique se distingue des autres formes de veille dvoqudes ci-dessus par le 

fait que c'est une activite ä plus long terme qui s'attache ä des questions de planifica-

tion stratdgique pour I'entreprise. Pour I'essentiel, les informations recueillies dans ce 

cadre permettent de faire les analyses de type SWOT sur lesquelles reposera ultdrieure-

ment la definition de la Strategie de i'entreprise. 

La gestion des connaissances/Knowledge management 

Si la veille est tournee vers l'environnement extdrieur de I'entreprise, la gestion des con-

naissances est quant ä eile tournde vers la maTtrise de l'environnement interne. A la base 

du Knowledege management, il y a en effet Tidde que les connaissances utilisdes et produ

ces par I'entreprise constituent un ensemble de richesses dont il faut pouvoir et savoir 

tirer profit de manidre ä augmenter ses ressources. Pour ce faire, il faut non seulement 

collecter mais surtout faire circuler Tinformation dans toutes les strates de I'entreprise, 

valoriser les savoirs-faire de chacun et assurer la propagation et le renouvellement continu 

des connaissances de I'entreprise dans le but d'augmenter les competences de chaque 

collaborateur, de bätir une veritable intelligence institutionnelle permettant d'accroitre la 

compdtitivite globale de I'entreprise. 

Concrdtement, la gestion des connaissances consiste a : 

- /es rtpirtr c'est-ä-dire les identifier, les localiser, les caractdriser, en faire des cartogra

phies, estimer leur valeur dconomique et les hierarchiser; 
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- /es preserver c'est-ä-dire les acqu^rir aupr^s des porteurs de connaissances, les mod6-

liser, les formaliser et les conserver; 

- les valoriser c'est a dire les mettre au service du developpement et de l'expansion 

de I'entreprise, les rendre accessibies selon certaines regies de confidentiality et de 

security, les diffuser, les partager, les exploiter, les combiner et cr^er des connaissances 

nouvelles ; 

- les actualiser c'est ä dire les evaluer, les mettre ä jour, les standardiser et les enrichir au 

fur et a mesure des retours d'exp^riences, de la creation de connaissances nouvelles et 

de l'apport de savoirs externes. 

L'intelligence economique 

[.'intelligence Economique repose en partie sur les activus de veille tourn^es vers 

l'exterieur de I'entreprise et celle de knowledge management tournees vers I'entreprises 

mais eile va bien au delä de ces dernieres. Elle porte en effet sur l'analyse de 

I'environnement Economique mais Egalement socio-politique et se fixe pour objectif de 

repdrer ce qui conditionne : les opportunit6s d'affaires, moins en termes d'occasions ponc-

tuelies pour I'entreprise que de perspectives de marches larges, durables et solvables; les 

risques, qu'ii s'agisse de risques commerciaux directs comme des risques lies a la con-

joncture ou aux situations socio et geo-politiques ; les modalitds d'exercice qui permettent 

d'exploiter les opportunitEs en Evitant les risques et qui touchent au systEme politico-

Economique d'ensemble, au cadre juridique et rEglementaire, aux pratiques culturelles, 

aux attitudes envers le travail, I'argent, les Strangers, etc. 

Souvent assimilee par erreur a de l'espionnage industriel, eile permet de prdcEder la con

currence et de s'en dEfendre, d'anticiper sur revolution de I'environnement, des marches, 

des concurrents et des technologies quel que soit leur taille mais aussi d'Elaborer cor-

rectement lune Strategie gagnante. Les Equipes en charge de l'intelligence Economique 

doivent etre imperativement integrEe dans les Equipes responsables de la prise de dEci-

sion stratEgique. 

Le « Benchmarking » 

Le benchmarking se dEfinit comme le processus qui permet de : connaitre les stan-

dards/normes, d'un produit, d'une activitE, savoir si Ton est en phase avec ces stan-

dards/normes, situer sa place en terme de classement. Pour I'entreprise, ll s'agit done 

de mesurer prEalablement les Ecarts de performance avec les organisations leader, puis 

de les combler. Pour cela, une arme majeure ; la vigilance, qui comporte un aspect passif 

- I'observation qui repose essentiellement sur une fonction statistique et permet de faire 

le bilan de la situation - et un aspect actif- l'analyse des donnEes et la diffusion des 

rEsultats afin de permettre les interactions. Pour se faire, il faut notamment dEfinir des 

indicateurs de performances qui permettront ä I'entreprise de mesurer ses pratiques, ses 

procEdEs ou ses produits, de maniEre ä ce qu'elle puisse dEterminer si ils constituent des 

avantages comparatifs ou au contraire des freins et done d'agir en consEquence. 
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Le benchmarking peut prendre difftrentes formes : 

- \e benchmarking interne, plus ais^ ä mettre en oeuvre car les informations sont dis
ponibles, consistant a faire des comparaisons internes utiles par exemple pour creer la 

stimulation au sein d'une equipe ; 

- le benchmarking concurrentiel, plus difficile ä mettre en oeuvre car les informations sont 
difficiles a obtenir, indisponibles voire secretes, surtout lorsque le concurrent excelle 

dans ce domaine. 

- le benchmarking non - concurrentiel, moins difficile a mettre en oeuvre car s'int^ressant 
ä un processus different dans un meme secteur ou ä un processus identique mais 
dans un secteur different. 

- le benchmarking leader, qui est I'approche la plus ambitieuse, car visant a prendre 
comme reference ['organisation leader sur le processus ou le produit que Ton veut 
Studier. 

C'est une action qui se mene sur le long terme, de fa^on p^riodique et r^guli^re et qui est 
en prise directe avec les dimensions efficacite et quality. 

Source : www.e-sens.unige.ch 

LE RÖLE DE L'ETAT STRATEGE 

L'Etat peut et doit jouer plusieurs roles pour accompagner l insertion harmo-
nieuse des entreprises et des citoyens dans la nouvelle ere de rinformation. 

Premier role : etre un utilisateur modele des TIC 

En developpant l administration electronique (e-government), l'Etat peut servir 
de catalyseur et de modele pour les entreprises. Le e-governement cons\sx.t ä deve-
lopper la prestation de services par les pouvoirs publics en utilisant au maximum 
les possibilites ofFertes par les Tic. Cela implique de repenser en profondeur 
l'interaction entre les pouvoirs publics eux-memes, entre les pouvoirs publics et 
l'entreprise, comme entre les pouvoirs publics et les citoyens. II doit aller de pair 
avec la simplification administrative et la dematerialisation des procedures. 

Au surplus, le e-government permet aux services de l'Etat, qui sont d'impor-
tants producteurs d'informations, de publier sur Internet et sur support elec
tronique (CD Rom) des bases de donnees que les entreprises peuvent utilement 
exploiter pour ameliorer leur productivite et leur performances. Ceci est particu-
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lierement vrai pour les donnees concernant les statistiques economiques et socia
les, ou encore les systemes d'information geographiques (voir ci-dessous). 

Deuxieme röle de l'Etat-stratege : promouvoir les infrastructures de 
telecommunications et des politiques d'accompagnement 
Le deploiement d une infrastructure de telecommunications est indispensable 
car sans infrastructure, il n'y a pas d'acces possible aux TIC ni possibilite de mise 
en oeuvre de nombre de services et de produits d'information. Cette infrastruc
ture se doit de couvrir non seulement les zones urbaines comme c'est le plus 
souvent le cas mais egalement les zones rurales. Elle doit privilegier la mise en 
place de reseaux ä haut debit sans lesquels la plupart des applications porteuses 
de valeur ajoutee ne sont pas operationnelles. II s'agit notamment de deployer 
I'ADSL qui offre des debits importants Ä des coüts relativement faibles et qui peut 
etre facilement mis en oeuvre par les PME/PMI. Les solutions non filaires comme 
le WiFi ou le WiMax doivent egalement etre exploitees de memes que les solu
tions alternatives comme les courants porteurs en ligne (CPL) qui permettent de 
transmettre des donnees sur des reseaux electriques evitant ainsi de deployer de 
nouvelles infrastructures. 

Au demeurant, la liberalisation des marches des telecommunications est 
incontournable en ce quelle permet veritablement la baisse des prix et l'amelio-
ration de la qualite de services aux particuliers et aux entreprises sous l'effet de 
la concurrence. 

Dans ce cadre, il convient de mettre en place un cadre juridique et legal 
approprie, et plus particulierement, instituer un organe de regulation indepen-
dant de tous les acteurs (Etat, Operateurs, consommateurs, etc.), disposant des 
ressources humaines, techniques et financieres adaptees et des competences lega
les süffisantes pour mener ä bien son action. 

Les accords internationaux notamment I'Accord General sur le Commerce 
des Services (AGCS) sont en la matiere d'un grande importance puisqu'ils obli-
gent les Etats signataires ä mettre en place des organes de regulation indepen-
dants,1 assurent la liberalisation et done la concurrence dans le secteur avec tous 
les effets normalement induits sur la baisse des prix et l'amelioration de la qualite 
de service. lis garantissent egalement aux societes impliquees dans la commer
cialisation des produits et services d'information la commercialisation des biens 

i Une Lettre de reference en matiere de regulation des telecommunications a ete 
preparee pour service de guide aux Etats membres qui souhaitent transiter d'un 
monopole vers les marches de concurrence. 
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qu'elles produisent et notamment qu dies exportent dans de meilleures condi
tions, du fait de l'interdiction des barrieres tarifaires et non tarifaires. 

Une autre prerogative de l'Etat, c'est de mettre en oeuvre des politiques fisca-
les et douanieres incitatives dans le domaine des infrastructures et infostructu-
res de telecommunications. L'equipement informatique au sens large (materiel, 
logiciel et consommables), le materiel de telecommunications et les produits et 
services d information doivent ainsi beneficier de faibles taux de taxation voire 
etre exemptes de taxes sur les marches interieurs comme ä Fimportation et ä l'ex-
portation. II s'agit de la sorte de permettre aux PME/PMI de s'equiper et d'utiliser 
intensivement les TIC en vue de se moderniser et d'accroitre leur competitivite, 
mais aussi de faciliter aux citoyens l usage des TIC et des services d information. 

Enfin, un des gros problemes rencontres par les entreprises evoluant dans le 
secteur des TIC OU voulant investir dans l'acquisition des equipements TIC neces-
saires ä leur modernisation est celui du financement de la mise ä niveau. L'Etat 
doit done mettre en place des mecanismes de promotion, d'appui et de finan
cement destines pour I'essentiel aux PME/PMI, et encourager la creation d'incu-
bateurs d'entreprises TIC et de pares technologiques offrant routes les facilites 
requises (alimentation electrique securisee, haut debit, locaux, etc.) et benefi-
ciant de statuts speciaux (zone franche, etc.). 

Troisieme role : reguler l'acces ä iinformation 
La regulation des activites economiques participe des roles qui continuent d'etre 
reconnus ä l'Etat. Ceci est encore plus necessaire pour ce qui concerne I'informa-
tion qui, de maniere contradictoire, doit tout ä la fois etre transparente, accessi
ble, protegee et securisee. 

REDUIRE L'IMPERFECTION DE L'INFORMATION 

Les economistes, Joseph Stiglitz en tete, ont beaucoup ecrit sur l'imperfection et 
sur l'asymetrie de l'information. 

Le concept d'asymetrie decrit le fait que les employes connaissent mieux leurs 
capacites que leurs employeurs, que I'assure connait mieux son etat de sante 
que la societe d'assurance, que I'emprunteur est plus au fait de son risque que 
le banquier, que le producteur est plus au courant de la qualite de son produit 
que le consommateur, que le gestionnaire {I'agent) maitrise mieux les donnees 
financieres reelles de l'entreprise que l'actionnaire externe {le principal). Si les 
uns gagnent ä ce que l'information exacte soit divulguee, les autres y perdent. En 
outre, il se pose un probleme de risque moral, chaque partie d un contrat ayant 
tendance, apres signature du contrat, ä alterer son comportement dans un sens 
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qui engendre un coüt pour I'autre partie. Un autre probleme lie ä rinformation, 
c'est celui de la selection adverse qui decrit une situation oü l'une des parties, au 
moment de signer le contrat, possede plus d'informations que I'autre partie et lui 
fait supporter un coüt supplementaire. 

George Akerloff (1970, pp 488-500) a montre que l'existence de telles imper
fections d'information peut induire une mauvaise allocation des rares ressources 
disponibles, la contraction voire l'inexistence des marches. Par exemple, l incer-
titude creee par I'asymetrie d'information entre le banquier et les emprunteurs 
peut conduire le premier ä rationner finalement tout le monde, de fa^on ä limi
ter le risque expose. 

Devant ces defaillances du marche, les pouvoirs publics sont interpelles pour 
reduire autant que possible les asymetries. II s'agit la d une action profitable ä la 
societe dans son ensemble. Les normes concernant le controle de la qualite des 
produits et l'octroi de garanties aux consommateurs, la legislation concernant 
le delit d'initie sur les marches financiers ou encore la surveillance de la gouver-
nance d'entreprise entrent parfaitement dans ce role de regulation de l'Etat. 

FAUT-IL PARTAGER OU PROTEGER L'INFORMATION? 

Certains considerent que l'information doit etre consideree comme un bien 
public universel que l economiste Samuelson definit comme etant une marchan-
dise etrange, qui est « non-rivale » (sa consommation par quelqu'un ne prive pas 
pour I'autre de cette meme information), « non exclusive » (chacun peut y avoir 
aisement acces, comme l air qu'on respire, la defense nationale ou l eclairage 
public), et qui genere des externalites de reseaux. Des lors, Samuelson estime que 
ce type de marchandise ne peut etre gere que par des decisions d'ordre politique. 
Car, des qu'une connaissance existe et se trouve stockee sous forme numerique, 
elle peut, sans frais specifiques (hormis la construction meme du reseau, des ser-
veurs et les postes de travail,...), etre dupliquee ä l'identique et circuler ä la vitesse 
des electrons. Le coüt marginal devient alors nul, ce qui est totalement different 
de nombreux biens economiques. De ce fait l'Etat a un role particulierement 
important ä jouer en mettant sur pied des systemes d'informations finances par 
I'argent public et dont le plus grand nombre pourra beneficier librement. 

Dans la realite quotidienne, la question du partage ou de la protection de Tin-
formation peut constituer un dilemme. En realite, il n'en est rien car I'entreprise, 
ou tout autre organisme, doit ä la fois etre capable de partager et de proteger 
l'information. En interne, dans le cadre du Knowledge Management ex. de la mise 
en ceuvre de I'entreprise intelligente, le partage de l'information est incontour-
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nable. Vis ä vis de l'exterieur, quelle soit partagee ou stockee, rinformation doit, 
comme routes les autres ressources importantes, etre protegee. 

La securite de rinformation a pour but de garantir un fonctionnement inin-
terrompu de l'enrreprise, reduire au minimum les risques et maximiser les retours 
sur investissements et les debouches. La norme ISO/CEI 17799 :2000 donne 
d'ailleurs des recommandations fort utiles pour la gestion de la securite de Tin-
formation ä l attention des personnes responsables de l'introduction, de la mise 
en application ou de la maintenance de la securite au sein de l'organisation. 

Au-delä, il faut bien entendu recourir, si necessaire, a la protection juridique 
ä travers les dispositifs de propriete intellectuelle (copyright) et industrielle (bre
vets, marque deposee, etc.) qui conferent temporairement aux inventeurs une 
rente de monopole et remunere leurs efforts de recherche. 

LAccord sur les ADPIC (Applications des Droits de Propriete Intellectuelle 
au Commerce, en anglais TRIPS : Trade-Related aspects of Intellectual Property 
rights), signe dans le cadre de I'OMC, est, Ä ce jour, I'accord multilateral le plus 
complet pour ce qui a trait ä la propriete intellectuelle (cf. encadre 11.2). 

Encadre 11.2 : I'Accord ADPIC 

L'Accord ADPIC definit les regies minimales pour le droit national de la propria intel

lectuelle dans le but d'empecher les nations membres d'utiliser la propriete intellectuelle 

comme une barriere commercial cach^e contre les autres nations. 

Pour les pays en developpement, membres de I'OMC, la question est de savoir si I'Accord 

sur les ADPIC encourage ou entrave leur developpement economique et permet v^ri-

tablement d'etablir un ^quilibre entre I'inter^t public et les droits priv^s. Ainsi, les pays 

africains avaient propose que I'article 27.3(b), qui non seulement facilite mais oblige tous 

les membres de TOMC a octroyer des brevets au titre de quelques formes de vie ou de 

processus de vie, soit modifi^ de mani^re a pr^ciser les formes de vie et les processus de 

vie qui ne doivent pas faire l'objet de brevet. Cependant, il y a eu une forte resistance de 

la part de certains pays d^velopp^s qui defendent I'idee qu'il est possible d'octroyer des 

brevets au titre des formes de vie et qu'en fait certaines formes sont brevetables. 

Une autre pol^mique porte sur la brevetabilit^ des logiciels. Pour certains, les brevets 

logiciels sont un desastre en termes d'innovation, de concurrence et d'equilibre des 

droits et its ne devraient done pas exister, et pourraient continuer a etre proteges par le 

droit d'auteur. Ainsi, I'Europe refuse d'admettre que le logiciel puisse £tre juridiquement 

protdgä par le droit des brevets mais une telle protection est possible dans certains Etats 

tels que le japon ou encore les Etats-Unis ou Ton estime que la brevetabilit^ du logiciel a 

contribue ä la croissance de l'industrie du logiciel. 

Source : www.wto.org 
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A travers les dispositions figurant dans I'ADPIC, les pays du Nord visent surtout 
ä se proteger contre le piratage, notamment des logiciels, et la contrefacjon. Les 
ADPIC engendrent ainsi une extension du champ de la propriete intellectuelle 
ä la fois au domaine du vivant (avec la possibilite de breveter les resultats de la 
recherche genetique) et aux TIC (possibilite de breveter les programmes informa-
tiques). Dans ce dernier domaine, des choses jadis impossibles ä breveter le sont 
devenus notamment aux Etats-Unis comme par exemple des « business model » 
ou des pratiques connues de tous mais qui ont simplement ete informatisees ou 
pire les resultats de la recherche non encore exploites. 

Certes, la protection des inventeurs est legitime puisqu'elle permet notam
ment de stimuler l'innovation mais eile ne doit pas etre un obstacle au develop-
pement des pays du Sud. D'ailleurs, face ä certains problemes de sante publique 
de grande envergure comme le SIDA, certains pays ne reconnaissaient aucun droit 
de propriete sur les medicaments et se reservent la possibilite de les copier sans 
verser de droits aux firmes qui les ont mis au point (Inde dans les annees 70, 
Chine, Bresil, Maroc). II faut d'ailleurs noter que c'est dans ces pays qu a pu se 
developper une industrie pharmaceutique. 

Cela dit, il n'est pas raisonnable de proner le piratage des logiciels ä l'echelle 
industrielle par les pays en developpement. Par contre une des solutions envi-
sageable est le recours massifs aux logiciels libres et de sources ouvertes qui sont 
souvent gratuits et pour lesquels il n'y a pas ou peu de coüts recurrents si ce n'est 
eventuellement des coüts lies ä des developpements demandes ä des societes pri-
vees ou ä de la maintenance. Dans son role de Stratege, l'Etat a alors un role 
important ä jouer en utilisant lui meme des solutions libres qui par ailleurs pre-
sentent pour lui plus de garanties dans le sens ou elles lui permettent de savoir 
exactement ce que contiennent les programmes informatiques, ce qui n'est pas le 
cas avec les solutions dites « proprietaires » dont le code source est inaccessible. 

Promouvoir « ^information pour tous » 
Les pouvoirs publics doivent faciliter l'acces universel, ä un coüt abordable voir 
nul, des citoyens ä Internet, pour les preparer ä devenir des acteurs de la « nou-
velle economic » et combattre la « fracture numerique », en facilitant I'acquisition 
par les citoyens d'ordinateurs ä domicile et en creant des espaces publics numeri-
ques et des centres d'acces communautaires. Ces points connectes ä Internet via 
I'ADSL par exemple et possedant de l'ordre de 5/10 machines fonctionnant en 
reseau avec une imprimante et geres par des animateurs capables de guider les 
utilisateurs dans leurs recherches peuvent etre mis en oeuvre par des associations, 
par des collectivites locales ou par l'Etat. Ceci est particulierement approprie 
pour les pays africains (voir ci-dessous, Partie 3). 
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La transparence de l'Etat est un element fondamental de la bonne gouvernance 
d'un pays. Car, il est demontre que la culture du secret est un terreau fertile pour 
le developpement de la corruption et la mise en oeuvre de mauvaises politiques 
publiques. 

C'est la raison pour laquelle, il convient de reduire rasymetrie d'information 
entre les gouvernants et les gouvernes en obligeant les premiers ä rendre compte 
en toute transparence de leurs actions. lis doivent par exemple publier sur Inter
net les donnees essentielles qui permettent de suivre au jour le jour la gestion des 
affaires publiques. Par ailleurs, dans la lutte contre la pauvrete, l'information des 
populations concernees est un prealable ä leur participation effective ä la reussite 
des programmes (voir ci-dessous, partie 3). 

Partie 3: Pour accelerer leur croissance et leur developpement, les 
pays africains doivent mettre en place des strategies de promotion de 
l'information et du savoir aussi bien au niveau global que sectoriel 

La question fondamentale ä se poser ä ce Stade est de savoir si l'information 
pourrait servir de levier pour sortir 1 Afrique de la pauvrete et accelerer son deve
loppement. Il faut ensuite s'interroger sur les strategies ä mettre en oeuvre ä cet 
effet. 

D'ABORD, L'AFRIQUE GAGNE-T-ELLE A FONDER SON DEVELOPPEMENT SUR 
L'INFORMATION? 

Le continent regroupe en majorite des pays pauvres. C'est connu. Ce qui l est aussi, 
c'est que dans le contexte de la mondialisation, un cercle vicieux s'etablit entre la 
faible croissance economique et le manque de competitivite (cf. schema 1). 

En effet, dans le nouvel environnement marque par l'ouverture des frontie-
res, la liberalisation des echanges et le demantelement progressif des protections 
tarifaires, c'est toute I'economie qui devient pratiquement exposee ä la concur
rence internationale. II faut done etre competitif ou perdre en attractivite pour 
les investissements et en parts de marche sur son marche interieur comme ä l'ex-
portation. Or, nous avons vu plus haut que l'information et le savoir sont deve-
nus des determinants essentiels de la croissance acceleree (theorie de la croissance 
endogene), et que leur diffusion renforce I'avantage competitif des firmes et des 
nations. 
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Et, si la pauvrete entraine la plupart du temps le non acces aux systemes et 
flux d'information et de savoir, le non acces aux systemes et flux d'information 
et de savoir est lui meme source de pauvrete, tant le manque d'information joue 
sur la capacite ä se former, ä innover et ä saisir les opportunites economiques et 
de toutes autres natures. 

II s'y ajoute que les pays pauvres sont particulierement concernes par les 
imperfections de l information qui comme on le sait sapent l efficacite du mar-
che et reduisent sa taille. 

Par consequent, il est possible de postuler que : lAfrique estaujourd'huipauvre 
parce quelle peine ä s integrer dans l'ere de Information. 

Faible insertion dans les 

rereaux d'^changes d'idees, 

de biens et de services 

Chomage, fuite des 

cerveaux 

Flux d'investissements 

faibles 

Investissements insuffisants sur les 

nouveaux facteurs de competitivit^ 

(information, savoir, formation, 

infrastructures de base ...) 

Schema ii.i : « Le cercle vicieux de la pauvrete en information » 

Le continent n'a done pas le choix. S il veut sortir de la misere, il lui faut impera-
tivement reussir la vision d'etre un acteur dynamique de la societe de l'information 
qui se construit sous nos yeux. 

Pour differentes raisons, I'Afrique a rate les revolutions industrielles des siecles 
passes. Ceci ne constitue cependant pas un handicap insurmontable, puisque les 
pays d'Asie de l'Est ont demontre que le rattrapage technologique et economi-
que (« catch up ») peut se faire en quelques decennies. De surcroit, le bon usage 
de l'information et des tic a la vertu particuliere de rendre encore plus rapide le 
rattrapage, puisque I'avantage accumule par les pays developpes dans les techno
logies traditionnelles devient en partie obsolete avec les nouvelles facilites per-
mises par les systemes d'information et par les tic. En adoptant directement ces 
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technologies emergentes, les pays en developpement peuvent done sauter des 
etapes et s'inserer rapidement dans les circuits d'echanges mondiaux. 

La transition de l'economie mondiale vers une economie fondee sur I'infor-
mation et le savoir offre ainsi de nombreuses opportunites aux pays en develop
pement qui seront capables d'en tirer profit de maniere strategique. Les pays 
africains doivent se mouvoir dans cette « nouvelle economie » en y developpant 
des avantages competitifs bases sur leur histoire et sur les conditions materielles 
qu'ils connaissent. 

Pour passer ä Taction, le handicap majeur qui se pose, e'est que le marche est 
tellement contraint par les imperfections d'information et que la diffusion des 
TIC est tellement faible sur le continent qu'on peut se dire que, vus les ressour-
ces financieres et les efforts requis pour se mettre ä niveau, I'Afrique ne pourra 
jamais y arriver. Des pays beaucoup plus avances rencontrent d'ailleurs eux-
memes des difficultes pour s'adapter convenablement aux exigences de la « nou
velle economie ». 

Malgre tout, ce handicap de base ne doit pas conduire ä baisser les bras. Le 
plus important pour I'Afrique, e'est de faire preuve de volonte politique, de 
demarrer le processus et de s'engager avec fermete dans la conduite d une Strate
gie de developpement qui met au centre la diffusion de l'information, du savoir 
et des TIC. 

Les dirigeants africains ont bien compris cela en procedant des 1996 ä l'adop-
tion de I'AISI (Initiative Societe Africaine Ä l'Ere de l'information). 

Le programme Nepad a egalement retenu comme chantier majeur le deve
loppement de l'information et des TIC sur le continent. De la meme maniere, la 
Commission de 1'Union Africaine a inclus, comme ligne d'action de son plan 
strategique, la reduction du fosse qui separe I'Afrique des autres continents dans 
le domaine des Technologies de l'information de la communication (TIC) et des 
services de 1'Internet. 

Au surplus, les partenaires au developpement de I'Afrique sont de plus en plus 
conscients qu'il leur faut accorder une importance accrue au developpement de 
l'information et des TIC dans leur programme de cooperation avec I'Afrique. 
C'est dans cet esprit qu'il faut lire la decision de la Communaute internationale 
de faire de la promotion des TIC une des 18 cibles des 8 Objectifs du Millenaire 
pour le Developpement, ainsi que la creation recente du Fonds mondial de Soli-
darite Numerique, en prelude ä la tenue du Sommet mondial sur la Societe de 
l'information. 

En tout etat de cause, la mise en place d un environnement favorable au deve
loppement d'economies africaines pour lesquelles l'information sera un moteur 
privilegie, implique une appropriation de cet imperatif au plus haut niveau de 
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l'Etat et sa prise en compte concrete dans les documents de politique economi-
que (notamment les plans de developpement et les Documents de Strategie de 
Reduction de la Pauvrete, DSRP). 

Ce qui est heureux, c'est que certains pays africains ont d'ores et dejä compris 
les enjeux de l'information et ont pris des initiatives tres fortes pour favoriser 
leur insertion harmonieuse dans la nouvelle economic qui se construit. Ainsi, 
l'Afrique du Sud integre pleinement les applications des TIC dans plusieurs sec-
teurs-cles de son economic. De meme, File Maurice se fixe comme ambition 
de devenir une ile numerique et a reussi ä attirer d'importants investissements 
directs etrangers et ä elargir la base des utilisateurs des TIC. 

De maniere generale, pour jeter les bases d'une economic basee sur l'infor
mation et sur le savoir, il faut ä la fois mettre en place une infrastructure tech
nique, servant de base ä la creation, au traitement, au stockage, ä la diffusion et 
ä la recherche de l'information et une infostructure consistant en l'ensemble de 
systemes d'information (archives, bibliotheques, centre de documentation, bases 
de donnees, Intranet, sites Web, systemes d'information geographique, etc.), et 
des personnes capables de prendre en charge la creation, la gestion et surtout 
l'exploitation des ressources informationnelles. 

La mise en place de cette infrastructure et de cette infostructure etant des 
questions d'une extreme complexite, compte tenu du nombre et de la diversite 
des implications, il est necessaire que les Etats elaborent et mettent en oeuvre 
des strategies nationales, declinees en strategies sectorielles, prolongees par de 
strategies locales servant de cadre ä des strategies institutionnelles ä l'echelle des 
organisations (entreprises, universites, associations, etc.), la dimension interna
tionale et les exigences de l'integration regionale etant prises en compte ä tous 
les niveaux. 

Les documents strategiques (Infrastructures Nationales d'information et de 
Communication, NICI), que plusieurs pays africains ont d'ores et dejä compus, 
avec l'appui de la CEA, sont suffisamment elabores pour servir de cadre d'action. 
Il leur faudrait simplement les transformer en lois d'orientation axees sur la pre
paration de l'entree dans la societe de l'information, programmer des ressources 
budgetaires adequates pour realiser les objectifs fixes et faire un suivi-evalua-
tion rigoureux. II leur faut aussi se convaincre qu'une depense effectuee dans 
le developpement de l information et des TIC constitue une priorite absolue en 
ce quelle exerce de reels effets multiplicateurs sur la croissance economique, en 
meme temps quelle contribue in fine ä eradiquer la pauvrete. 
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Toute nouvelie politique publique en Afrique devrait ainsi inclure une dimension 
informationnelle 
Au delä de l'infrastructure et de l'infostructure, les lignes d'action devraient cou-
vrir la refonte de la politique de regulation des activites economiques et l'erection 
de la transparence de rinformation publique comme regle constitutionnelle, de 
maniere ä reduire les situations d'asymetrie d'information dans l'economie et ä 
rendre le fonctionnement des marches plus performant. 
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OCDE see OECD 
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development 
OS Operating Systems 
OTC Online Travel Corporation Inc. 
PC Personal Computer 
PDAS Personal Digital Assistants 
PGF Productivite Globale des Facteurs 
PIC Public Information Centres 
PNUD Programme des Nations Unies pour le Developpement 
PRSP Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper 
REC regional economic communities 
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Developpement 
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SDI Spatial Data Infrastructure 
SITA Airline Telecommunications and Information Services 
SME Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise 
SOE State of Environment 
SOX Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
SSA subSaharan Africa 
SSL Secure Sockets Layer 
SWIFT Society For World Interbank Finance Telecommunication 
TCP/LP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
TDOA time difference on arrival 
TIC Technologie de l'Information et de la Communication 
TLD Top-Level Domains 
TLS Transport Layer Security 
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UNDP UN Development Program 
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UNEP UN Environmental Program 
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USAID United States Agency for International Development 
USGS (EDC) us Geologic Survey (EROS Data Centre) 
VERGON Virtual Extension Research and Communication Network 
VPN Virtual Private Network 
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WAEMU West African Economic and Monetary Union 
WGIG Working Group on Internet Governance 
WHO World Health Organization 
WMS World Market Share 
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WSIS World Summit on the Information Society 
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WTSA World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly 
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